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('haptel' of DI·. Rlllillell(hal's /01'(11
('aJllillg book "IJogistical SUllport of 
the .ti)')/lies (EUI'olll'ml Theafel' of 
0w'reltiolls)," 011(' of thc palione8 in 
th,. SNics The U.S. Army in World 
\\'ar II, IIOW licillg prepared by fhe 
Olnce of the Chief of Military His
tll!'Y, [)C}/(( I'fmcld of the A I'IIIY. PC/'
,"issillll fill' rCIJrodllctioll //lay be ob
f"illcr! Oil 1'('qucM i,'o))/ tlie Chief of 
.llilda/·y History, Il'ashillgtoll ;.!!), 

f).C.--The Editor. 

IT CAN be taken as axiomatic that 
1oc l<tie considerations have a strong in
lluI'nee on strategic planning in modern 
"arfare. LQgistic factors also have a 
c<'lltinuing influence on the conduct of 
('I'('l'ations, once they have begun. In the 
h. -101'1' of operations in the European 
Th"ater, there is no better example of 
till, than the dilemma in which the Allies 
r" ;lId themselves, in mid-September 1944, 
I, '!lOwing the pursuit of the German 
11, ,,,ies across Northern France. At that 
til"", the Allied armies stood at the Ger
111" ': border in the north, and at the 

Mosplle River in the south. That they 
were stopped there was due, in part, to 
the increasing- resistance which a re
organized enemy was able to offer from 
the prepared defenses of the Westwall 
and along the Moselle, and, in part, to 
supply shortages. These shortages were 
the more exasperating and the more 
highly publicized because they occurred 
in the midst of spectacular successes, and 
because they cont1"ibuted in frustrating 
a short-lived hope that the war might be 
brought to an ('nt!. 

These shortages were only the be
?inning of a prolonged supply famine, 
and provided only a foretaste of how 
logistic limitations could affect the con
duct of operations. Within a matter of 
days, the deteriorating logistic situation 
led to one of the most reluctantly made, 
and most debated, decisions of the war. 
This was the decision which l'eneral' 
Eisenhower made, late in September, to 
halt offensive operations on a large part 
of the front and to concentrate the bulk 
of the Allied resources on a relatively 
narrow front in the north. 

The reasons for the deSPerate supply 
situation which necessitated this decision • 

Allied operations in Europe, in September J944, provide an example 
of how logistic considerations, repeatedly subordinated, directly, influ
enced both strategic planning and the tactical execution of those plans 
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should not have been difficult to see. But 
the inability to continue the pursuit of 
the shaken enemy forces created an ex
asperating situation, and it, was hardly 
surprising that the initial reaction of 
combat commanders should tak" the for111 
of annoyance with the Communications 
Zone, the organization responsible for 
their support. This annoyance l'eflect"d 
both a lack of understanding- of the im
pact which the pursuit had had on supply 
capabilities, and short memories concern
ing the invasion plan and thl' expected 
course of the operation, 

Basic Assumptions 

On its operational side, tilt' O,.c,.zunl 
invasion plan had been predicated on an 
estimate tbat the enemy would makl' suc
cessive stands on the major water bar
riers across France and Belgium and. in 
accord with this assumption, it was ex
pected that he would make a staml at 
the Seine River, a line that would not 
be reached until D plus no, Furtl1l'l'Il1ore, 
plans had contl'mplated a fairly steady 
rate of advance and not the pursuit of 
a disorganized enemy. "'hile such a 
forecast of progress admittedly \Va, eon
jectural, it formed, necpssaril,', thl' baSIS 
of logistic preparations. In till' belief, 
for example, that the Seinl' ports would 
not become available quickly, great em
phasis was placed on the dl've'lopment of 
the Brittany area, includinJ.!; the port of 
En's!. In addition, at kast a month's 
pallSl' at the SC'ine was l'xl'ected to he 
llPc('t'sary to d(l-velop an adlninistl'utive 
base capable of supporting' further of
fensives, Even on these assumptions, 
the marg-in of safety of the Orc/'lord 10
gh,tic plan was believed to be nonexistent. 

The development of the O/'n-lord op
eration was quite different than expected, 
and the assumptions on which the sched
ules had been based were largely voided. 
For the first 7 weeks, the advance was 
much slower than expected, and the Allied 

forces were confined to a shallow Nor
mandy beachhead. From the viewpoint 
of logistic support, the lag in operations 
was not serious immediately, for it re
sulted in short lines of communications 
and gave the service forces added time 
to develop the port of Cherbourg, whose 
capture had been delayed. 

Facing Realities 

\\'hatever temporary advantage accrued 
from this situation was eliminated 
quickly following the break-out at the 
C'nd of July. By D plus 79 (24 August), 
Allied forces had closed to the Seine
11 days ahead of schedUle-despite a 
lag of approximately ;)0 days at the be
ginning of the break-out. Tactically, the 
spectacular drive of early AuJ.!;ust brought 
definite advantages, for it l'l'sulted in th,' 
almost complete destruction of the Ger
man Seventh Army, and it greatly ac
celeraterl tlw advance to the enemy's 
iJol'dl'r. From the point of view of 1,\
gistic support, howev"r, the rapid advanCl' 
to the Seine forl'sharlowl',1 serious COlll

plications. Thl' fact that the Ope,-l,,, " 
ohjPctive was ]'('ached on D plus 7fl rath"1" 
than D plus no was, in itsl'lf, not t"" 
,,'riou..;, for till' suppl~' strul'ture was ,uf
1\('il'lltly jiPxihh, to '""'Ollllllodate its(>\f (0 

a variation of 11 days. TIll' departure 
from thl' ,cheduled adv:llH'l' al'tually h.l<1 
bpen mOrt' ,,'rlOUs. Becaus(> of th(' ini(I~1 

laJ.!; in opl'rationo.;, Unitt'd Statl's forn" 
\n.'rl' still at the D plus 20 line at D plus 
,W, and betwl'l'n D plus .Jn and D pillS 7:1, 
a "nioe! of :W days, aetually had ,.. 1
vanced a distance which, by plan, \\ ,I' 
to have taken 70 days. The lim's of C(' ,1

municatior.s could not bl' d,'vcloped at 
the speed with which tanks and oth'r 
combat vehicle'S wert' abh' to race for",,,, d, 
The re:;ult was that the armies aln>a!y 
had used up their opcrational resel" ,:, 
by the tinlC' they r('achcII thc Seine. 

Since rail and pipe lines could not he 
pushed forward quickly enough, mO\<lr 
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tran~port facilities were strained to the 
breaking point in attempting to meet 
even the niinimum needs of the armies, 
and the Communications Zone, conse
quently, found it impossible to establish 
stocks in advance depots. Furthermore, 
none of the Brittany ports had as yet 
heen captured, and only one major port
Chcrboul'g-was operational. 

Additional Difficulties 
The arrival at the Seine marked only 

the beginning of supply difficulties. De
spite the logistic complications which 
the rapid advance had already fore
shadowed, decisions now were made to 
,,"tablish a brid,:ehead across the Seine; 
tlH'l1, to encircle Paris and, finally, 
continue the pursuit without pause; and 
to broaden the entire scope of the'drive 
mto Germany by ordering an attack 
along the subsidiary axis south of the 
Ardennes in considerably greater strength 
than was contemplated originally. On 
purely tactical grounds these decisions 
\\t're logically indicated, for the Allies 
!lOW enjoyed a definite superiority, and 
till' disintegration of enemy resistance 
otf,'red opportunities that would have 
b",'n folly to ignore. From the point of 
Vll'W of logistics, however, these decisions 
,'all'ied with them a supply task all out 
of proportion to planned capabilities, 
With the supply structure already 
;:, \ ('rely strained, these decisions entailed 
til, risk of a complete break-down. 

The continued advance, late in August 
up,J at the beginning of September, con
,t ;nently brought hectic days and sleep
It',. nights to supply officers. All the 
d;".,.ulties, which had already begun to 
aj'''<'ar during the approach to the Seine, 
n" were further aggravated. The main 
}II i .lem, as before, was the deficiency 
in ransport. Despite great efforts, rail 
'('t' Ilstruction was unable to keep pace 

wi 1.. the advance. Air supply repeatedly 
fai",t! to match its predicted capacity. 
COl -eQuently motor trans ort continued 

to bear the principal burden of the for
ward movement of supplies and it was 
unable to deliver even daily needs, to 
say nothing of stocking advance supply 
depots. 

Comparison 

The unbearable supply task which the 
continued advance created can best be 
appreciated by comparing planned with 
actual developments. At D plus 90, it 
had been assumed that no more than 12 
United States divisions would be sup
ported at the Seine. Not until D plus 
120 was it thought feasible to support 
these divisions in their first offensive 
action beyond that barrier. At D plus 
90 (4 September), however, 16 divisions 
already were being' supported at a dis
tance of 150 miles beyond the Seine, and, 
within another week, the United States 
First Army forces were operating at the 
German border in the vicinity of Aachen, 
well over 200 miles beyond Paris. By D 
plus 98 (12 Septe)nber), the armies had 
advanced to a line which forecasts had 
indicated would not be reached until D 
plus 350. Between 25 August and 12 
September, they had advanced from the D 
plus 90 to the D plus 350 phase line, 
thus covering 260 phase-line days -in 19 
d'ays. The record actually was more 
phenomenal than these figur~s indicate, 
because, in the earlier dash to the Seine, 
the armies had overcome an initial lag 
of 30 days. The city of Paris also had be
come an additional supply liability be
cause of its liberation, 55 days ahead of 
schedule. 

Contrary to plan, therefore, and as 
a direct consequence of the August de
cisions, considerably greater forces .were 
being maintained at much greater dis
tances than contemplated. This was ac-, 
co!nplished despite an insufficiency of 
motor transport (which had been pre
dicted even before D-day), despite the 
failure to open the Brittany ports, and 
des ite the remature assumption of 
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responsibilities in connection with the 
civil relief of Paris. 

q Logistic Limitations 
The probability that logistic limita

tions might "strait jacket" tactical op
erations had been realized as early as 
24 August, when General Eisenhower ex
pressed anxiety over the Allies' inability 
to undertake, simultaneously, the various 
operations which appeared desirable. 
Flushed with success, however, the Allies 
had begun to develop ambitions which 
they had not dared consider a month 
earlier. The uninterrupted advance in 
the next 2 weeks continued to nourish 
the hope that strong offensives, both 
north and south of the Ardennes, might 
be sustained. In the first week of Sep
tember, General Eisenhower decided that 
such simultaneous drives to both the Ruhr 
and the Saar were stilI within Allied 
capabilities and, on 1 0 S~ptember, he 
accordingl~' authorized an advance across 
the Siegfried Line by both United States 
armies. He admitted that the supply or
ganization already was stretched to the 
breaking' poillt, but he believed the opera
tion was a wOl·th whilt, gamble in onkr 
to tak" full advantage of the'disorganized 
state of the German forces. 

The maintenancp of thp armit>s was 
a touch-and-go matter at this time, how
eyer, and it was nece::;sal'~; to keep a con
stant fingt'r on the logistic p\Ilse. Supply 
capabilities ckarly were unequal to the 
sUPI)ort of sustained o]ll'rations by both 
armies against determined opposition, 
for ddiveri"s w"re being- made at the 
rate of only :3,aOO tons a day to the First 
Army and 2,500 tons to the Third-~out 
12 of what they required. TIll' dual ~ 
f"nsive was supportable only if it could 
achieve quick success. General Patton 
was informed, therefore, that if he was 
unable to force a crossing of the Moselle 
with the mass of his forces within the 
nl'xt few days, he was to discontinue the 
attacks and assume the defensive. 

A Forced Decision 

Within the next 10 days, the increasing 
resistance in both the First llnd Third 
Army sectors forced General Eisenhower 
to ~ake the decision which he had hopeq.,o 
aVOId. A survey of supply capabiJit~s 
at this time showed that the United 
States port discharge was averaging less 
than :35,000 tons a day, several thousand 
tons below requirements. Even this was 
more than could be cleared from the 
ports, for the number of truck companies 
had been reduced greatly as a result of 
the den1l\nds for line of communications 
hauling. The net effect of these basic 
deficiencies was inescapable: a restriction 
on the number of divisions that could be 
supported in active operations and, con
sequently, a limitation in the scale of com
bat operations. As early as the middle 
of August, it had become impossible to 
maintain in combat all the division" 
which were available. By early Septem
ber, three had been immobilized and their 
motor transportation used to form pl'l'
visional truck companies. Two more d1
\'isions arrived in the mi<i,ll.. of the 
month, and it was thought that th,')r 
motor vl'hicl"s mig-ht havl' to he utiliz.·" 
in the same way. Log-istic planners t·-

timated that tlll'rl' woul,l Ill' 2!J ,livisioll' 
in the 12th Army Group by 1 Octolwl', 
but thought it unlikely, on the hasls "I' 
the current logi~tic outlook, that m.)).
than 20 could be maintaine,l in comb,lt 
as far forward as the Rhine at that datI'. 

This gloomy fon'cast served to tlIuh-r
scorp tWll conclusions which already had 
been accepted at Supreme Headqual'tCI - 
that even should it prove possible to '-::1'

ture both tlw Saar and Ruhr objecti\ l'S, 

these areas were at the absolute maxinlllll1 
distance at which Allied forces could he 
supported for the time being; and that 
it would be absolutely imperative to .1,.

velop additional logistie capllcity bef"'l' 
attempting a power thrust deep illtll 
Germany. ...... 
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The situation, in mid-September, 
clearly indicated an urgent need both to 
shorten the lines of communications, and 
to secu,e additional port capacity. The 
maximum force which could be supported 
through Cherbourg and the beaches was 
being reached rapidly. In fact, the capa
city of the beaches was certain. to de
crease with the advent of bad weather, 
and new 'capacity also was required to 
compensate for that lost in Brittany. 
The obvious solution to this dual require
ment lay in the development of the Seine 
ports and Antwerp. 

I n light of these cit:cumstances, Gen
eral Eisenhower, in mid-September, con
~idered two possible courses of action: 
the concentration of all resources behind 
a single blow on a narrow front directed 
toward the center of Germany (a pro
po,,~11 favored by General Montgomery); 
or .an advance along the entire front with 
the aim of seizing suitable positions on 
the German frontier where the Allied 
f\>1 ces could regroup, establish mainten
ance facilities, and prepare to support 
tllt' mass of the Allied forces for a drive 
illto Germany. The first course, often 
referred to as a "knife-like thrust" to 
Bl'rlin, was rejected on the grounds of 
both tactical and administrative con
siderations. Logistic resources likewise 
Wl're lacking for the full implementation 
oj' the second course. The Supreme Com
mander, nevertheless, decided in favor of 
th,' ,,,'cond plan, which provided that the 
Allie~ push forward to the Rhine, secure 
bl'i(lg'eheads over the river, seize the 
RUllI', and concentrate on the preparations 
fOl the final nonstop drive into Germany. 
Because of the limited logistic capabil
iti,·'. however, the timing of the 
All .. ,,;' efforts toward the attainment of 
inllllt'diate objectives now became of ut· 
m')'l importance. The implementation of 
this plan, consequently, required a sue
ces,i,lll of attacks, first by the 21st Al'my 
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nally, by the Third Army, with supply 
priol:ities shifting as necessary. 

Future logistic needs also were a major 
factor in the assignment of missions, for 
General Eisenhower specified that addi
tional bases must be secured simultane
ously with the attacks eastward. Ac
cordingly, General Montgomery's 21st 
Army Group was given the mission of 
securing the approaches to Antwerp or 
Rotterdam, and the capture of addi
tional Channel ports; and General Brad
ley's 12th Army Grqup was to. l'ecWce 
Brest as quickly as possible and make 
physical junction with the Allied f<Jeces 
from the south, so that the s~pply : lines 
leading from Marseille might assist, in 
the support of the 12th Army Group. 

Another Deep-Water Port a Necessity 

Several days earlier, on 17 September, 
General Montgomery had launched a 
combined United States-British ai):borne 
operation in Holland to secure a bridge
head over the Rhine and to turn the en
emy's flank in the north. However, 
General Eisenhower had conceived of this 
operation as having only a limited ob
jective, and he emphasized this point to 
his top commanders and staff officers, 
stating that he wanted general acceptance 
of the fact that the possession of an ad
ditional major deep-water port on the 
north flank was an indispensable pre
requisite for the final drive into Ger
many. He considered even the pre~ent 
operation in the north a bold bid for a 
big prize in view of the cUl'l'ent main
tenance situation. Nevertheless, he con
sidered the operation amply worth the 
risk. But, he stressed repeatcdly the 
conviction that a large-scale drive into 
the "enemy's heart" was unthinkable 
without building-up additional adminis
trative capacity, and this meant the open· 
ing of Antwerp. 

Reasons for the Dilemma. 
Gl'O"P, then By the First Army, and, fi. The dilemma in which the Allies found-
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themselves at this time was, of course, 
a direct outcome of the earlier decisions 
by which logistic considerations had been 
subordinated repeatedly to the enticing 
prospects which beckoned eastward. 
General Eisenhower, himself, admitted 
that he had been willing to defer the 
capture of ports in favor of the bolder 
actions which had taken the Allied armies 
to the German border. The first such 
deferment had been made on 3 August, 
when thc bulk of the Third Army was 
turned eastward rather than into Brit
tany as originally planned. Logistic re
quirements again had been subordinated 
2 weeks later when the decision was made 
to cross the Seine and continue to drive 
eastward. Such deferments were no 
longer permissible. 

Antwerp had been captured early in 
September, but estimates made later in 
the month indicated that that port might 
not begin operating before 1 November. 
As a result, there was ev(>ry prosp(>ct 
that the United States forces woul,} have 
to depend on lines of con)lllunications 
reaching all the way back to Normandy. 
Because of this, the total tonnages which 
th(> Communications Zone could guaranil'(> 
to deliver were sufficient to support the 
attacks of onl~' on(> of the American 
armies if all the other United States 
forces rev(>rted to the defensive. Even 
such commitments re'1uir(>d the postpone
nll'nt of many ess(>ntial adlllinistrativ(> 
measures such as th,' building' of advance 
airfi(>lds, the winterization of troops and 
(>quipnJ('nt, and the replat'ement of \\'01'11

out materiel. In view of the priority 
which operations aimed at the Ruhr now 
held, it was illl'vitable that the burden 
of the sacrifice should be borne by those 
12th Army Group forces operating south 
of the Ardenne~-that is, General Pat
ton's Third Army. 

The developments of the next few weeks 
produced little cause for altering the con-

elusions reached in mid-September. At 
the very end of the month, the Communi
cations Zone presented figures on its de
livery capabilities which revealed even 
more clearly the impossibility of support
ing large-scale operations east of the 
Rhine. The 12th Army Group had indi
cated, on the basis of daily maintenance 
needs of 650 tons a division, that its re
quirements would total 19,000 tons a 
day during the first half of October, a~
suming the employment of 22 divisions, 
and ~:),OOO tons a day by 1 November, 
when the strength of the army group 
would reach 28 divisions. In addition, 
however, the army group requested that 
the Communications Zone deliver 100,000 
tons of suppli('s over and above these 
daily rpquirements in ordl'!' to meet de
ficiencies in equipment and establish min
imum res(>rv('s. The Communicatiolls 
Zone', I'eply was discouraging indeed. It 
announced that it would be approximately 
fin days before any substantial tOlllla(!Cb 
could be built up in the forward ar"a. 
Sl'ptt'llIber d(>liveries had averaged ,)Illy 
8,000 to 10,000 tons a day to thc' f()rwanl 
m'pa" and, for the entire month of Oc

tober, d('liveric', would not even llll d 

daily lllaintenanct' lJ('('(b, Not untll lIIld· 

:\'ovellli.J,'r did the Communication~ Zpnc 
l'xpect its port and transportation "[lIa

fion to improve sufiiciently to IJ.,C'in 
htlliding n',erv('s, over and aIJovl' the 
daily llt'l'ds, in all thl' army areas. The 
outlook for the next G to 8 week, \\ as, 
therefore, a depressing one, for then' ap
peared no ('scaping the prospect that the 
forces which the 12th Army Group ".. ,,1,1 
maintain llctil'ely operational " .."Id 
eIther have to be reduced in size or ,'>11

tinue on the starvation scales that ',a,1 
characterized their support for the i, .•"t 
~everal weeks. 

It also was clear that the mainten" :ce 
of large-scale operations would rcn"dn 
ullsatisfactory until the port of Ant\·, "rp 
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and adequate rail lines of communica
tion were made available. The operations 
of the 21st and 12th Army Groups, con
sequently, were to be dominated through
out the fall of 1944 by the necessity of 

LOGISTIC LIMITATIONS ON TACTICAL DECISIONS 

developing a new administrative base in 
closer proximity to the front lines. Tac
tical operations, to paraphrase an old 
maxim, had definitely become the art of 
the logistically feasible. 

NEXT MONTH 

Main Articles 


Tit" Xo/'til Atlantic T/'caty Ol'gallizaiion by Colonel Maddrey A, Solomon; and 
Ecollomic Potelltial fol' War: An Element in Milif01'Y Planning by Colonel Albert H, 
Hll'key are included among the main articles, 

Foreign Military Digests 

The foreign digests include "The Last Great Attack of the German Bombers in the 
E:htern Theater of Operations" from E1O'opuische Sichel'heit (Germany); and "Arms 
fOI Warriors" from the Canad-ian A)'my J01ll'nal, 

Books for the Military Reader 

U,·\"iews of Unite 01' Parish by Paul Reynaud; and SCI'en Decisiolls That Shop,ci 
Hi,'""y by Sumner Welles are included. 



Command Organization 

for an 


Overseas Theater of Operations 

Lieutenant Colonel Stuart S. Hoff, Signal C01'PS 


Office, Assistant Chief of Staff, G4, Depar(lllent of the Army
. 
Thc l'icu's e."ln'cssed ill this al'iicle 

arc the authol"s alld (lrc I/Ot neces
sarily thosc oj the Department oj the 
AI'lIlY, the AI'my Jr(II' Col/cgc, 01' thc 
COli/malld ami GCllc!'(/1 8taff Collcgc, 
-The Edit"!,, 

THE ternl Htheatel' of operations," ~o 

readily accepted in modern military u~ap;(', 
is of comparativt'ly r(>l'pnt orig-in. It is 
ddined in the Dictiollal'!! 0; ['nilI'd Stalf's 
.llilital'Y T..,.,,,s ;01' Juillt ('sa!!e (lH50) 
as ", .. that portion of a theater of war 
nee""ary for militar,' operations, either 
offl'l1~ivC' 01' dl'fell~iv(>t pUl'!-Iuant to an 

assip;nl'fl mission, and for th" admin
istration incidl'nt to such military O]WJ'a

tion~. . . ., HO\\'l}Vel'~ as l't.'l.'l'ntly as 
IH44, in the Dictivll«(J'Y of ['lIitl'd Statnl 
ArlllY Tams (Technical :\Ianual ~()-:~()5), 

the d"finition was "combat area, incllHling
thl' area nl'(,l'~Sal'y for thl' adrnilli~tl'ation 
and supply ,'onlH'l'll'd with military op
<,rations." The l'l'linement in conc!'pt ovel' 
the (;-yel\!' pt'rio(1 is apparent, with the 
implication of fixed houndaries allll as
signed mis~ions first appearing' only in 
tIl(' most recent official definition, '\'ith 
even the definition of the term still in 
development, it is not surprising' that the 
experience of the rpcent war produced 
no p;eneral duplications of form in the 
organization of theaters of operation by 
their commanders. It is considered sig-

nifkant, however, that, even with all the 
variations lwtwpen theaters with respect 
to mission, geography, extent, Allies, and 
the perO'onalities of commanders, upon 
careful C'xamination a great number of 
underlying: org:anizational similarities are 
ciisc1osed, It is the purpose of this al'
tide to integ-rate those similarities into 
a ~ugg-ested theater org'anization of logi
eal structure embod~'ing: a maximum of 
fl('xihility and incorporating: all p'H'ntml 
command l'lements, 

Tht' tl'('nd toward th" inl'lu,ion of the 
conel'pt of a theatt'r of o]ll'rati.lIls, in 
the model'n ,,'lbe in military thinkin(:, 
:--eQ111S to have bpgllll fron} a study of the 
hattlt's and call1paign~ of tIlt' Civil \\'ar, 
As late as IH7~I, a ,llilit,u'!/ (111.1 .\',I/'ul 
ElIc!lcloIHcli(( ('olllpih'd hy Captain Thomas 
\\,ilht'llll, l'nited Statt'~ Rth Infant!',', did 
not incltllh> a dt'finition of the t('rm, al
thoup;h a "theat('r of war" was detined 
as "any l'xtent of country in which war 
is carri0cl on." Two ~;t'ars later, how
('Vel', in his .llililur!l Dicfiol/(/i'Y !1m/ 
Gazettccl', the same author defined a tilea' 
tel' of operations (of an army) a~ "[hat 
portion of a theater of war in which an 
army operatps--usually desip;nated lone 
oj O}/<'i'CItioils." For a first attempt, this 
definition hears a remarkable resemhl;,nce 
to the current onc. 

The history of the Civil War is full 
of examples of campaigns which f;:i1ed 
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or were of limited success primarily due 
to the failure of field commanders to 
"co-operate," or because there was no 
responsible co-ordinating commander over 
the "armies" and other independent forces 
available for operations in a decisive 
area. This is particularly true of the 
Union forces in the earlier years of the 
war. The actions against the Confederate 
Forts Henry and Donelson, in Tennessee, 
furnish a good case in point. General U. S. 
Grant was successful in reducing the two 
redoubts, and in capturing their garri
sons almost intact. Having a force at 
his disposal of some 40,000 troops, he 
then wished to move against the Confed
erate forces under General A. S. Johnston, 
at Nashville, which numbered about 
14,000. General Halleck, Grant's superior, 
was fearful of possible Confederate of
fensive operations in Illinois and Mis
souri and, therefore, disapproved the 
move proposed by Grant, or, at any rate, 
delayed a decision for 10 days-sufficient 
to permit Johnston to withdraw from his 
precarious situation. The other Union 
commander in the area,· General Buell, 
also failed to employ his forces against 
Johnston, possibly because of the current 
bad weather, or because he had been at 
odds with General Halleck over the cam
paign against Forts Henry and Donelson. 
Had there been in the area a common 
commander over both Generals Buell and 
Halleck, with a designated area in which 
to operate and with the mission to destroy 
all Southern forces in that area, it is 

Familiarity Means Adaptability 

Because of the painful and embarrass
ing recollection of fairly recent inept 
performances of American military lead
ers, it is gratifying to realize that we 
have profited by our mistakes. One of 
the distinguishing military virtues of 
the modern United States Army is the 
comparative ease with which trained 
personnel can be transferred between 
units, and trained units shifted within 
large commands, without material inter
ference in the smooth continuation of 
military operations. This indispensable 
attribute is incontestably due to the fact 
that certain valid principles of organiza
tion and function, collected and codified 
over the years and used in training the 
future commanders of armies, corps, and 
divisions, have supplied that essential 
lubricant to the military machine-uni
versal common understanding of military 
methods. 

It is well recognized that, as a military 
task grows in magnitude and diversity; 
the problem of designing an organization 
to complete that task increases in diffi
culty, and the applicability of the familiar 
guides becomes less well defined. While 
the design of the organization of a the
ater of operations could hardly be classi
fied as the ultimate in difficulty, it should 
qualify as a problem of respectable com
plexity. 

Geographic Conditions Vary 

In the development of a theater com-

Experiences of World War" provide the basis for t.he organizational 

design of a theater of operations, obviating the necessity of taxing 

our mWtary leaders with the creation of new organizational structures; 

quite probable that General Johnston 
would have been intercepted, his force 
destroyed or captured, and the subsequent 
capture of Vicksburg made infinitely 
easier. 

mand organization, it is appropriate to 
consider the possible conditions under 
which it will be required to function. In 
passing, the boundaries of the theater 
should be well defined and easily recog
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nizable, and should logically include one 
or more objectives of strategic importance, 
it being hardly conceivable that a mili
tary force would be committed to war 
without an objective in view. Also, if 
the authority designating the extent of 
the theater has any choice in the matter, 
it would appear wise that the boundaries 
of the theater enclose an area adapted, 
as nearly as possible, to the conduct of 
operations of a form to which the troops 
and commanders can become habituated. 

That this was recognized, in World 
War II, is evidenced by the campaigns 
in the various theaters. Operations in 
the China-Burma-India Theater con
sisted, almost entirely, of land warfare 
ur land based air operations. In North 
Africa and Europe, extensive land war
fare and land based air operations were 
preceded by a limited number of major 
amphibious landings. The Central and 
South Pacific Theaters were occupied 
with a whole series of amphibious land
ings followed by brief land campaigns 
with limited objectives, principally for 
the establishment of naval and air bases. 
The campaigns in the Southwest Pacific 
also were primarily amphibious in char
acter, except that, in the culminating op
erations in the liberation of the Philip
pines, the objectives of the land phases 
threw the fighting forces into situations 
which completely lost any of their am
phibious characteristics. Thus, it is 
possibl<> to simplify the problem of the 
organization of anyone theater through 
the judicious establishment of theater 
boundaries, and thro~lgh the elimination 
of unnecessary diversification, within the 
theater, of the methods of employment 
of theater forces. 

Theater Missions Vary 

The basic theater organization must 
be designed to deal, also, with strategic 
missions, varying all the way from the 
pure defensive to protect decisive objec

tiVes from enemy encroachment to the 
all-out war-ending offensive culminating, 
possibly, in the occupation and establish
ment of a military government for erst
while enemy territory. Examples come 
readily to mind. The present mission of 
the Caribbean Theater is to ensure un
molested access by the United States to 
that area, and to protect it from invasion 
by an enemy. Initially. in World Wat 
II, all Pacific theaters were assigned the 
task of holding territory from which 
later offensives could be mounted against 
the enemy. In a later phase of the transi
tion from the defensive to the offensive, 
the South Pacific Theater staged the 
invasion of the Southern Solomons, an 
operation, limited in scope, to prepare for 
the later offensive exploitation of the ad
vantages gained thereby. The European 
Theater, beginning with the preparations 
for the Normandy invasion, avowedly 
was committed to a major offem;ive effort 
to terminate the war in that theater. 

A Fixed Organization Is l'ndesirable 
Brief reflection will rewal the follv 

of an attempt to devise any Ii.I·cd and "<'
lailnl organization capable of invarinhlv 
,,1lieient and <'conomical operation 111lller 
tl1<' varil'ty of possible missions :!",I 
meth(Hb of employment outlined in the 
foregoing paragraphs. It is not unreason· 
able, however, to set as a goal the desl(!n 
of a jlc.eible and gClICI"a/ organizational 
~tructure which will accommodate the 
elements essential to any situation, and 
which will be well adapted to any <'x
pansion and modification to me"t Chmll!JnJ: 

. conditions or differing operational reo 
quirements. 

Similarities Exist 
Having been mentioned earlier in this 

article, it would be appropriate to ex
amine the similarities existing among the 
several theater organizations as )lOW 

established or as developed in World '',"ar 
II. Figures I, 2, and 3 illustrate the 
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THE CARIBBEAN COMMAND 
(1950) 

COMMANDER IN CHIEF, CARUiBEAN 
(CINCARIB) 

JOINT STAFF 

I 
I 

ITT I 
PANAMA

US ARMY CARIBBEAN " CARIBBEANII 11 ICARIBBEAN SEA FRONTIER AIR FRONTIER CANAL 

~---U-N~IL~A-T-ER-A~l----~ ~----U-N-Il-A-TE-R-A-l--~ L----U-N-IL-A-TE-R-A-l--~ ~------------~ 

THE ALASKAN COMMAND 
(1948).. .. .. 


DEPARTMENT DEPARTMENT DEPARTMENT 
OF THE NAVY OF THE AIR FORCE OF THE ARMY 

I 
I I r-!C~O~M"'M=A~N"'D"'ER'-:'IN~C"'H""I"'EF"',""A""LA"""S--KA"'N""""'" 

I (CINCAl)•I • JOINT STAff•• 

fiGURE 2. 

;;as 

COMMAND ORGANIZATION FOR 

general scheme of organization of three 
examples considered representative. In 
each case, there is a supreme commander 
with a joint staff and three major ele
ments representing the three military 
departmental services. In each case, the 

• 
AN OVERSEAS THEATER .•• 13 

Staff Unified Command Plan, dated 11 
December 1946, which follows the Pacific 
Ocean Area organization quite clearly. 

Unity of Command 

The principle of the unity of command 

thl'ater is a unified command, its chief 
reporting to the Joint Chiefs of Staff. 
Administrative and operational responsi
bilitie~ of the subordinate elements are 
not identical in the three examples, but 
the ~tructure of the organization is the 
sam" for each. For simplieity, additional 
organizational elements with special 
resp1>nsibilities, such as strategic air 
grollps, have not been shown. 

The distinctive channels between the 
depactmental elements of the Alaskan 
Con1lnand and the Zone of Interior are 
WOJ'tllY of speciaL note. It is also con
side: ,·d significant. that the two more 
rece,lt examples of theater organizations 

has become firmly established and, ex
cept at the very highest military com
mand level-the Joint Chiefs of Staff
the concept of a single commander con
trolling all the military resources within 
an area of military responsibility has 
come to be expected and accepted. Intelli
gent military authorities no longer argue 
the point as to whether there should be 
a single commander for a theater of op
erations as opposed, possibly, to a theater 
war council. However, although the 
supreme' theater commander appears to 
have emerged as the undisputed and 
personified final authority within his area 
of responsibility, the question of the 

are is prescribed by the Joint Chiefs of technique by which theater control is ex

~---------------------------------
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ercised still appears to be subject to some 
firm disagreement. The relative merits 
of control by joint command or by unified 
eommand are still in dispute, with each 
technique having its adherents. Although 
a distinction between the two is not al
ways easy to draw, there appears to be 
one basic difference which it will be 
profitable to isolate. 

Joint comma1ld cion templates the o}J('m
tional control by the commander of the 
immediate subordinate elements of his 
command, without regard to the military 
department of origin of those elements. 
but without any violation of the normal 
channels of that element. It also usually 
contemplates direct command of his own 
service element. Thus, a naval officer, 
as theater commander, would, exercising 
joint command, ha1'(, direct OllNativllal 
control over an army or army group as
signed to his theater. 

To develop this conc('pt further, opera
tional control is flefin('d as comprising 
"... those functions of command in
volving the composition of subordinate' 
forces, the assicllI,l(:nt of tasks. the desig
nation of objectives, and the authoritativ(, 
direction nel'Pssary to accomplish the 
mission.... It does not include such 
matters as administration, discipline. in
ternal org-anization, and unit training. 
except when a subordinate commander re
quests assistance." 

[.' /I ijicc/ ,'0))/ /II(( wi contl'lllplatl's t hl' con
trol by a cOlllmander of tIll' elements of 
hi~ commane! through the eommandl'r~ 

of those elements of COllllnon militar~' 

departmental origin with the elements 
commane!ed. TI1U" a naval officer, as 
theater commander, in this ~itl1ation, 
would command an army assigned to the 
theater through a Commanding G('neral, 
Theater Arm~' Forces. In actual prac
tice, exercise of command by theater com
manders in the recent pa~t ordinarily has 
been accomplished by a combination of 
the two methods. Theater joint expedi

tionary forces are retained under theater 
joint command, while administrative 
matters are directed and supervised' 
through theater departmental commands
army, navy, and air. Although current 
doctrine prescribes that the theater com
mander will not function in an additional 
capacity as commander of a depart
mental service, except as directed by th!' 
Joint Chiefs of Staff, such direction 
u~ually is given. Admiral Nimitz was 
both Commander in Chief, Pacific Ocean 
Areas (CINCPOA), and Commander in 
Chief. Pacific Fleet (CINCPAC); Gen
eral MacArthur was Commander in Chief, 
Southwest Pacific Area (CINCSWPA). 
and CommandinQ' General, United States 
Army Forces. Far East (USAFFE). 

Joint Staff Required 

If it is established that a theater COIll

mander reCIuires a staff at all, it readily 
appears that a theater commander ('x
('rcising unified command and employing 
forces of significant magnitude providl,d 
by two or more of th(' military depart
Illents logically woul,! utiliZe a joint ,talr. 
The faet that General ;\lacA rthul', III 

conducting' l'UITPnt oppl'atiollS in KOl'l't\ 
(1 !l50). dill not Use a joint staff, as weh. 
is significant 'mly in that the fUlleti<lIls 
which a joint stall' would perform \\"Pre 
dbcharged, in part, by various groups 
specially organizcd for the purpos('. 1'1ll'rt' 
exists in thl' Gl'nl'ral Hl'adCIuarters, Fur 
En,t COlllmand (GHQ FEC) a Joint 
Strategic Plans and Opl'ratiolls (;1 tlUP 

of 11 officers, of which :5 c01l1e from the 
Navy and Air Force respectivl'ly. TIll' 
remainder. inclu,ling the chairman I G:l, 
GHQ FEC) and his ,h'IHlty, an' fro))1 the 
Army. This group togpther with the 
Plans Division. G:l, GHQ FEC, formu
late long-rang-" theater military pI:.ns. 
There is also a joint group within the 
Theater Intelligence Sl'ction (G2) re},re
senting the Army, Navy, and Air Force. 
Three officers, one from the Navy, the 
:\larine Corps, and the Air Force, ,Ire 
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found in the G4 Section and a single Air 
Force officer is serving in the Theater G3 
Section. In addition, a joint committee, 
comprising the Chief of Staff and the 
DC'puty Chief of Staff, GHQ FEC; the 
Chief of Staff Naval Forces, Far East 
(NAVFE); and the Vice Commander, 

COMMAND ORGANIZATION FOR ,AN OVERSEAS THEATER .•• 

the provision of inadequate means for the 
accomplishment of a task. Without ques
tion, it must be conceded' that a prompt 
and profitable reaction to opportunities 
presented in an operational sense depends, 
in part, upon the immediate availability 
to a commander of complete, accurate, 

THE PACIFIC OCEAN AREAS 
(1945) 

COMMANDER IN CHIEF, PACIFIC 
(CINCPOA) 

OCEAN AREAS 

JOINT STAFF 

US ARMY FORCES ARMY AIR FORCES JOINT OVERSEAS 
PACIFIC PACIFIC OPERATIONS 

OCEAN AI!EAS OCEAN AREAS COMMAND(S) 

UNILATERAL 

» 

Far East Air Forceg (FEAF), meets in
frp,]uently, usualIy not more often than 
monthly. 

The limited capabilities for joint 5taff 
action of the ol'g'anizations cited above 
fon'e the conclusion that the most of 
suth work is accomplished by the utiliza
tion of the commannel's ann staffs of the 
major subordinate unilateral commands: 
CSAFFE, NAVFE, and FEAF. It need 
hal dly be said that such an arrangement 
would occur only under the compulsion 
of an extraordinary local situation, and 
not by deliberate design. It is entirely 
po,,'bJe that the broad experience of 
G'-lit-raJ Ma~Arthur himself could be re
g-al.lul as a reason for dispensing with 
tht, requirement for the extensive staff 
art:f)l1 which might be needed by a less 
exp- denced commander preparatory to 
an" ing' at decisiQns. However, a reason
ablt inference is that any joint or uni
fied ,-6mmander would profit by the avail
abiL~y of a staff fully qualified to 
fae;; 'tate intelligent decisions, fOl'mulate 
pra. 'ical plans, and supervise the execu
tio)) of orders in any medium. Reliance 
on j,.dividual brilliance does not justify 

and current information regarding t.he 
location, situation, and reaniness of all 
elements of his command. In an active 
theater employing major elements of land, 
sea, and air forces, as well as Allied con
tingents, it follows that the only staff 
capable of supplying the commander with 
such information, whate,(er other func
tions it might be assigned, should be a 
joint staff. 

Subdivision of Responsibilities 
To subdivide and group the collective 

resources of a theater, human and materi
al, into an organization, it is necessary 
to subdivide the responsibilities of the 
theater. First, there is the primary func
tion of combat ag'ainst the enemy, 
paralleled by the- necessity for the ad
ministrative support of the forces as
sigued to the theater and committed to 
action. Always a major problem is the 
operation of installations and activities 
within the theater boundaries which 
ordinarily are 'not in contact with the 
enemy. There will exist, probably, the 
requirement for special theater manage
ment of major basic common re~urces 

L 
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such as transportation means, for use 'in 
support of the several theater enterprises 
as the situation requires. Broadly 
grouped, then, theater responsibilities 
appear to fall into six major categories: 

1. Over-all strategic planning and 
supervision. 

2. Administrative execution and sup
port. 

3. Combat operations execution. 
4. Communications zone operations. 
5. Area defcnse. 
6. Basic resources control. 
The theater organization depicte!! ill 

Figure 4 supports the division of the 
theater effort into the six general classi
fications considered dcsirablc. The thea
te"r commander, deriving his authority 
from the Joint Chiefs of Staff, prepares 
strategic plans, formulates and promul
gates theater general policies, constitutl's 
operational combat forccs and controls 
thC'ir employment, and commands alld 
supervises logistic an!! administrativl' ac
tivities within the theater. Direct control 
is retained over combat operations, the 
basic resources shown, th(' Ar('a Defense 
Command, and the Communications Zonl' 

t Command. Direction of activities which 
can be grOUjle!! under the unilateral con
trol of theater army, navy, air, aJ1<1 Al
lied administrative commandcrs is ac
cOlllplished through those commalHkl's. 

The Administrative Commands 

The CUlTC'nt organization of the Unite!! 
Statl's military cstablishment into thl"l'c 
departments, with thC' attenoant varia
tion in administrative methoos and pro
cedures employed, is the basis for recom
mending the adoption of theater army, 
navy, air, and Allied adlllillistratil'C CVII/
mands. Their commanders are the link 
between the theater and the govern
mental military departments and Allied 
governments. Their functions, while 
manifold, ordinarily will not include tac
tical control of combat forces. For ex
ample, they will conclude all arrange

ments, appropriate to the theater, in the 
Zone of Interior for the provision to the 
theater of those resources originating in 
their departments. They will co-ordinate 
the movement of those resources to the 
theater with the preparation of accom
modations therefor on arrival. They will 
command all departmental or Allied 
troops in the theater not actively com
mitted to a theater mission, either tac
tical or log-istical. They will be responsible 
for the operation of the theater rotation 
and replacement system pertaining- to 
thC'ir respective services. including indiv
idual training- and retraining. In general. 
tlll'Y will be familiar with the broad plans 
of the theater commander, probably as
sist in their preparation, and be )"l'

spom;ible that the means arc at hand to 
enabll' the theater to accomplish the ob
jectives of those plans. 

All of the foregoing can be expected 
to allpl~', in varying degrees, to sueh 
Allied comlllUlHlers as lIlay be assigned 
to til<' theatl'!". The governing factors, 
of conrse, will be the lIla!,"nitu<ie of the 
Allied l'ffort. and the capability of the 
Allied nation to support its forces in the 
tit'ld. Finall~', it is conceivable that, in 
C''''l'ptional eirculllstaneps, theater :,,1
minlstl'ativ0 cOllllllanders lllay be assh.!,'Jled 
tad leal rnh>s by till' theaiL'r command"r, 
as in a theater employing naval or :111' 

striking" forces or Allie!1 troops in def,'nse 
of their own country. This responsibility, 
if assig-ned, will be wholly apart frolll 
the gencral and broad responsibilities for 
<'nsurin!," the availability, within the 
tht~atl)l', of hUl1Hlll and Inatcl'ial l'CSOUll..'{'S 

to support the aims of the theater col11-" 
mandt'r. 

The Communications Zone 

The communications zone commander 
is the operatol' of the installations, fadl· 
ities, and activities in noncombat ar,·as. 
He is responsible for the conservation 
and distribution of theater resource, of J' 
manpower and materiel, made available 
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by the actio'n of the administrative com
mands, in accordance with the directives 
of ~ theater commander. The communi
cations zone exists primarily for the 
purpose of relieving combat commanders 
of the responsibility and concern for 
logistic support. It may be either a joint 

I t may be expected that there will exist 
within the communications zone perma
nent or temporary areas or activities ex
empt from base, area, or even communica
·tions zone control. It remains paramount, 
however, that the entire energies of the 
communications zone commander and his 

PROPOSED THEATER ORGANIZATION.. .. .. .. .. 

DEPARTMENT DEPARTMENT JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF DEPARTMENT ALUED 


Of TilE ARMY OF THE A R FORCE (JCS) OF THE NAVY GOVER MENT(S)

• 

COMMANDER IN CHIEF 

CINC 


JOINT STAFF 


TRANSPORTATION 
COMMAND 

JOINT OR 
UNILATERAL 

COMMUNICATIONS 
COMMAND 
JOINT OR 

UNILATERAL 

• INTELUGENCE, MIUTARY GOVERNMENT, ANP OTHERS. 

or 1Inilateral command. depending upon 
thl' (Drces supported and the geographical 
chal'acteristics of the theater. In any 
ca,,', the communications J zone, as such, 
will be under a single commander directly 
suhlll'tiinate to the theater commander. 
It \1 ill. in all probability, be subdivided 
intn areas or sections for administrative 
cont ;-'11, These areas, or sections, under 
a o' ude commander, may be divided 
furtl ,'1' into separate bases. The bases 
USUllll); will comprise separate installa
tiOJi- under the ·unilateral command of 
one ,,f the ~ervice representatives, but 
subo'·!inate and reporting to the base 
comnllmder. 

organization always must be devoted, 
primarily. to the support of activij;ies not 
under his command, and, secondarily, to 
the maIntenance of his organization's 
capability of providing that support. His 
is the task of ensuring, by the intelligent 
conservation of material resources and 
the efficient operation of facilities, that 
the assets, allocated to the theater com
mander by the nation and assured through 
the activities of the administrative com
mands, are available promptly for ap
plication in furtherance of the decisions 
and plans of the theater commander. He 
has no further responsibilities except the 
defense of his area against enemy at
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tack, using troops assigned for that 
purpose. In the event of a major enemy 
effort, he will probably even be relieved 
of that responsibility. Antiaircraft de
fense, except in the case of an isolated 
island base, will be the mission of the 
Area Defense Command. leaving to the 
communications zone only its usual service 
functions. 

The Combat Forces 

The combat task forces, as the prin
eipal executers of the decisive military 
actions of the theater commander, are 
retained under his direct command for 
increased facility of control. They may 
be either joint commands or of a single 
~ervice, depending upon the mission as
signed and the forces available. They 
are constituted from the units and 
material resources secured for the the
ater by the administrative commands. 
They are supported logistically by the 
communications zone and, within the pri
orities established by the theater com
mander, have first claim on the supplies 
available in theater stocks. particularly 
when those supplies are located in sup
porting areas contiguous to tllP t'ombat 
zone. Their assigned missions, when of
fensive in nature, should eliminate, as 
completely as possible, any responsibility 
for the defense of, or operations within, 
the communications zone. In a defensive 
situation they will, of course. by the ac
complishment of their missions in the 
combat zonp. defend the areas to its !'l'ar. 

Area Defense Command 

Finally, there is provision for an Area 
Defense Command. This command is 
visualized as conc('rned primarily with 
the defense of the communications zone. 
It may vary from a simple. unilateral 
antiaircraft command, charged with the 
co-ordination of a relatively few installa
tions, to that of a unified command, 
blanketing the theater with ground, sea, 
and air defense elements, and operating 

extensive detection, warning, and con
trol systems. 

Common Resources Control 
The three theater common resources 

control operating groups are provided to 
permit the theater commander to direct 
the employment of available transporta
tion facilities, to govern closely the con
sumption of petroleum products, and to 
ensure the existence and the efficient 
operation of an adequate theater com
munications network. In all three in: 
stances, this will be accomplished by a 
decentralization of operations, thereby 
eliminating the utilization of theater 
headquarters staff sections in an op
erating capacity. 

The Trallspol·tatiol1 COII/mand will per
form the movements control function of 
the theater. It will operate r('gulating 
stations. and holding and reconsignnll'nt 
points. It will maintain day-to-day 
records of the status of all transporta· 
tion means under theater control, their 
capacity, condition, commitment, and cur· 
rent availability. It will lll'ppare the 
theat!'r 11l0veml'nts control plan and will 
supervise its execution. Operation of the 
tran<4portation systelll will Ill' the reo 
sponsibility of the cOllllllunieations zone, 
the navy, ()l' tllll ail' foree. a~ appropl'iat(\ 
The Transportation Command, in the 
final analysis, will provide the th!'ater 
COllllllatllier with the Illeans of emploYIlll:, 
to the fullf'st advantage and with mini· 
lllUIll ,It-lay, all the capabilities of the 
theater for th!' movement of troops and 
supplil-s. It, with its :ll!;cneies, will be 
the focal point of all requests for tJ ans· 
portation service for emergeneie, or 
routine ('ontinuing needs. It will allllt-ate 
that service on the basis of theater pol· 
icies and priorities, 01' upon the sp.·cifle 
decisions or directives of the thl'ater 
commander, as the situation may war! ant. 

The Pet/'olclI III , Oil, al/d Lllbri,ants 
(POL) COllllllal/d, by keeping const:mtly 
informed of the location and size of the
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ater POL stocks, both in storage and in 
transit, will provide the theater com
mander with the capability of promptly 
applying those resources in support of 
operations. It is not contemplated that 
the command will operate any storage 
installations, but it will contTol the ac
cumulation and consumption of POL 
,(<leks. It will guard against exces:'\€s in 
olle locality and shortages in another, 
direct >iuch transfers as may be necessary, 
and. in times of short supply, make bulk 
allocations under a priority system. 

. The COlll1ll1lnit'utiolls Command is pro
vided to construct, operate, and control 
('olllmand communications, the system 
requirerl to keep the theater commander 
in ('onstant touch with the forces of the 
thl'ater, its installations, anrl activities. 
It will be responsible for the theater 
headquarters terminal of all circuits Iink
inl! that headquarters with the Zone of 
In\l'l'ior, advance theater command posts, 
the administrative commanrls, the com
lllunications zone headquarters, eombat 
ta-k forces, and such intermediate relay 
and distribution points as may be neces
sary in the system. It will provide the 
nwans whereby the Transportation and 
POL Commands will have the direct 
cOllllllunications necessary for the ac
cm;,plishment of their assigned functions. 
It will not oper~te the interior communi
cal ions facilities of the subordinate com
mands. 

l'll)vision also is made in the theater 

cOllllnand structure for the inclusion of 

addItional small, commands at theater 

levl'1 to facilitate control of such activi

tic, as a theater intelligence service or 

mil;, ary government administration. All 

of these smaller (numerically) groups 

an' considered eligible for command 

statl1s. They will employ personnel, fre

qucptly in small groups or even singly, 

wifh·i;.' distributed over the theater, work

ing .lirectly under theater control. Per

SOl11d so de 10 ed are entitled to the 
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direct interest, from an administrative 
point of view, of a commander who will 
be more immediately concerned' with 
their personal performance of duty' and 
welfare than would a headquarters staff 
section chief with myriad other re
sponsibilities and functions, or a com
munications zone base commander who 
may, in the last analysis, regard their 
presence in his area as a minor irrita
tion. 

Flexibility Is Attained 

Referring back to Figure 4, it iJiI be 
seen that any element shown on hat 
chart can be eliminated without acting 
the others. A variation in. the size of 
any element does not change its relative 
position in the system or organization. 
In a rlefensive situation, the combat task 
forces remain the executers of the thea
ter commanrler's will. The communica
tions zone commander continues to supply 
the theater from stores secured by the 
administrative commands. During the 
occupation of enemy territory, the Mili
tary Government Administration would 
grow in size and importance, but it would 
continue to maintain its relative position 
as shown in Figure 4. It is belie'verl,' 
therefore, that the organization, as de
veloped, satisfies the stated conditions of 
flexibility, and includes, in a simple logi
cal structure, all the elements necessary 
to command and control the forces in a 
theater ()f operations.. 

Organization Is Not an End in Itself 

1t is recognized that an organization, 
however cal"efully designed, is' not the 
whole solution to the problem of theater 
command, and conversely, it is acknowl
edged that qualified professionals are 
capable of devising, on the spot, an or
ganization adequate to solve almost any 
problem confronting them, if given the 
requisite components. 

Acceptance is hoped for, however, of 
the principles that military ability, in 
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wartime, should be devoted to the maxi
mum effective operational employment of 
resources, rather than on the design of 
organizations to facilitate the employ
ment of those resources; that advance 
knowledge of an organizational structure 
based on previous experience or study 
obviates much improvisation and unneces
sary explanations of function, and reduces 

shakedown time; that efficiency is pro
moted and expedited by the peacetime 
adoption and inclusion in programs of 
instruction of the principles developed 
in wartime; and, that the free inter
change of personnel and units is facili
tated by a minimum of variation in the 
plan of distribution of responsibilities 
and functions. 

The survival of our Nation and of the entire free world may depend 

upon how well we succeed in producing sufficient mobility and fire power 

for our ground forces. In this endeavor we must not permit recent ex

perience to obscure what we may need in the future. For example, we 

must guard against the tendency to look upon the Korea fighting as a 

"Preview of Future 'Var." 

Gel/Pral J. Lan'fon Collius 
I 

We must Hhow that the free world is the world of the future. It has 

both the resources and the will to resist effectively whatever aggression 

may confront it. We must be ready and willing at all times to back up our 

commitments to assist in securing a free "orld for all members of the 

society of nations. 

.llajo,· Gelleral Ali/hOllY C. McAuliffI' 



War ,and Replacement Factors 

Q 

Lieutenant Colonel Frank Bednarek, General $taff Corps (QMC) 

Office, Assistant Chief of Staff, G4, Department of the Army 


A FACT not commonly known is that 
"tt 'costs approximately $100,000,000 to re
~pbi~e the equipment in one infantry di
vision in order to maintain it in combat 
for 1 year. This amount exceeds the cost 
of equipment initially issued such a divi
sion by about 20 percent. 

In determining the requirements for 
supplies and equipment to support a di
vision in combat, the technical services 
use replacement factors and consumption 
rates. These factors and rates, in them
selves, are statistical tools developed for 
the purpose of facilitating and providing a 
babis for forecasting supply requirements. 
They are designed for use, directly or in
directly, in all requirements forecasting, 
as, for example, the budget, the determina
tion of stock levels, and for automatic 

o supply. . 
\ A replacement factor IS a number ex

prefised as a decimal which, when multi 
plied by the total projected quantity of 
an Item in use, will give the quantity of 
that item required to be replaced during 
a g'iven period of time. 

:\ c:onsumption rate is the average quan
tit~· of an item expended or used up duro 
ing a given period of time on a "per man 
per ,lay" or "per 1,000 men per month" 
ba",. 

\\ 'len we consider the enormous quan
titi, of supplies and equipment needed to 

maintain the Army in the field, and when 
we also consider the need to conserve the 
Nation's dwindling resources by produc
ing only what we need of each item, the 
necessity for accurate replacement fac
tors and consumption rates becomes evi
dent. 

Development of Factors and Rates 
The experience data of a past war are 

always considered the most important 
basis on which to forecast future require
ments. At the outset of World War II, 
only limited experience was available. Fac
tors "were based on a combination of judg
ment and experience which dated back to 
the American Expeditionary Forces ill 
World War 1. Available data from the 
French and British also were used. In 
many instances, prewar factors were es
tablished on a purely arbitrafy basis. 

After the beginning of World War II, 
initial' attempts to secure additional in
formation from overseas areas as to the 
adequacy of the then established factors, 
from the standpoint of field experience, 
were unsuccessfuL This was due to the 
desire to eliminate or prevent implementa
tion of additional theater reports, and 
to the apparent lack of a comprehensive 
plan for the reporting and utilization of 
this experience. 

The invasion of North Africa was con-

Important methods of reducing consumption and replacement fa~tors 

are adherence to supply discipline, development of a sense of pride in 
OWl'le f th c st Ar 
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ducted without any prOVISIOn being made 
for the determination of loss and expendi
ture rates, or the submission of such data 
to the War Department. Except for scat
tered data assembled after the conclusion 
of the fighting, and the inferences that 
could be drawn from the volume of requi
sitions on the United States, the African 
operation afforded no recorded experience 
that could be utilized in the establishment 
of, or revision of, replacement factors. 

Finally, in June 1D4:1, a War Depart
ment directive was addressed to overseas 
commm1(lpr~ which ,tressed the impor
tance of fil'lcl experience in tl1(' more accu
rate determination of replacement factors. 
Overseas commanders were dh'ecte,1 to 
submit complete data on the replacement 
issues of each significant item of clothing, 
equipment, and other supplies isslll',1 to 
the United States Army troops in their 
theaters. In addition, t.h'.'ater commanders 
were to indicate the extent to which th .. 
data could be used as an index for fore
casting future requirements. To assist 
theaiel' commanders in thp compilation. 
evaluation, and use of replacement fac
toi Jata, especially selected and trained 
officers wpre spnt to overseas tht'atprs. 

,'fhis project was only partially successful 
'since considerable difficulty was exppri

, enced in obtaining the com'plete co-opera
tion of theater commanders., :\Io~'eover, 
theater commanders frequent\':,· ,hverted 
these spe('ially traine,1 officers from their 
primary tasks by the assignmpnt of ad,li
tional duties. 

As a result of further studil's, tl1(' "Rt'
port of Materiel Consumed" was estah
li~hed, in February 1D44, for use by over
seas commanders in the submission of ex
perience data. Through this report, the 
War Department was informed of the to
tal quantities of significant items of equip
n1ent which were lost each month. The 
quantities reported included losses due not 
only to capture, wearing out beyond re
pair, and destruction, but also those losses 
due to pilferage, poor supply conserva

tion, and inadequate training. Using this 
report and all other data available from 
World War II experiences, the Depart
ment of the Army has established replace
ment factors and consumption rates for 
use as on~ of the means of determining 
and forecasting future mobilization re
quirements, and for the initial estimation 
(,f replacement quantities required during 
actual combat operations in any given 
theater. 

During World War II, there was a wide
spread lack, in some theaters, of a full un
derstanding and appreciation of the vital 
importance of replacemcnt factors and 
the neE'd for data required from overseas 
areas. As a result, full command SUppOI t 
was laeking, procedures in effect were not 
fully enforced, and the coverage of all 
sources of data was incomplete. Studies 
and tests, conducted by the Department 
nf the Army, are now under way to estab
lish a system of reporting procedures for 
wartime usp in theaters of operation whIch 
will pn~ure etiiciC'nt reporting of true I c
placE'ment and consumption issues in Ol'dl'!' 
that such factors and rates can \)p adju-t"ti 
prompth' and propC'rly. Howevpr, l'l'ganl
!t·,s of till' systl'lll that is dC'viSl'd. unl,'"s 
field t'OmnU1IHIers an,1 installations an' 
('ngnizant of the full nt'ell for ,uch inf<lJ'
mation, the hest results ('an not be obtained. 

Reduce Factors-How 

In time of war, the Army must place 
Plllphasis on providing all the suppli('s and 
l'quiplllt'nt considered Ilccessary to <'''I ry 
out its mission successfully. Cost \)e(·"lI1e, 
a :--t l ('ondnl'), cOIl:-ddl'l atioll, anti (.'ritir; .... IIl" 

call be expected when there is a shollag.. 
of materiel. In time of peace, the AlillY 
must plan for and determine the qu., nti
ties of equipment and supplies that will 
he required to meet future emergen, irs. 
However, during this period there ,a 
natural desire to reduce Army exp, 'ldi· 
tures and the pressure to economiz,' is 
strong and steady. As a result, cri';cal 
appraisals are made of the various fac· 
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tors and bases used in determining re
quirements, with the view that reductions 
in these factors and bases will reduce the 
required "quantities of various items of 
materiel. While such appraisals are de
sirable, the arbitrary reduction of any fac
tOI'. and thereby the quantity of the item 
that the Army should plan to provide, is 
unrealistic, and may result in unforeseen 
and disastrous shortages. What, then. 
should be the approach to this problem? 

The United States has, in recent wars. 
'indulged in providing an' overabqndance 
of equipment and supplies which it cannot 
again afford if it is to retain its present 
standard of living and economic stability. 
We must, thereforel learn to live and to 
win hattles and wars on Iln austerity ba~is 
rather than hy producing an overabun
dancE' of materiel. 'ire must learn the 
l'pal meaning of supply economy. 

Supply Economy 
;Hany of the Army's critics of poor 

supply economy or supply discipline in 
the field, and the resultant high replace
ment factors, are the very men who 
brollght about this condition in time of 
wal'. The soldier who discarded his equip
ment because it was soiled or heavy, and 
because he knew a replacement was read
Ily available, is frequently the same per 
son who tells stories about seeing "per
fertly good equipment spread all over the 
battlefield." The commander who pl'es
SUII-d his supply officer for extra equip
m",'t now says that our repiltcement fac
tOI'.' are too high. Reports frequently are 
he:J1',j about units turning in all of their. 
clut!;ing and equipment and receiving new 
iten., before going overseas during World 
W;l' II. This may be desirable under cer
taill I~onditions. However, when those con
diti .. 'l~ do not exist, and when the equip
nWl,: thus turned in is serviceable, such 
an ,dion creates, in the mind of the unit, 
the ~ <!cling that wasteful practices are be-

Historic Example 

Supply economy or discipline only will 
be as good as the intent and determination 
of the commanders and the training of 
t;·oops at all levels. For the purpose of 
emphasizing supply discipline to his corps 
and division commanders, General Brad
ley, as the Commanding General, First 
"Army, had tabulated for him the monthly 
rates of loss of certain critical items in 
terms of the numbers of those items. The 
rates were based on actual losses for the 
number of days of actual combat exper
ienced by each division durili.g a 37-day 
period. The following table is an extract 
from this tabulation for four infantry di
visions. identified here as Divisions "A," 
"B," "C," and "D." General Bradley 

Authorized Monthly 
Item per EqUl /J'n/,ent 

Dtl'tsion L08SCS 

Div Div Div Div 
Glln. machine. "A" "B" "C" "D" 

cal•.30. MI917Al 90 15.9 J77 (.:l.5 81.2 
Gun. submachine. 

cal. .45 93 J8.0 20.0 3~.5 5.7 
Mortar, 60-mm 90 40.0 4.6 91l.0 70.6 
MOl'tar, SI-mm 54 ~.3 8.4 25.3 45.4 
Mount. tripod, 

I'al. . 30. M19J~AI 90 16.5 13.9 67.0 78.5 
Rifle. automatil.', 

cal. .:~o 24a 45.5 58.5 J52. 189. 
Binoculars. M3 1229 8.4 5.4 38.8 41.4 
Cnmpu:,,-;. M2 121 15.0 8,4 3.5 5.7 

stated, in part: "I wish to emphasize that 
supply discipline is a common responsi
bility. Such losses are a definite indication 
of the general state of discipline existing 
in the organization, rather than the man
ner in which the supply service of the or
ganization is functioning." 

'There is no denying that the problem of 
developing effective supply economy or 
discipline has been and will continue to 
be most difficult in our Army for some 
time to come. Since we enjoy a high 
standard of living. with an abundance of 
the comforts of life available to all men, 
we have not had the n~cessity of develop-' 
ing these habits which result in appreciat
ing fully the value of property, particu
larly property which, in the minds of 

4:lTT 1:_ C'f " • 
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Implementation of Supply 

Economy 


The implementation of an effective 
system of supply economy or discipline 
should stress thc following points: 

1. Informing the newly recruited sol
dier that the Nation's resources are not in
exhaustible, and associating this fact with 
his own family's future welfare. 

2. Keeping every individual in the Army 
aware of the cost of his equipment and the 
impact of this cost, not only on his tax bill, 
but on his future buying power, as our re
sources become depleted. 

3. Developing in every individual a 
sense of pride in the maintenance and 
ownership of his equipment, pointing out 
how his own life might depend on a well
cared-for piece of equipment. 

4. The development of policies and 
standards which will foster conservation. 

It is important that the new recruit's 
introduction to Army life should stress 
the reasons why he should save. This ap
peal for conservation must be associat('d 
with each man's own personal interest. If 
he feels that his contributioll is of no COll

sequence, he must be taught that, collec
tively, such contributions will result in 
the conservation of much equipment. In 
stressing the training of the individual for 
the purpose of developing a keen aware-' 
ness of the need for conserving his equip
ment, it is particularly important that the 
commanders themselves, at all echelons, 
practice supply economy in order that a 
proper example is presented to the com
mand. Additionally, Army policies must 
ensure that all clothing and equipment is 
utilized fully. A unit that has learned to 
use the sewing kit should be commended 
more highly than one dressed completely 
in new uniforms. 

Conclusion 

Every effort must be made to develop ac
curate experience data by the Army in 
order that the Army's f;ture needs' can 
be forecast realistically. However, if that 
data indicate excessive needs, the effective 
way to reduce or trim such needs is by 
learning to conserve; to fight and win wars 
with smaller quantities than hav(' bt'ell 

used in the past. 

Our national re"ource" are limited. 'Ye cannot repeal our past errors 
of trying to produce high quantities of eVl'rything that might conceivably 

be useful in war. In order to \\in, the military forces of Democracy must 

be qualitatively superior, and must be employed so as to make the most 

of our qualitative advantage. 

Lieutenant Genel'al Elu'ood R. Q1H'S(l(ia 
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'We Build;' We Fight' 

The Amphibious Construction Battalions 

TRAINED in techniques developed 
during World War II, men of the Navy's 
Amphibious Construction Battalions 
(CBs) are emulating the feats of their 
predecessors in the fighting in Korea. 
Once again they are bridging guns, tanks, 
ancl heavy equipment through surf and 
over beaches, supporting the assault troops 
of the Marines and the Army. 

Their special equipment is steel pon
toons, each 5 feet square and 7 feet long, 
\\'hich are bolted into strings to form 
caw;eways. 

During the last war, these pontoons 
\\,('j"e the "weapons" which surprised the 
Axis .at Sicily by enabling the Allied 
forces to land on the gently shelving and 
relatively unprotected southern beaches. 
TIl,'reafter, they became known as the 
"mag'ic boxes" of the CBs and were used 
in l'very major invasion of the war, in
c'lliding Normandy. 

t In Korea, the CBs solved the problem 
jlll"l'nted by the 30-foot tide range at In
th',ll, placing pontoon strings to form 
ca",eways for bringing guns and ammuni
IhP' ashore.) 

The CB pontoon detachments eventually 
\\'l' e formed into fuIJ battalions as World 
\\'''1' II drew to a close in the Pacific. 
Th. ,e were the prototypes of the pres

ent ,amphibious construction battalions. 
The CBs use their pontoons today prin

cipally as causeways and barges. They 
hang their pontoon strings on the sides of 
landing ships, tank (LSTs), then cut 
them loose as the ships near the beach. 
The causeways then are towed until the 
ships ground, and momentum brings the 
pontoons on in to shore. Causeways then 
are "married" to the LSTs whose bow 
anchors are carried into position by pon
toon barges, while CB bulldozer operators. 
build sand ramp~ at the inshore end of 
the causeways. 

T.he amphibious construction battalions 
thpn go full speed into their second major 
function-building beachhead bases. Bull
dozers, trucks, and equipment rQar over 
the causeways to the beach. The work of 
cutting access roads to locations less ex
posed to enemy fire starts immediately. 
Supply dumps and revetments are thrown 
up, emergency first aid shelters are built, 
perimeter guard posts dug, mobile power 
units put into operation, water distillation 
units started, messing and temporary 
housing facilities built, and sanitation pro
vided. Meanwhile, the CBs stand ready 
to defend against counterattacks in car
rying out their motto: "We Build; We 
Fight!" 

$ 

-


Amphibious construction battalions, the natural outgrowth of the 

CB pontoon detachments of World War II, are emulating the feats of 

their. predecessors in c~rry;ng out their motto: 'We' Build; We Fight' 
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The CBs carry thl'ir pil'rs with thl'm, prl'parl'd to bridgl' guns, tanks, and heayy I'quip
ml'nt through surf and oyer bl'aches in support of assault troops. AboH', a cantill'Hr 
cranl' on a pontoon bargl' lifting a caUSl'wa)' sl'ction into placl'. Below. a pontoon call'c
"ay section being lifted aboard an LST prior to side l'arQing it to a landing ,ill', 

\ 
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Here comes a steeL roadway! Soon, supply ships will be able to uuload their vital cargoes to 
support the combat troops. Above, CBs rush ashore ahead of one of their pontoon cause
ways, which soon will be bridging trucks and supplies from an LST. Below, a warping tug, 
a collection of 36 steel pontoons, laying surface anchors for securing a causeway pier. 

--
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Vnder the CBs' know-how, an LST does more than carry a carg-o. The LST, ahove, is 
"married" to a causeway. Soon, the ship's cargo will be going ashore as if it were rolling 
off' an assembly line. Belo\\, bulldozers, the \\ork horses of the ('on"truction Bat
talions, jockeying a pontoon string into Ilosition until the "ea anchors l'an he sN . 

.: ....;"'.'::-' 
. ~. ·...t~~-·:"~::': 
.~... ~ ,11...l1' i.--.....,: /",~.. ......_, .... 

" ........... ..., 
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Speed is one of the keynotes of CB operations. Above, as the fighting forces secure the 
beachheads, the CBs bring supplies and equipment ashore over their causeways. Below, 
CBs fight to build and then build to fight. They handle their weapons as efficiently 
as they do their construction equipment, fulfilling their moHo: "We Buiid; We Fight." 
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T HE manpower and industrial po
tentials of the United States and its 
Allies are not unlimited. In any war 
against an enemy employing seemingly 
unlimited manpow!'r, w!' cannot afford 
to make the same errors we have made in 
the past. We cannot waste our national 
resources by activating', equipping', train
ing, and transporting a unit to an over
seas theater only to find that we have 
no need for it. Conversely, we must en
sure that sufficient personnel and equip
ment are furnished to complete a plannpd 
operation as efficiently and !'xpeditiousiy 
as possible. If a forcl' is reduced to the 
point wher!' it cannot accomplish the 
mission for which it was assiglH'd in the 
time allowed, tlH' total force is lost for 
planned future operations as a result of 
falsf' "COI/Oll/y. 

To illustratE' this concept, \{'t us as
surne that a force is given a luissioll to 
take an objective by D plus 10. At the 
end of that time, it b to bl' used for 
other missions. If til<' forcl', through 
fal,,~ economy, is d!'prived of the rl'sourcl'S 
required to take the first objective in 
the time allotted, it is not available. at 
the time desired, for planrll'd futurl' op
erations. We must learn to tailor our 
forces so as to obtain maximum utiliza
tion of personnel and equipment. Troop 
basis planning is the means used to 
achieve this en(1. It is the process by 
which we determine our requirements. 
The technique explained in this article 
is offered as a guide to the future troop 
basis planner. 

Troop basis planning is the procedurl' 
used to determine th!' troops r!'quired to 
acco1l1plish a given nlission. For any 
given command, it is based on the troop 
ceiling authorized by the next higher 
headquarters. The total number of per
sonnel authorized the command is broken 
down into those pE'rsonnel spaces carried 
in units organize!1 on Tables of Organi
zation and those carried in an overhead 
bulk authorization. Troop basis plannin~ 
is a continuous process. A troop basis 
dpsij!nated for certain operational re· 
quirenH'nts often must be changed as 
the situation changes. It may upcome 
neccs-..ul'Y to add nc\v unit~, to relil}\'(.' 

old ones, or augment current units with 
pl'l'sonnel and equipment to pL'rf,)f'lll 
sp"cial tasks. 

Factors ,\iTecting Troop Basi,.. 

Planning 


III PVt.'l'Y situation, \Vl' lllajy be l'OIl~ 

fronted with factors peculiar to it, whi, h 
thl' troop basis planner must consid"r 
when detl'rmining his troop requirem!'l1", 
However. those factors which are normally 
prL}Sent in evrory situation, and Willdl 
afl'ect troop basis planning are: 

The mission-administrative as \\', 1\ 
as tactical. 

The terrain and climate. 
The enemy situation. 
The attitude and capabilities of t,. 

local civilians. 
The industrial and economical dc\" 

opment of the area of operations. 
The availability of units. 
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The status of training of the available 
units. 

The sources available to meet troop 
requirements include units furnished by 
higher 'headquarters, provisional units, 
units organized from the bulk authoriza
tion, conversion of surplus units, civilians, 
and prisoners of war. 

Considering the many variable factors, 
it is apparent that troop basis planning 
i" not a science-rather it is an art, ~n 
which the planner continuously must 
analyze the factors involved, and design 
the force to fit the conditions. In this 
rl'''pect, experience data developed from 
~imilar type operations, and the data 
contained in Field Manual 101-10, O)'yan
IZIIlion, Technical, ann Logistical- Data, 
lll''' valuable guid..s to the troop basis 
planner. 

Technique 

As stated above, troop basis planning 
i" all art, rath'h' than a science. The 
works of the outstanding masters in each 
fh·ld always can be recognized because 
(\f the techniques they have developed. 
TIllS applies with equal force to the troop 
ha,;is planner, who must develop the 
Ill'l'cssary techniques so as to make his 
\\ol'k valuable. 
. Listed below is one techniqul' which 
ha,; proved invaluable to the troop basis 
j,]anner in determining his requirements, 

1. The establishment of tentative troop 
ceilings for the elements of the command. 

o. The determination of the major 
combat units. 

b. The determination of the units to 
support the major combat units. 

2. The detailed planning-within the 
tentative ceilings to arrive at the actual 
units needed by type and number. 

3. The adjustment of the requests for 
type units so as to balance the force 
within the over-all troop ceiling. 

4. The submission of the request, with 
justification, for the units needed by the 
command to accomplish the mission. 

Tentative Ceilings 

The G3 normally has staff responsibil
ity for establishing the tentative ceilings 
for the elements of the command. He 
is assisted in this function by the re
mainder of the co-ordinating staff. Ten
tative ceilings are used as a guide for 
those responsible for detailed planning, 
and as a medium of initial co-ordination 
in balancing the force. In large troop 
planning problems, the form of the staff 
study can be used as a guide by the 
staff officer to ensure that he has con
~idered all aspects of the problem. 

Example 1 
(Extracts of a staff study made by a 

G3 to arrive at tentative ceilings.) 

The troop basis pla'!ner, through the development of adequate tech
niques, can assist in ensuring that the mission of the command is accom
plished and that our resources of manpower and materiel are conserved 

).dh in the combat zone and the commun
2. ASSUMPTIONS. 

I· "t ions zone, together with a brief ex a. Type units required are available at full 
I' ;I nation or example of each step in the streftgth and are sufficiently well trained to p.erform 

their combat functions at maximum efficiency,
r •. !ll1ique. b. We will be op-posed, initially. by approximately

three Red infantry divisions and, later in the op· 
eration. by elements of four to six Red divisions,Combat Zone one of which may be annored. 

. 1'00p basis planning logically breaks c. Red forces will be heavy in artillery support. 
d. Wea.ther will be warm. and dry. which is nor..

(. "·n into the following steps: mal for the season of the year. 
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c. Most bridges over the numerous ::.tr(>ums and 
the locks in the Mid Canal will be destroyed by the 
enemy as we advance. 

f. Indigenous population \vilI be friendly, 
g. The corps will operate as an independent eorp,:

for approximately 31 day"'. 
h. We will have air huperiority.
i. We will have naval <.,uperiority in the ~(>dit('r

ranean Sea and the Culf of Lion. 

~. FACTS BEARING ON THE PROBLEM. 
a. Mi"sion.-The corp" atta('k~ east in the dilel'

tion of Toulou<.,e to the Culf of Lion. thencE' nm th
east alonl! the Mediterranean {'on<;t of Franc-C', s(>izl''" 
the line of the Vldollrle Rher by A pIu,;;, 21 in 01'-1('1 

to open the <.,outh {'oa ... t of Fran('(' for futun~ opel a
tion~ north in the Rhone VallC'y. 

h. COI'PS is authol'izC'n. a total of 21:tfiOO tl(111)1 
spa('l'~. 

('. C'orp ... I'" limited in division ...t] eng-th to fom 
infantl'~Y anll two armll] (>u dn'blOn-.. 

rl. Corp .... i", r(' ... pon ... ible for th(> complete utlmini ... · 
trati\ t.' and logi ...tic :-.upport (field HI'my ty}}{') of all 
it... element.... The CIll p ... will l't't.'eh'l.' Its .... "PIlOI t .Ii
n'd fl'om tht'utpr army anti cnmnlunicatitln .... lOIH 

• ADSFX'-SI. 
I'. Terrain is n1lluntainOll<; e'\c('pt fnr the Cal en ... • 

sone .Gap, th(' Meditpi ranf'nn coa...tal plain. and thl' 
Rhonp Vallpy. . 

f. Curp'" \\'111 [l]'n\'ide only minimuIll p.......pntini I'i· 
vilian relll'f. 

fl. Mihtary gO\Plnmenl nnit-. utill'}' than {·oll}. 
manti t<:>am .... will be llainl'd anll 111'odlh',1 no., tH't',h'.] 
hy tlwa1t'I' m·m).. Tht·y Will IIl1t ht· 1I1t'lu,lt''] III \"']1" 
trollp ("L'IlIng'. 

4. DISCUSSION. 
o. MI'..qnn.-The llIi ....... ion It'quill'" all a,l\ant~I' IIf 

nJlJllo'\Jmatt.'ly 110 nllll·.... Thl'-. at!\!llll'l' mll .... t Ih 
{"tnllnett'tl. inItially, t'lth!'1 thlllllch mOHntainoll .... tt'I' 
rain 01' thr"ll~'h tlit' CaH·a ......IIIlt' Gap to tlw Gulf "f 
Linn. tII('IH'\' 1111 thl' {u;JHtai 1'1:1111. It \\ III Tll·l·l' ...... ltatt· 

1hl.' t')·o....mg of tilt-' Orb and HI'l111tit Hl\p}·.... ~IlH·{· 
th(' CO}·p ... Will Ill' OlH"IHting- in,lt'!wndt·nth. a hl)'hh 
111tllHIt.~. Lalant'l'rl fOICt' t'Hpabl,' of ~Il~tallll'd lIJlt'l,,

tillIl \\111 ht' !'l'qUill',I 
b. Atlmini ... tl<ltiVt' anti lugi ... ticul ll''-,ptln ... lbilitit., .... 

fiinl'(;' tht.' 1'01 1\':- normally 1.... n tal'tlt'it! 1II11t \\ ith litH' 
itt,ti :ulmini~tratht' and j')J.!I1'-lical flllll'tltlU ..... th, 
ll11 ..... itln of fUlni...,hitH~ t'ompldl' arlmlnl~tlilll\\' nn.1 
IOl!i ... Ucul ... upport ttl all dl'nwnt.-. of tilt' l'''I'JI~ will 
H'",ult In a major lHl1lll·up (If tIll' \ \'I'JI~ In tl'('hllh':11 
.... I'lnt'P tJ'Hlp.... and In tIll' (,1. (;1. a1111 .... pt·cJ:t1 ~Iall 
... 1'l't1'lO .... I,f till' ('Ol')h Ih·IHhllHlI"tl·I'<. 

(', TIlt' ('tlrp~ tal'tlt'Lil IlII ..... hln. ttl!!(,tiwi \\ ith It .. 

j"J.!'I ... tHai and atlnlllll ... tl.ttl\P 11''''lltln'''ll))htlt,~. ~l\l'~ II 
tilt' fun<'llllll'-. (If an nnllY, H(·IH'I'. fill tlllllJl pbn. 
llU1).T PUlP',,-,'''', It can lip t'tlTlRitll'It',1 a .. a .. nulll :lInn 
'1']"10" hnsp; t.~'llt>I·H'nl·l.· flll'tlll'~ f'I]' a t\!ll' alnl\ 
.... h\l\lltl apply. Hnwt'\/?l', tht>...l' fadtH".. ~htl\l!tl hi' 
1l1IHhl1(~tI in t\w ltght of tIlt' 1''\i .... tlllJ! ~It\lntlnn. E,\
pl'"lll'nce factur,., will lip n1,HlItit'tl by till' flllIowin).!: 

(1) COnlmandl'l"" COIWl'Pt. (Annp,\ A I IOmlt
tp,I). (f 

(n) TIlt:' ('Ilmmanlit·l'· ... CI1TWl'pt of tlw tllll'latiull 
and th{~ tinIP hmit ImIHI"'l'd fllr It .. l'tIl11ph·tinn, Ut" 
manti n highly molHlc foree {'apahlt' of rupiu mo\t.'· 
OH'nt and :->lhtuinl',1 action. Thi.. Will nffC'ct nUl 
tlant:lportation nl'ed... Hl't'utl~·. In Oltlt.'1' til !JehU'\(' 
tlw l'equirC'd mobility. Wt' -.;hould be eapablt· uf muttl1·· 
izing at It.~a ... t half of uUI' combat dt.>nwnts, in at!
ditinll to maintaining utlequate 111~i ... ti('al ~upport 
0\ ('I' tIlt' (''\ tended ~uJlply lines that will re.... ult from 
a ruphlly moving situation. Thl' inen'u."I.' in tran ... · 
pol tntion will require an inl'r(>a~l' in ordnant-'l' 
mnmtenance and quartenna~ter Cia,.. ... I II "'uPllly fa· 
cilitil'~. HO\\'c\'er, ..,inc(' the antichlatt'd dmutltln (If 

the operation is so 5hort. certain of ttie otherwisE:' 
e5sential ~ervices can be reduced, i.e. laundry. fumi~ 
gation and bath, and spE'cial service. 

(b) Since the commander's concept visualizes 
only limited operations in the mountains, no 5perial 
typE' mountain troops are required. 

(2) Weather. (Annex BI (Omitted), 
Anticipated warm. dry weather will permit the 

use of highly mobile and mechanized units. 
(3) Terrain. (AnnE'x C) (Omitted). 

;;. CONCLUSIONS. 
a. I COI·P:., for OpE'l'ation U'ub. in E':'.senee. will be 

a small army. In oni('r to }l('rform its mh,sion, it 
ll1U"t have a highly mobilE', balanced fol'cE', C'apablt' 
of pl'o\'ichng complE'tc admini&trativl.' and lu~nsti('al 
l:>UP})tJl't to al1 of its subordinate <>lE'm('nlc; for n 
.... H"tained llt'l iod. 

11. F. ... "pntially. the ('X}1('1 jt~nct.' flu'tol'''' for a tvp!' 
:llm~ Illtl\"IIIt' .... uHil'il·nt ,Iatp un whl/'h to bn... e tentH' 
; h l' t I nup {·Plhnrrb. 

1.'. In nl'tiPl' tn provitlE' n propl'rly baianc{'tl fol'(,(, 
fOI th!..' tlJll'l'ati,m. thp c;ltuation tit.'matHl", that t1W"t, 
f:letlll'" Ill' mOllifi('l] to w('I!.!ht 0111' fOl'ep", in: 

( ~ I OrdnancE' 
( 1) TI'Un"'Plll'tntion 

d. TIlt' ..ituation p(,l"mih that tIlt.' factol:' IJ(~ moth. 
fiptl h) Pl'tl\ hIe a c.Ii!.!ht l'(>tJu£'tion in the nUl'mal }II'" 
pOl'tion of ~('parate tank battalion,... 

I Ct'lhng ... fOI' all othpr elt'nwnt" of till' COI'P~ 
ilililltilnl! thp Crllll ... iwndqlllll tt'l' ..... ('an hp ua",pd !t'n· 
t:ltl\l,I\ on .111 (',net ratIo \\,tII th,· tYIlt.· army. 

Example 2 

(E~tra("h of a G:L work,ht'pt u,,·d to 
(,Ollll)lJtt~ tt)llt~\tiVl' t'l)ilin~s bas(}<l on hi;... 

"ati" ,tudy.)·-·(Set' ehart on page :1:1.) 

Detailed I'lallllill(1 

])daIl"d troop ha~i, plannillg, for the 
:--l'\'l'J'al arm .... and :·Wl'Vil·es, lllW..,t he JH'r~ 

forllll'd hy the stall' offict'r tt'ehnically 
<]uallfipd and responsihle to tilt' eOill
nland"r for tIll' proper functioning- of th"t 
,·1<·II1<'lIt of thl' ('omman.]. For examp!t,. 
tIll' artillery offic('r should prepar(> tile 
ddaill'd artil1"ry troop requirenlC'ut, 
neep~sary to support the operation. In 
so doing, he should take advantage >If 
(>x]ll'ri(>nc,' factors dl'riv(>d from similar 
operations. He must, however, real1;·" 
that the eX]ll'ril'lIe(' fadors used must 1", 
modil1l'd in Jig-ht of the existing situa
tion. Th('J'(' is no definite guide or formula 
that can b(> used to revise experien,·c 
factors. The staff officer must apply his 
own military knowledge and backgroun,l, 
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sible. In so doing, there are certain 
fundamental considerations which must 
be kept foremost in mind. These are: 

Command.-The command 'structure is 
a basic consideration in the formation of 
any organization. In fixed tactical 01'

re'quired to operate one of the depots in 
a given maintenance area. Rathel' than 
using two companies, one comlJany can 
be augmented with quartermaster 500
series teams and perfol'm the lJ,ssigned 
mission. The planner must be alert con
stantly for ways to reduce manpower 

-Units Type Army Aggregaff.'I ~tl"enlh t~-t--
(Divi~ionnl units Strength PCl' di\' iiion strength for 6.1 

__ not inC'lu~d) 'TynE;' Armyi!ype ~y_ldivision ('or)):'; j_______ Remark::._ -----Icemng 
! Reduction in labor' and sel"Vice units 

!~hould balance need for additional 
tl.".".l'ter_mul'ote'r __ 1.140 II.H70 ·Class 111 supply units \6.8701::\,740 

SI!!nal -:,566--:11_~I;~' '6~1 '~~-=-.~ .==-_~=;~.~6~ 
Special Service __~ln3_ ,_~ __ 3':1_1 ____1~___ R~_l~('e_~ !!7. On(> ~ornpany adequatel_13!~ 

I . 'Add 1.498 for additional truck bat. 
Tranf-portation R.001 667 4.002 taBo» and driver detachment (C'N) \ 5,500 

--'---~~~-----.\ 

g'Hllizations, control headquarters are 
ol'g'anically incorporated in the Tables 
of Organization" of the units. However; 
ill flexible tactical org'anizations, appro
prIate headquarters must be provided. 
They may be battalion, regimental, 01' 

g'lOllP headquarter,; as provided by Tables 
of Organization, or they may be head
quarters detachments of the .500-series 
whieh provide command functions for 
rdllllar and composite units. Regardless 
of the source, the grouping' of units under 
a h,'adquarters for the control and super
vi, jon of operations and administration 
b llt'cessary for the economical and ef
fi, i,'llt performance of the mission of the 
u}!it;-;.. 

";"ullomy of forcc,-In a future national 
elll l'gency, we will, no doubt, face the 
~a ,It' great problems that we did in 
W·ld War II-an ever increasing short
a~ of qualified personnel. The proper 
all" economical employment of this criti
cal ,\sset-manpower-therefore, must be 
h'l' uppermost at all times in the mind 
of 'he troop planner. The force must be 
de> .:ned to fit the task. For example, 
II" <luartermaster depot companies are 

requirements to the minimum essential. 
This is particularly true in service units. 
A few of these troop economy measures 
are: 

1. To use prisoners of war and native 
~iviliaJ-l labor to the maximum extent pos
sible, 

2. '1'0 operate minimum essential in
stalla tions. 

3. To consolidate installations where 
practicable,. thereby saving on overhead 
and "ho'usekeeping" personnel. 

4. To use llnits on jobs for which they 
are specifica'lly trained. If this is not 
possible, suootitute units should be em
ployed in which the skills of the individ
uals can be used. In employing substi
tute units, extreme care must be taken 
tu avoid unnecessarily lowering the effi
ciency of the service from which the 
substitute unit was taken. Further, it 
lllUli! be realized that the substitute unit 
will not perform with the same degree 
of efficiency as the unit specifically 
trained for the job. 

Use 0/ cellular and composite units.
The purpose of cellular units (500-series 
units) is to provide small teams whose 
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personnel are trained in specific tech
nical tasks. They are tailored to do a 
highly specialized and technical job. 
They coilserve manpower by eliminating 
the waste inherent in using' a full-size 
Table of Organization unit on a job 
which does not provide sufficient work 
for that unit. Cellular units may be 
used in many ways. For example: 

I. As a separate detachment.-An en
p:ineer 500-series detachment of 3 men 
can maintain :10 searchlights. A com
pany, or even a platoon of these special
ists probably would be far too many to 
take care of the searchlights in any given 
area. 

2. As an augmentation to a regular 
Table of Organization unit.-It is pos
sible to augment truck companil's with 
driver detachments and operate ~4 hours 
a day. In 'this connection, the use of 
personnel in bulk also must be kept in 
mind. In many instances, units, partic
ulady headquarters units, can Ill' aug
mented by bulk authorization jll'rsonncl 
to do the job. 

:1. As compo~itl' unib.-Composlte unit:; 
can be formed by combining 500-series 
detachm'ents of several different special
ist typl'S under one administrative head
quarters. For example, in establishing 
a leave center, it is possible to combine 
an engineer utility team, a quartermaster 
supply detachment, anci a signal SWItch
board detachment un<ipr one adminbtra
tive headquartl'rs as a part of the 
opl'rating' force. 

Balal/ced (orce.-The troop require
ments of each arm and service are not 
considered individually but collectively. 
An increase in the strcngth of one arm 
or service has a direct bearing' on the 
strength of the other arms or services. 
For example, it wiII take 10 additional 
truck companies to furnish the necessary 
transportation support for an operation. 
This additional transportation will re
quire an increase in ordnance maintenance 

SUPPOl·t. This, in tum, may result in a 
need for more quartermaster units to 
support the additional ordnance units 
required. The finance troop list might 
have to be increased in order to pay the 
increased strength. 

The problem of balancing the force is 
a continuous one. The planner must 
consider the importance of the mission 
of each unit and the relative difficulties 
of the task to be performed. Hc lUust 
als,) eonsider how the need for each type 
unit will affect the need for other type 
units. In so doing, the planner is con
fronted continuously with the problem of 
kel'ping the personnel requirements within 
the allotted troop ceiliug. 

Adjllsf/llcllf.-It is seldom that the 
itlltial ceilIng' authorized for any e1enll'lIt 
of the command will prove to be the 
l'xact, final ceiling. ;\lore often than not, 
adjustments will have to bc made. The 
G:l should provide fa\' thl'se alljustnwnts 
by maintaining, initially, a small I1Ulnher 
of troop ~paet.~:-. in l'l'SerVe. 

{;l'Ill'ral statl' eo-ordination of dptaill'ol 
planning' shoul,l work g'enerally llS fol
lows: Ll,t us suppose the Qua\'tcrma~tl'l 
anti Ortinalll'p Otticl'r~ han' su1>mitt,·t! 
their requests for units to the (;:l, throuc;h 
tIll' (;01. TIll' (;01, on stUllyillg their re
qUl'sts, dl'terllllnt'S that the troops are 
aJequatp to support his logistical plan. 
Furtlwr, the Ill'l'd for l'ach unit is jll-ti
tied. However, the Quartermaster has 
asked for all inapase of 200 spllce, ill 
his tentative cpiling, while the Ordnunce 
Otlicl'r Ill'l'ds 150 spacl'S Ipss than he was 
authorized originally. The G-t has ,le
termined that there is no nceci for the 
150 spuCt·s which werc excess to the 
ordnancp ;;ervice elsewhere in his j:"ld 
of jlrimary interest. He would then 
recommend to the G3 that the 150 spIkes, 
excess to the ordnance service, be reallo
cated to the Quartermaster, and that the 
necessary action be taken to obtain the 
other 50 spaces. The G3, upon examilling 
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the requirements of the unit as a whole, 
may find that he has the spaces avail
able and would make the adjustment. If 
he finds that he cannot make the adjust
l1H'nt within the means available, then 
he will have to request additional spaces 
\\·hen he forwards the troop basis for 
approval to higher headquarters. (He 
will have to justify his request.) If the 
rl'quest for additional spaces is disap
proved. the G3 will have to re-examine 
th" complete troop basis to detprmine 
where the adjustment best can be made. 
In this examination, he will co-ordinate 
\\"ith all the staff sections concerned. 

Submission.-The troop basis, when 
approved by the comma'nding general, is 
forwarded to the next higher headquar
tprs for approval. In its final form, units 
an' listed by number required and Table 
of Organization and Equipment. Justi
fit-atian must accompany the request,

I 

('n-ordination I 

Co-ordination in all the titeps of troop
basis planning is a continuous process 
and is a responsibility of each planning 
o!lin·r. It is a function of the general 
~tatf to ensure co-ordination between all 
th(· elements of the command within 
tl1<'i .. respective fields. The G3 maintains 
,taff responsibility for the over-all co
Ol dmation in this field. 

Communications Zone 
Thl' planning technique used in the 

">lllmunications zone is essentially the 
';;111(' as that used in the combat zone. 
H"\\"ever, the combat troops to be sup
P'" ted have been fairly well determined 
b, higher headquarters, and the com
]llilllications zone planning is directed 

1, plnarily at the service troops needed. 

The factors on which to k\ase troop re
quirements in the communications zone 
are som~.hat more exact, and planning 
can more nearly approach a science. 
Units required are based on such factors 
as troops to be supported, industrial de-. 
velopment of the area, tonnages to be 
handled, port facilities available, military 
government responsibilities, and the atti-· 
tudes of the populace. 

The communications zone offers us one 
af our most fertile fields for reducing 
the number of able-bodied troops em
ployed in noncombat jobs. The com
munications zone planner constantly 
must strive to use, to the maximum, in
digenous civilians, prisoners of war, and 
Allied personnel not suited for combat. 
When planning for the establishment of 
a new communications zone in an area 
with a highly industrialized economy, 
troop ceilings should reflect the follow
ing: The military strength employed in 
II e01mnunications zone. should increase 
ill the initial stages of the operation, 
1'f'ac1! a peak early in the operation, and, 
tillally. begin to decrellse, even though 
the amount of tel'rit01'y taken over and 
the l'olume of business may increase. 
This is permitted by improved efficiency 
in the operations as portions of the com
munications zone become stabilized, and 
by the maximum utilization of all avail
able nonmilitary persoimel. 

Summary 

Only when our plans and policies pro
vide for the maximum utilization of all 
available personnel in the best interest 
of the country, will we have achieved 
true personnel economy. Honest and ac
curate troop planning will contribute 
much to this ultimate goal. 

" 

I 
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Thi,~ is an example oi the sal'i/lgs 
that con be dJcefcd by rUlIllillg 1111 old 
o/Ieration with ncw i<l('((s. 

Thc basie data II/lOll lI'hieh this ar
ticle is based U'cre }Irepllrt'd ill fhe 

T"OO/IS and Staff Brallch, HigllH'(/!/ 
T"ans]Jo/'f SCl'uice Divisioll, Office oj 
the ('hie/ oj Tralls}IO,·tafio/{,-Th, 

Editor. 

I 
The Service TrOOI) 

Problem' 

N RECENT days, a great dpal of na
tional publicity bas heen given to the "di
vision slice"-tlw total numher of troop" 
in the Army divided by tbe numher of eom
hat divisio~s-and the ligures quoted 1'(' 

fleet unfavorably on the Army. It ap
peal's that our present world-wide "divi
sion slice" is about 7li,OOO to 78,000 n1l'n, 
which means that we have three to foul' 
soldiers in supporting roil'S for every "Ill' 
in a combat division_ Upon analysis, thi, 
is ""t as had as it sounds, for we have 
hut a limited number of divisions today. 
while our overl1<.'ad requil'l'n1l'nts an' high_ 
As wp aetivate more divisions, the ov,'r 
head will not increase proportionately, 
Howev('r, effective utilization of our man
powpr remains a major jlroblem, and 
planning estimates indicate that we will 
Rtill require 2:1,000 additional men in a 
theater of operations for every combat ,Ii
vision we send overseas (or a total of 
40,000) . 

Our manpower experts are not hlind to 

this probl(,Ill, and recommendations are 
heing made which will reduce the propor
tion of service support troops to combat 
troops. The problem is so large, and has 
so many ramifications, that it is most dif
tieult to discuss it in general terms. Per
haps the hest approach is to examine each 
of the vast number of subordinate proh
ll'ms involved, and increase our efficiency 
in ('ach of them. Undoubtedly, we can 
eliminate entirely some of the services ,w 
now feel we must have, a 11(1 , in the end-
hy elimination and inerpased etnciency 1lI 

ll1an~' operations-we will come up with 
a substantial over-all saving in nonCOlll· 
hat. Army manpower. TIll' l'l'l11aindl'r pf 
thi~ :lrtiele is dC'votl'd to a diseussion of thc 
increased eflicieney alld l1Hltt1rial savin).!'~ 

ill manpOWl'r alld vdlidt's that can he 
mad" by applying the latest doctrine, 01' 

eanizations, and techniques to a long-haul. 
linl' of eOl11l11unications highway transp'" t 
operation. 

A Backward Look at the 

Red Ball Express 


One of the most publicized Illgisti, ,t1 
feats in \\'orld War II was the now f 1

mous Red Ball Express, a highway Ojl('}"

tion frolll St. Lo to Hit'son and Sommesoll" 
in support of the United States First a,',j 
Third Armies in their dash across nort'l 
ern France. Later, the operation al·,) 
served the United States Ninth Army aJ ,I 
the Paris area. Organized on a provision:,1 
basis, the Red Ball Express moved tlo,' 
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requisite supplies for the two armies Ull

til sueh time as the rehabilitation of rail
roads permitted movement of the tonnage 
by this more economical means of trans
]lortation, The Red Ball Express operated 
from 25 August 1944 to 16 November 
1944-a total of 81 days-and moved 
41:2,143 tons during the period. This is 
a daily average of 5.088 tons. The average 
forward distance was 303 miles, and the 
average number of 21;2-ton truck com
pany equivalents used was 83. Although 
this operation accomplished a staggering 
task at a critical period, and received 
much praise for a job well done, a back
ward look will bring out the fact that 
there were many details that could now 
be' jll'rformed much more efficiently. 

Operating Details 

COII/l/land.-The commander of the Red 
Ball did not have full control over the 
"Ill'l'ation, He was given an assigned mis
sion without the organization or the fuJI 
authority necessary to accomplish it, The 
ol'0ration was subjected to varying de
g')'('es of co-operation (or interfel'ence) by 
thl' commanders of the areas through 
whieh it passed, and was dependent upon 
thl'lll for many of the services and much 
of the' personnel necessary for the success
ful completion of the mission, 

Ruutcs.-A one-way return loop high
\\ay system was used; two approximately 
P;ll allel routes being available. The north
elll route (the shorter) was used for 

forcement of this reservation was poorly 
executed. 

Ol'cl'-(he-l'oad t))·ocedlll'e. - Bivouac 
areas were located midway along each 
route so each driver was required to make' 
only half of the one-way trip. Vehicles, of 
course, made the entire tl'ip without trans
ferring loads, stopping for required serV
icing' en route. 

Tcrminal deluy.-Due to the use of 
trucks rather than tractor-semitrailer 
combinations, it was impossible to operate 
a shuttle system for loading and unload· 
ing at terminals. The result was a ter
minal delay for loading, unloading, and 
other incidentals of approximately 16 
hours a vehicle on each trip. 

Highway l'cgulation.-Highway regula
tion points were few 'and far between, 
communication wa; poor, and convoy seri
als were out of contact for long periods of 
time. Highway regulation personnel nor
mally were furnished by the commanders 
of the areas through which the Red Ball 
passed, and, consequently, operational 
control was weak and poorly co-ordinated, 

Tl'oop basis.-744 officers and 20.098 en
listed men were assigned to operate and 
control the Red Ball Express. 

l'ehicle busis.-5,509 powered units, 
principally 2 %-ton, 6x6, cargo trucks, 
were assigned to this operation. 

Postwar Study and Research 

During the latter phases of the Euro
pean campaign, and since the conclusion 

Every military activity must be explored wi.th a view to reducing the 

'division slice.' Application of modern methods and equipment to high

way transport operations proves that manpower savings can be made 
" 

.' . ," traffic, and the southern route (the of World War II, many productive studies 
I. ""er) for "down" traffic. Both were have been made of the problems of long
<.,'ahle, however, of supporting two-way haul highway transportation. Close scru
'tl",illc. While the use of these highways tiny has been given to modern commercial 
\I", reserved for Red Ball vehicles, en- methods for hauling cargo iong distances, 
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to include the use of the latest type equip headings used earlier in this article. 
ment, methods of dispatch, over-the-road Command.-Our present doctrine would, 
procedures, terminal operations. driver dictate the establishment of a long-haul, 
supervision and well-being, and the over line of communications highway operation 
all supervision and control of a large-scale as an intersectional service under com
money-making enterprise. The results of mand of the Commanding General, Com
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these studies have heen evaluated in the 
light of military requirements, and nel'es
sary adjustments made. As a rp>ult, new 
organizations and techniques have been 
developed which have increased p:l"t'atly th" 
efficiency of military, long-haul hip:hway 
"pf'rations, Using these nf'W df'veloplllents 
as a basis, let us re-examine til<' 01,1 Hl'd 
Ball Exprl'ss and see what improvements 
"ould be made if we had to do the sanll' 
job over again, 

';\londay Morning Quarterbaeking' 

Based on our study of the original Rl'd 
Ball Express and the latest practices that 
have been developed, there are a number 
of changes we would make if we instituted 
a new "Speed Ball Exprl'ss" in the same 
area today, For convenience, these change~ 
can be grouped under the same general 

llluuieations ZUlll', It woul,l \", o]1l'rai('d 
puder the control aud superVIsion of the 
Communications ZOll(' Transportation of· 
fie('l' thruug-h a Table of Organization and 
Equipment unit to be designate,] as the 
Headquarters <mel I1eadquarter~ ('pm· 

pany, Tran~purtation Highway Transp'Olt 
S,')'vil'P, This organization would hav(' iI" 
signl'd suffieil'nt operating, ~('rvicp, and 
maintenanl.'l' units to "upport the OP('I a· 
tion, DepcIHlence on otht·), units assi!!! cd 
to other commands would be necessary ;(11' 

,mly eme)'~ency 01' unexpel'tp,j requ,' ,'. 
ments and normal co-operation. 

Such l'entralized command and l'om, ,!, 
with detailed operations decentralized '\' 
subordinate units, will t'esult in a Ill\)' n 
more efficient long--haul system, 

ROlltes,-Wlth highways ('apable ,:' 
sustaining- two-way traffic, only 11 <' 

http:COMPA.NY
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shorter northern route would be used, with 
a consequent saving in time, gasoline, and 
manpower. This highway would ¥ re
Ben'rd for the use of "Speed Ball" ve
hicles only. The use of the highway for 
two-way traffic over a 300-mile distance 
fa-vol's the use of a relay system which is 
discllssed in the following paragraph. 

Ol'e/·-the-/'oad pl"ocedun.-Substituting 
trador-semitrailers for trucks permits 
thl' establishment of "trailer transfer 
points" where tractors exchange semitrail
ers. With this type of operation, if is ad
visa hIe to have two-way traffic to reduce 
01' eliminate unnecessary tractor travel. 
The exchange of semitrailers at designated 
Jltlints by the tractors is comparable with 
the changing of locomotives on railway 
h'uins at division points. Several bene
fit~ accrue from this practice. It permit" 
unit< to operate their tractors over only a 
pOl,tion of the total forward mileage (in 
this instance one-quarter), with the as
sigll<'<i drivers remaining with their ve
hid"s. It also permits the carrying out 
of '11(:h activities as the requisite servic
:ng of tractors and the scheduling of 
dnvl'1' rest periods, without stopping the 
load.·o semitrailer at the same time. Ad
tlitlonal advantages include the return of 
<In\'''l's to their own bivouac areas daily 
for \'chicle servicing, rest, and control by 
th"ll' own unit commander. Trailer trans
fer points would be established at the ter
nl""t!s of the route, and at such inter
nw.J ate points as Argentan, Trappes, 
Sn "ons, and Esternay. Unit bivouac 
m";H and headquarters also would be 10
ca:",! at these points, together with the 
nt', "<sary service stations and second eche
IUf, lllaintenance shops. (See Figure 1 for 
1" ,lions mentioned.) 

r J'minal delay.-To reduce the termi
na '\elay. in loading and unloading to a 
mi- 'mum, terminal operating companies 
1\'" ::.\ be stationed at the terminals at both 
ell.,. of the route. These "shuttling" com
P'I' "'~ would "spot" semitrailers for load
ifi'_ later pulling them, when loaded, to 
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a marshalling yard. They would return 
from the marshalling yard with other 
empty semitrailers to be loaded. The 
same process would be carried out, in re
verse, at the unloading end of the route. 
By this method, over-the-road tractors and 

SILHOUETTES OF THE TWO VEHICLES DISCUSSED 

THE S.ION. 4 x 2. TRACTOR 

wm.. lO·tON STAKE AND PLATFORM SEMITRAILER 


.~l 
~I 
I. 410" .1 

THE 2Yl.TON, 6 x 6, CARGO TRUCK. LWB 

1 
r 


~2'S"----l 

I 

drivers are not held up during loading or 
unloading, and merely pick up or deliver 
loaded or empty semitrailers to the mar
Rhalling yards with a time loss that is 
negligible. (See Figure 1 for the locations' 
of the terminal operating companies and 
the marshalling yards.) 

Highway regulalion.-To vel'mit ,the op
eration of the entire route on fast, tight 
"express schedules" comparable with nor
mal railway operations, tight centralized 
control is necessary. Convoy serials must 
be followed carefully on a master march 
graph board to record their positions at 
all times. To permit this accurate record
ing of movements, 12 highway regUlating 
points would be set up along the route, 
abo~t 35 miles apart. (See Figure 1 for 
these locations.) 

T,·oop basis.-Under the new type of 
opetation proposed above, 541 officers and 
9,444 enlisted men would be assigned to 
the "Speed Ball Express." 

Vehicle basi8.-0pe~ations, with the 
tractor-semjtrailer combinations, would 
require the assignment of 2,304 power 
units. 
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COMPARISON 

THOUSANDS 
24 
23 RED BALL22 20,84221 
20 
19 
18 
17 
16 
15 
14 
13 

OF PERSONNEL 

SPEED BALL 
(lO.TON 

: ~ SEM~,~~~ERS) 
RECONSTITUTED 

SPEED BALL 
(2o.TON 

10 

SEMITRAILERS) 
5,329 

11 ;.;.".'..li.i.f.;.r.j. >r'/~ ,?,", }~t>·. ,:.':.o__..__.... ..~~~"-~__ ~ 

I FIGURE 3·1 
Comparison 

B~' comparing the original Red Ball Ex
press with OUl' modern "Spe('d Ball Ex· 
press," we ar1'iv(' at some very interesting 
ohs('rvations, The computations fIll' 'the 
"Spec{1 Ball" arp haspd upon 111(' us(' of 
the 10-ton sl'mitrailer (Figur(' ~) which 
I~· 

COMPARISON OF POWERED UNITS 

NUMBER OF 
POWERED UNITS 

6.5OD 

6,OOD 

5,5OD 

5,000 

4,500 

4,000 

3,500 

3,000 

2,500 

2,000 

l,5OD 

1.000 

500 

RED BALL 
5,509 

SPEED BALL 
(lO.TON 

SEMITRAILERS) 
2,304 

I FIGURE 4. I 

iE now standard equipment for the trans
portation heavy truck company. With the 
standardization and use of a 20-ton semi
trailer, 'which the Transportation Corps 
advocates for this type of operation, fur
ther great savings can'be realized. Graphic 
comparisons of the number of personnel, 
powered units, and semitrailers for each 

COMPARISON OF SEMITRAILERS 

NUM8[R OF 
SEMITRAILERS 

6,000 

5,500 

5,000 

4,500 

4.000 

3,500 

3,000 

2,500 

2,000 

1,500 

1,000 

SPEED BAll 
(WITH IO-l0N SEMITRAILERS) 

4,608 

REO BALL 
640 

RECONSTITUTED 
SPEED BAll 

(WITH 20-TON 
SEMITRAILERS) 

2,304 

500 I I ~ ." "... 

I FIGURE 5,1 
til' the'thl'l't' type:-- of opt'l'atinll:-- an' .... hown 
in Fig'ul'PS :~ •.1, and fl. 

llllllLlJ" tht' l"t'l"tln:--tituted nlll'l'atioll (It 
thi~ route, there are :-,(lvl'ral nth!..'!" faetnl ~ 
that bear consideration, Fir~t, two "'Illi· 
trailL-rs will Ll' availahle f{lI' l't[ch tl'Hl'IOI 
llspd so as to Pliminatl' tl'rminal delay, 
for pow,'rl'd unit~ while thl' semitrail,'rl' 
"rl' heing- loalleo or unloaded, S('('onll. the 
lOlll1d trip runnill~ tinlP has \)('1..'11 I'l'tlilt'l'tl 

from 7H to 47 hours, Lased on an avt'l'a~" 

~Jll'ed of 15 miles an hour. Howl'ver, w,th 
a I)('tter training- prog-ram for driver" it 
is helieved that an average "peell of ~5 
miles an hour could w('11 11(' maintain,',!. 
Such an increase in speeo is practical, alld 
would reduce the round trip running tilllC 
(exclusive of terminal and transfer poi "t 
halts) from 40 to 24 hours. This wOII',1 
make possible a f/trlhel' SU!'illg of pers,,"
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nel and equipment of approximately 88 upon arrival at the destination. The in
pCI·cent. Third, changes in operating head- termediate delay at the three' trailer 
quarters and units have strengthened transfer points has been held to a mini
their maintenance, highway regulation, mum by having the outbound tractors 
communications, and operations capabili- ready for immediate pick-up when the 
ties while still reducing greatly the num- inbound tractors deliver the loaded semi
her of personnel required to do the job. trailers at those points. Lost time in the 
In Figure 6, some interesting comparative movement of supplies due to vehicle 
ll<'l'formance data will be found, based on maintenance, driver' rests, meals, and 
the use of the 10-ton semitrailer on the other incidentals has been reduced to a 
"Sppcd BaJ!." \)negligible factor, The key to efficient op

, erations is accurate information. and 
Tracing a Shipment on split-second timing in' the dispatching of 

the "Speed Ball" tractors for all of the pick-ups and d-e
Let us assume that a requisition' for liveries. This information and efficient 

radio tubes and, signal spare parts from dispatching are, provided by the high~ay 
the United States First Army has ar regulating organization and the battalion 
rived at the Signal depot at St. Lo. It and group headquarters which supervise 
is determined that this shipment will the operation of the truck companies. 
fill olle 10-ton semitrailer, and that it An extensive and reliable signal com

----- ----, 
SPEED BALL ACTUAL RED BALL 

O~("ration1l1 data 

A\t'lHP"C round trip miles 566 1 Average round trip miles 606 
(I,\,·,··the-l·llud) (over-the-road) 

AWI'Hg'l' specd' (miles per hour) 15 Average speed (miles per houd 10.2 
(wt'iudps terminal delays) (includes terminal delay::,) 

AVOl<JK(> lond time (trailer exchange) 4 hours Avera~c load time 9,9 hours 
An',ol!:p unload time (trniler cxchanf,;c) 4 hours Average unload time 6 hours 
AVN,n~c turn-around tilt1(> 47 hours A v{'rage turn-around time 78 hours 
Ah'l.l!~e daily forward movc>ment .5.760 tons A verage daily forward movement 5,08,8 tons 
AVI'I,lf~(' miles per day {planned) :100 Average miles per day (planned) 150 

Figure 6. .11 

will he moved directly to the First Army ~unications net is essential fOt' the 

Sil.nal depot at Hirson. The simplified ~limination of lost time. 

ehal t (Figure 7) shows the major move
1lI,'llto; invol'l1Cd, and may assist in the: What Have We Accomplished? 

vh""lization of just how this new op-I We have revamped our ideas somewhat 
eralion wou18 work. by using, the experience and "know-how" 

rhus. we can see that we have de- of competitive American truck-line opi 
Iii I 'cd this particular load of supplies , erators, combined with an analysis of the 
fr,,,,, the St. La Signal depot to the First I military application of their operations. 
AI'PI~' Signal depot, using seven different I As a result, we have accomplished a sig
dr" l'rs and tractors. in a road haul time, nifi~ant saving in the personnel and pow

l
of Ipproximately 19 hours. The terminal i 
deL v has been held to a minimum bY l ered equipment required for a long-haul 
na \ lllg the loaded semitrailer ready for highway operation. 
inllP,'diate pick-up by the road convoy We have developed a new method by 
at "rigin, and by releasing it immediately which we can accomplish the same jobj
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we did in World War II with a 67 per
ccnt saving in personnel and a 58 percent 
saving in powered units. By using equip
ment with still greater tonnage capacity, 
these savings can reach 75 percent and 
79 percent respectively. Of course, we 

equipment for men, and thus potentially 
increased the number of men available 
for combat duty. In the case of this one 
operation, we have saved enough men to 
form two infantry regiments, three field 
artillery battalions, an engineer combat 

S HOURS 20 MINUTES 5 HOURS 40 MINUTES 3 HOURS 
20 MINUTES 

FIGURE 7. 

~® MARSHAlliNG YARD (TRANSFER) 

o TRAILER TRANSFER POINT (TRANSFER) 

~ DRIVER'S NUMBER INDICATED IN CAB 

" ARG~T!N_~ ------

80 85 

MILES (290 TOTAl) 

TRACING A SHIPMENT OVER THE 'SPEED BALL' 


cannot accept th(>~c in1pr()~~ivp fig'Ul"l'S 
as the lll'l savings aCl'olllpli,hed. Thcre 
aI'(' otlwr faetors to cow.;ider-sul'h as 
til(' co>'t of the trador an,1 two ""mi
t r:llh·r .... 0lwrating- cOll1binatiol1 being- ovel' 
thl'l'(, tlll'!'S that of our ~l.'-ton, lixli. 

l argo truck: the additionHI cuba).!(' and 
lonna!!l' of till' cquipmcnt that \\ill han' 
to ill' transported to the tl1<'a\('r. and 
lllHny otl1<'r5. HowL'ver, the figur(:s arc 
>'till il11pr('ssive when we consider til(' 
r(>(lul'l'd tonnag'c of powerl'd unit spare 
parts": food, clothing and equipment for 
Iw!'sonnel: and thl' requirenJ('nts for 
"service troops to serve the service 
troops" which will result from these 
savings, In increasing the efficiency of 
our operation, we h~we substituted mocl(,1'1l 

battalIOn, alld all infantry divi,ion he'ad
ql1a}'t<:I'~! 

"-,, must }'eadily adillit that long-haul 
highway transport op<,}'at ions aI'" "lily 
olle small fraction of the logistical >lIp
]ll1rt that 1ll11~t be rpndered to <,olliioat 
troops, Howl've!', what has b<:cn don(, in 
this casp can sun'I~' bl' done in 1ll:,IlY 
more, By a careful study of each ont of 
th(' thousands of logistical function>', it 
is pntir<:ly po,sible that similar reducti, liS 

ill requin'lll('nts may be developed. 1\:11'<1 
work. progTl'ssive thinking, adval,,'" 
planning, and co-operation rail solvc 1 ',e 
problem of the "division slice" and brill" 
our combat str('ngth into a more realist ,e 
position with reSpl'ct to our total military 
manpower. 
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Is the Tank the Best Defense 

Agains~ a TaJk? 
Lieutenant RhoaLs, Anllo)'C~lonel ~ohn F. 

2d A rl110red Divisionl 
The views e.~'l)/'csscd ill this a/"-, 

tide are the authOl"s alld arc 1/Ot 

1I,'cessU)'ily tho,se of tile Departmcnt : 
vi the An1!Y or thc COII/mand alld i 
G,'lIo'al Staff Collcgr.-The Editor. 

,IN A rece~lt ~rtic;e in the MILITARY 

REVIEW, the following statement was 
mud,,: "In g'eneral, it can bc said that tile 
only way to stop cft'cctively large nUlil
bel', of tanks is by means of other tanks, 
thu~ giving rise to the saying that, on 
the' battlefield, 'armor attracts armoi·'." 
("P,.Jiberations On Armor" by Lieutenant 
C"l"nel Frank F. Carr, MILITARY RE
'IEI\', April 1951.) Certainly wc must 
find the best solutions to the problenls 
pO'c,d by meeting an enemy force whieh 
is h"llvy in armor. These "best solutions" 
lllU· t provide an effective means of 
COl, '\tering., and preferably destroying, 
en,"'!y armor on the battlefield. They 
111' " also eClllstitute the most efficient use 
of "'-11' own military manpower, of our 
in ,·,tl'ial capacity, and of our materiel 

" quoted above, in the last war armor 
d" attract armor on the battlefield. 
\\" " ? Because armor presenteq the 

greatest t~reat, on the ground, to the 
basic arl11-':"'the infantry; and because the 
most effective way to destroy large nUI11
bel's of tanks in that war was by meeting 
them with other tanks. At present, it 
appears to' be true that the tank con
stitutes the best defense against the tank. 
However, is it desirable that our armored 
divisions, our corps tank groups, and our 
infantry division tank battalions be 
saddled with thc primary responsibility 
of providing for the defense against 
enemy armor? It is the purpose of this 
article to study this problem, and to 
suggest another solution for considera
tion. 

Let Armor Roll! 

To understand the problem under con
sideration, it is necessary to reach a 
common agreement as to the role of armor. 
In g'eneral, it is true that the role of an 
arm is determined by the characteristics 
of that arm. The three distinguishing 
characteristics of armor are its superior 
battlefield mobility, its armor-protected 
fire power, and its tremendous shock 
effect upon ground troops, when commit
ted in mass. It follows then that armor 
should be so employed as to exploit most 
effectively those characteristics. Empl\lY

o 
, I 

Tcday, tanks are the best defense against armor, and so they may be 

tied down to defensive, antitank r~/es. We must develop other weapons 
thc:t can assume this role, freeihg our armor for offensive missions 
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ment which faIJs short of this will be 
necessary, upon occasions. However, it 
should be recognized that such employ
ment fails to use armor to its best ad
vantage: like using a thoroughbred 
hunter to pull a milk wagon. 

Armor is merely the mobile arm in 
modern dress. \Vhile a new name does 
not make for new tactics, it is true that 
new weapons do demand new techniques. 
Thus, though the role of armor has as
sumed the historic role of the cavalry, 
new techniques have resulted in a sub
stantial d('viation from the patterns
but not the principle-of ('mployment es
tablished for the horse cavalry. Never
theless, the necessity for determining 
the best techniques for employing our 
mobilr arm should not and must not cause 
U6 to lODe ;sight of tile hat'lc role of tlllH 
arm. 

In the offcllse, this role calls for armor 
to destroy the enemy's basic arl11-th(' 
infantry. The prop('r and most decisive 
employm('nt of armor capitalizes on tIl(' 
arm's inherent mohility to drive hOI11(, 
heav~' attacks in a dt'cisiv(' direction and 
to exploit ent'my weaknt'sses. Thus, 
armor is us('d to turn a position, to en
velop 01' 1'011 up an exposed flank, or to 
hit the enemy before he is prepart'd to 
defend himself. When, due to such con
siderations as tht' tcrrain and the tac
tical situation, its clllploynwnt, in a 
decisive role, is not practicablt', then the 
mohil" arm sh(luld, lik" the horsl' cavalry, 
contribute to till' su('cess of the infantr~' 

by ('xploiting- its 1l10h!lit~·, by perforl11
ing: recullnai~~al1L'C, COUJlterrl)('onnai~sal1t'l', 
covering, screening, or otht'r st'('urity mis
sion~. 

Hit the Profitable Target 

Obviously, wllt'n employed on one of 
the secondary (less decisive) missions, 
one of the responsibilities of the mobile 
arm is to deny to the enemy the effective 
use of his armor against our infantry. 

That will result in armor fighting and 
throwing back enemy armor before it 
can interfere with our infantry. To be 
perfectly clear, there is no contention 
that our armor will not have to engage 
and defeat enemy armor. Our armored 
units must be capable of breaking 
through opposing tank formations to get 
to the enemy installations and infantry. 
Again, when overwhelming armored forces 
are massed against us, all means must 
be used to destroy the enemy's main 
threat-his armor. From the foregoing, 
it appears that, even though necessary 
occasionally, it would be undesirable for 
our commanders to be placed in the posi
tion where they would have to divert their 
tanks from their most profitable target 
(pneiny foot troops and command, supply. 
<lnd 5upport w('apon in5tallation5) to cn
gag-e enemy armor in what Is bMically 
a defensive battle dt'signcd to prevent the 
('nem:,' armor from closing with 0\11' in
fantry. 

Calculate All Hisks 

Bearing in mind our prt's!'nt organi,,(\
tion and concepts which, admittedly, of 
l1t'c('s:-.ity, l(~ad to armor attracting armor 
on the battldield, let us assunw that you 
cClllmalHI a corps of thn'e infantry divi
sions and one Ul'nltH'pd divi~iol1. Thl' 
army. of which you arc' a part, is on 
tIll' defensive, holding critical terrain, 
pl'lHiing a build-up for offl'lIsivl' al'tltlfi. 
Tht' enemy is heavy in armor. 

III placing the armored division under 
youi· command, the army commandPI' ("It 
it desirable to attach the heavy t;l!lk 
group, normally part of your corps, to 
anothE'r corps in order to increase its 
ddclIsive capabilities. The army int,.jli
g'cnce reports indicate that the enelllY 
has the capability of reinforcing his "t
tack (1I0W being conducted by three 111

fantry divisions) with two armored dh i
sions within 48 hours, 

You know that the enemy has an o)1<'n 
flank, and that the terrain in that ana 
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possesses reasonable trafficability and is armor, instead Of enemy infantry, still 
crossed by' no major natural obstacles. continue tb attract our armor? If, on 
'"ou are holding critical terrain which the other hand, the corps eommander, in 
cannot be given up. Your G3 and your, the situation just outlined, had available 
armored division commander estimate that a corps unit which had the mission and 
a co-ordinated, limited objective attack the capability of providing for the de
with the armored division, suitably re fense against enemy armored threats of 
inforced, enveloping the exposed enemy major scale, would he not feel freer to 
flank, would drive the enemy baCk across take the calculated risk involved in 
a major river obstacle and would result launching a limited attack, deal the 
in the destruction of many of his forces. enemy a crippling blow, and thus gain 
ThE.'Y estimated that the attack could be the use of a strong, natural antitank 
completed successfully within 36 hours. obstacle? 
Your present defensive position is organ

Tanks Are Vulnerableizerl in depth and the terrain lends itself 

to defensive operations. However, no 
 As a basic assumption, which appears 
major natural tank obstacle exists in our to be accepted generally, and to avoid a 

area. Our air forces have not achieved discussion of all antitank means organic 
air superiollity the and, theretn area to infantry divisions, we may assume that 

fore, cannot be counted upon to delay our infantry divisions, our corps, and our 

effectively the approach of the enemy armies have need of a weapon which can 

armored divisions. stop a heavy tank with reasonable as
surance at a range of at least 1,000 yards.

The army (to which your corps is at 
We have the contention that the tank

tached) estimates that it will be several satisfies this need. According to this
wcpks before the build-up wili permit the 

school of thought, field artillery cannot
resumption of the offensive. Are you free stop effectively a moving tank. This 
to take a calculated risk and commit 

contention appears to be valid. The towed
you!' armored division in the enveloping antitank gun is believed to be inadequate
attack proposed? Should you hold your for the need. Lacking mobility, it is too
armored division in reserve so as to pro 'inflexible, and sufficient fires cannot be
vidl' a strong force able to counterattack massed at the right place at the right
th,' enemy armor, if it is committed in time. In addition, the towed antitank gun
Y(,Ul' zone? Should you locate elements is too vulnerable to return fires from the
of "our armored division so as to deepen tanks being engaged directly, and from
th, antitank defenses along the enemy the tanks and artillery supporting the
a" lIues of approach into your position, tank unit being engaged. The lightly
kc"ping part of it in mobile reserve along, armored, self-propelled antitank gun of
\\ "h one infantry division? I eonventional design is, in fact, a lightly 

')f course, the problem outlined con-j armored tank. Thus you are confronting 
tlllO' insufficient information upon WhiC~ a heavily armored tank with a lightly 
to> Ilase a decision. However, it does serve armored tank on equal terms. The result 
t" lIoint up two questions. One, what i should be obvious: Furthermore, both 
th, role of the armored division? Thj the..towed and the self-propelled antitank 
otf"r, will the corps (and army) com gun units are relatively inflexible in use. 

l
mander feel free to use his armor in it They are highly specialized organizations 
n,t effective role, if we grant tha of little value except in an antitank de
11 or is his primary means for defensf fense. ",' 
a', .nst enemy armor? Will not enem Thus, as far as the present organiza
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tion and equipment are concerned, we 
must come to the conclusion that the 
tank provides the most satisfactory means 
for destroying enemy armor. However, 
as already pointed out, the desirability 
of relying on our armored units for this 
defense is questionable, as it tends to 
restrict the commander in his employ
ment of his armor in its most effective 
role. Disregarding this aspect for the 
moment, is the tank a suitable answer 
to our problem? 

Dilemmas Have Horns 
Again, assuming an enemy of major 

power and very heavy in armor, we must 
either match him tank for tank or, by 
using superior tanks and tactics, plan 
on containing or Jestroying his armor 
with numerically inferior forces. If we 
assume that the new T-41 light tank can 
destroy the heavy tanks opposing' us and, 
even if we assume that by capitalizing 
on its superior mobility and performance, 
we can meet the enemy with only half 
as many tanks and achieve superiority 
on the battlefield, we still will have to 
produce, transport, and support many 
thousands of tanks whose primary mis
sion will be the destruction or the con
tainment of the enemy's armor. 

Dayid Licked Goliath 

Is it impo~sible for us to design and 
produce a self-propelled antitank gun 
which could live on the battlefield in a 
tank battle? Would the use of such a 
weapon necessarily have to be so special
ized as to render it a single-purpose 
weapon, and 1hus uneconomical? \Vhat 
characteristics and capabilities should it 
have? As a suggestion, we should have 
a wheeled vehicle with cross-country 
mobility equal to a tank; with the speed 
of the light tank (T-.',1) when traveling 
cross country, and higher when on roads; 
with a silhouette comparable with that 
of a jeep, with open top and lightly ar
mored sides (to stop small-arms fire and 

shell fragments) ; and armed with a light, 
rapidly operated gun powerful enough to 
penetrate a heavy tank at a range of at 
least 1,000 yards. 

The advantages of such a weapon are 
many, and quite obvious. Considering its 
capability to live on the battlefield, it 
appears that its mobility and its ability 
to take advantage of the terrain, both 
while maneuvering and while in firing 
position, would make it an extremely dif
ficult target for even a stationary tank 
to hit. Besides being an elusive target, 
it would be a dangerous target for a tank 
to engage. The superior observation en
joyed by the gunner of the antitank gun 
over the gunner in the tank should enable 
him to get off the first aimed shot. The 
tank, being a larger target, obviously is 
more vulnerable. To mention other ad
vantages, due to its light weight, it could 
be ferried across rivers with little diffi
culty, thus providing antitank protection 
ill a bridgehead early in an operation. 
For airborne operations, it would he in
valuable. Its great mobility and its lack 
of weight would permit an easier and 
quicker maRsing of antitank defensive 
fires under difficult conditions than is the 
case when those fires are provided by 
tanks, 

An Eye to Logistics 

The advantages of such a weapon with 
regard to the logistical support required 
for it are both many and important. Be
ginning in the combat zone, it would ap
peal' that the amount of maintenance 
operations would be reduced materially 
over those rcquired by tanks. The mOll

bel' and weight of spare parts and tools, 
of recovery vehicles and maintenance 
equipment, and, probably, of the numher 
of personnel required to support th·'se 
vehicles would be appreciably less than 
that required by tanks. Going back f.tr
ther from the battleline, it is appar"'lt 
that the amount of fuel and lubricar.ts 
and the number of maintenance and Sl'P

http:lubricar.ts
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I 
piy installations would be decreased! 
greatly. 

The single problem of overseas ship-' 
ments is a big item. In the Zone of In-~ 
teriol', the load on our industrial facilities 
would be much less. The training centersi 
would find, it far easier to train driversi 
and mechanics for this wheeled. vehicle 
than to train them for tanks. Thus, it 
appears that the development of such a; 
self-propelled antitank gun would reduce 
materially the load on our industrial facil
ities, on our shipping, and on our military 
manpower; 

Do we have any vehicle now which 
could be adapted to fit these requil'ement~, 
and which would not require a materiallj' 
new list of spare. parts, tools, and skills? 
Do we have any weapons now which 
po:;,<,ss the penetration power and range 
nec(':;sary, and yet are' of such size and 
\ve]p:ht as to permit their being mountl"d 
on a small carriage? It is believed that 
we are so' close to having these itel~'s 
no\\', that it would justify additional )n
tcn']Ve research and development pointed 
to this end. A 6x6 jeep,. with self-locking 
diffl']l'ntial, should have the C1'OSS

C{,Ulltl'y mobility equal to that of a tanl, 
and possess greater road speed. Either 
a ]"{'oilless rifle with "souped up" am
mu],]tion or an improved rocket m\gl1t 
provide us with a weapon suitable for 
l1lo"llting on a jeep-type carriage, and 
]lc\\01'ful enough to stop a heavy tank at 
l,fllIl) yards or more. 

How It Works 
('11(' advantage possessed by armored 

un", over the antitank gun or tank de
~tl "Yl'l' units is their great flexibility of 
Uft', Their value is not limited solely to 
st'l'ping enemy armor, On the other 
hu. d, the value of .developing a unit so 
hi~ ;,)y specialized that it can perform 
satisfactorily but one type of mission is 
hig,tly questionable, Could the' "tank' 
ki;' .1'," described above, be incorporated 
hu, an organization capable of perform

ing other missions, and not be just an
other "tank destl'oyer"? Unquestionably, 
it could, 

In World War II, in Europe, the divi
sion reconnaissance companies and corps 
cavalry groups were prevented from ac
complishing their missions more fre
quently by enemy armor than by any other 
single force. The other major cause of 
delay was ,road blocks, as the armored 
cars with which the units were equipped 
were road-bound. Consequently, the post
war reorganization of these units made 
them tank-infantry teams. The cross
country mobility of the light tank, armed 
with the 75-mm gun, enabled it to op
erate around enemy armor and road 
blocks, and outweighed the disadvantages 
of a tank in a reconnaissance unit. 

If the "tank killer" replaced the light 
tankb in the reconnaissance companies of 
the infantry division and the battalions 
of armored cavalry regiments, the recon
naissance companies would have the 
means f01' meeting enemy armor, travel
ing ~cross country or on roads, without 

'being burdened with a vehicle possessing 
the weight of the tank. Weak bridges, 
that cotIld support the weight of normal 
vehicles but not the light tank, would not 
prevent them from operating without 
their protection against tanks, or without 
their assault gun fire for use against 
infantry. When the mission of the recon
naissance company is such that it will 
need tank support, the infantry division 
has tanks organic to it which could be 
attached, and the armol'(~d cavalry bat
talions have a medium tank company 
organic to them. 

David Jeep-The Tank Killer 

The mission of defending against enemy 
armor complements the normal missions 
assigned to these reconnaissance units. 
The frequent use made of these units to 
covel' a major element's front or flanks 
positions them nicely for their antitank 
role. When the situation is vague and 
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they are needed for reconnaissance, their 
"tank killer" capabilities will be especially 
valuable. If, in the case of the armored 
cavalry regiment, it is desired to build 
up the regiment by attachments and give 
it a zone and an objective, the capability 
of the resultant task force to eliminate 
enemy armor would be most desirable. 
Thus, it appears that the proposed change 
of equipment in the reconnaissance units 
mentioned would, in no way, detract from 
the performance of their normal mission, 
and would, in fact, increase their value 
in the division or corps. Most important, 
their presence would tend to make the 
armored units organic to the division more 
rE'adily available for employment in their 
most p'rofitable role. 

For example, an infantry division in 
the attack has a flank exposed to an 
armored threat. With his "tank killer" 
equipped reconnaissance company disposed 
to cover that flank, the commander is 
aHe to commit his divisional tank bat
talion in the attack at the most favor
able moment. Admittedly, the reconnais
sance company alone is a small force with 
which to meet an enemy armored attack 
of battalion size. However, the company 
will have sufficient mobility to get well 
out on the flank, to screen a long front, 
and yet mass its strength when the threat 
is located and fight a delaying action. 
The division commander then would have 
time to gather his other antitank means 
and to dispose them to meet this attack, 
before it can affect seriously his con
templated operation. As the reconnais
sance company is now constituted, the 
commander, quite understandably, would 
be most reluctant to commit all or any 
of his tank battalion as long as the enemy 
armored capability existed. 

As another example, an infantry divi
sion is on the defense. Its position has 
been penetrated by an enemy tank-in
fantry force. A division counterattack is 

in order. With the reconnaissance com
pany preceding the counterattacking force 
to supporting fire positions, the division 
tank battalion, spearheading the actual 
counterattack, could devote more of its 
power to the destruction of enemy in
fantry and less to destruction of enemy 
armor than is now the case. 

Summary 
Today, our armored units are our. best 

defense against enemy armor. Conse
quently, any commander who is con
fronted with an enemy armored threat 
of serious proportions must rely upon his 
organic and attached armor to meet this 
threat. As a result, our armor is in in
creasing danger of being tied down to a 
defensive, antitank role, and becoming 
less and less available for those offensive 
missions which will exploit, to the max
imum, its mobility, armor-protected fire 
power, and shock characteristics. 

Our armored units must continue to be 
capable of meeting and destroying the 
enemy's tanks. However, as much of the 
burden of the antitank defense as is 
possible should be taken from our tanks 
and assumed by a weapon which is 
cheaper, in dollars and in manpower, to 
produce, to ship, to support, and to op
erate in the field. The best efforts of 
our research and development program 
should be directed to this end. The re
sultant weapon should be mobile. It 
should be incorporated into the mobile 
arm such as reconnaissance units and 
armored divisions, where it can support 
both the infantry and armored elemputs 
in the accomplishment of their mission. 
Armor is the arm which has the best 
training facilities and concepts for em
ployment of this weapon. Finally, we 
must guard against becoming so ,con
scious of the antitank value of the tank 
that we lose sight of the most profita111e 
use for our armored units. 
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He That Hath Eyes To See • • • 

Lieutenant Colonel Daniel A. Nolan, Jr., Infantl'Y 

Instructor, Command and General Staff College 


The views exp?'essed in this article 
(I)'e the author's and al'e not necessar
ily those of the Department of the 
Army 01' the Command and Genaal 
Staff Col/ege,-The Editor, " 

T HE battle f~r Okinawa ended offi
cially at 1400 on 21 June 1945, At the 
cost of more than 50,000 Army, Navy, 
and Marine casualties, our combined 
forces had wrested, fl'om the Japanese, 
a superb base which posed a deadly threat 
to the life lines and home islands of 
Japan, and from which the invasion of 
Japan itself could be launched. 

Of these more than 50,000 casualties, 
almotit 10,000 occurred between 31 May 
and 21 June. These might have been 
avoidl'd since the battle for Okina.wa 
might well have ended on 31 May. That 
it di.] not was due chiefly to a failure 
to ,,-,~ the significance of certain vital 
factors and occurrences. These were 
Obscflfed by the pressure of events that 
occlIll'ed all too rapidly, the terrific tension 
of nJ:tking vital decisions on the spot, and 
the -fog of war" that cloaks occurrences 
who-e vital import is not recognized in 
the 1urmoil of the moment. In retrospect, 
the hole battle scene comes into sharper 

focus, and both sides of the picture may 
be viewed simultaneously. We have the 
records, and we have the advantage of 
hindsight. To ourselves, to the country 
whose professional soldiers we are, we 
owe the exercise of military foresight by 
examining past battles to perfect our 
ability to recognize every key piece of 
the jig-saw puzzle of war, to determine 
if our doctrine is sound, and to ascertain 
how that doctrine may be applied 
correctly. In this case, the doctrines were 
sound', but their application was faulty. 

The omniscience of the historian, or 
of the student of history, is not, un
fortunately, granted to those who make 
history. War, contrary to an oft-ex
pressed opinion, is not a chess game; 
neither opponent can look at Mars' board 
and see the elCact position and capabilities 
of each piece. If the Tenth Army, on 
Okinawa, had known of the dispositions 
of the- Japanese Thirty-second Army and 
of the Japanese estimates of the situa
tion, its scheme of maneuvh might well 
have been planned somewhat differently, 
And had the United States XXIV Corps 
been possessed of the same knowledge, it 
undoubtedly would have executed, much 
sooner, the maneuver that resulted ulti 

Fle-jbility in planning implies timeliness. The commander in the field 

mu:,t recognize changes in the s;t~at;on and modify his basic plan 

qui<kly to take advantage of opportunities presented by those changes 
I ' 

L 

http:Okina.wa
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mately in the Japanese evacuation of 
their strongest position. 

The historical sources of the Archives 
Section of the Library, Command and 
General Staff College, are ample, and 
they have been exploited to the utmost. 
Nevertheless, there are gaps in the cover
age of Operation Iceberg-the battle for 
Okinawa-due, partly, to missing docu
ments, to the nonexistence of such docu
ments as the records of oral estimates 
of the situation, and to the lack of records 
of conversations between commanders or 
of verbally authorized variations in the 
plans for the execution of written orders. 
Sources will be cited as they are em
ployed, for, in analyzing a tactical opera
tion, it is well to let the record come to 
one's aid. But first, the story of the 
battle as it occurred must be told. 

Initial Assault 

Storming ashore on Easter Sunday, 1 
April 1945, over the Hagushi beaches on 
the west coast of Okinawa, fully prepared 
for an immediate and violent reaction 
from the Japanese garrison, the troops 
of the Tenth Army's XXIV Corps and the 
Marine III Amphibious Corps were 
pleasantly surprised by the relatively 
light resistance encountered. Rapidly 
carrying out the army's scheme of 
maneuver, both corps drove straight across 
the island to the east coast then tnrned, 
the III Amphibious Corps sweeping north, 
the XXIV Corps swipging south. The 
Japanese army commander, profiting by 
the bitter. experiences of the Japanese 
forces on Tarawa, Kwajelein, and lwo 
Jima, did not try to meet the United States 
units on the beaches, but disposed his 
troops to defend the southern end of the 
island. He had estimated correctly the 
site of our landing, and was but 3 days 
early on the date. However-and this was 
to plague him until mid-May-he con
sidered that eventually we would land 
over the Minatoga beaches on the southern 

tip of the island and had prepared for 
that assault. (Figure 1.) 

Against stiffening but still moderat~' 
resistance, the XXIV Corps, with the 96th 
Division on the right and 7th Division 
on the left, reached the L plus 10 pha~e 
line on L plus 4 (5 April). 

Here, the Japanese made their first de
termined stand. Along a strong and well
organized outpost line extending the width 
of the island, the Japanese 62d Division 
exhibited, for the first time, the tenacious 
and fanatical defense that was to char
acterize the entire campaign_ Foot by 
bloody foot, the United States troops 
slogged ahead, and, by nightfall on 8 
April, had driven in 01' annihilated the 
outpost garrisons. Then, they were up 
against the outer ring of the Shuri de
fenses. 

Japanese Counterattack 

From 8 April to 12 April, attacks by 
the 7th and 96th Divisions ground them
selves to bits against the formidable 
Japanese positions. Such bastions as 
Kakazu, Nishibal'u and Tombstone Ridges, 
Hill 178, and Ouki had broken the mo
mentum of the American drive and 
brought the advance to a halt. Both 
American divisions had suffered an 
average of 375 casualties a day for the 
period. 

Feeling that the loss of momentum by 
the Americans presented an excellent op
portunity for a punishing counterattack, 
the Japanese army commander hurled an 
~nfantry regi~ent an.d an independ~t 
mfantry battalIon agamst the 96th DiVI
sion on the night of 12-13 April. Al
though it had artillery and mortar sup
port, in quantity and quality previously 
unknown in Pacific warfare, the counter
attack was repulsed with heavy losses to 
the Nipponese. The fight raged reJent
lessly until the morning of 14 April, hut 
the United States troops stood firm. 

Once the Japanese counterattack had 
been destroyed, the XXIV Corps made 
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plans to crack the outer ring. On the 
right, the battle-tested 27th Division, in
itially in floating reserve, had taken over 
part of the zone of the 96th, which, in 
turn, had displaced to the east so thlit 
each of the three divisions had a rela
tively narrow zone. Following a tre
mendous preparation by artillery, navy, 
and air, the corps attacked: and was 
stopped. 

From skillfully prepared, strongly dug
in positions, the Japanese laid down a 
withering wall of integrated fire that 
chewed United States units to shreds. 
Only on the right, where the 27th Division 
had made a night attack, was there any 
appreciable advance. In pounding, brutal, 
frontal assaults -against the Japanese 
lines, the American troops inched ahead, 
pinching out it strong point here, reducing 
a key position there, and all the while 
exacting such a terrific toU of the Nip
ponese defender that, on the night of 
23-24 April, the commander of the 
Japanese Thirty-second Army ordered a 
withdrawal to the second ring of the Shuri 
defenses. 

Smue readjustments in the American 
line, 'were nE'cessary. Accordingly, the 
iith Division, which had completed the 
capture of the Kerama Retto and Ie 
Shima" relieved the battered 96th Division 
now depleted by the heavy casualties of 
that first 30 days. The 27th Division re
VE'l'lt·d to the control of the Island Com
manti, its place in the line being taken 
by the 1st Marine Division which had 
beel' engaged in the relatively easy con
que, t of -the northern part of the island. 

Cnlltinued pressure against the Shuri 
defC'llses resulted in but meager gains, 
whil, a Japanese counterattack, launched 
dur;lig the night of 28-29 April, was no 
mOl" successful than their first such at 
teml't, The ensuing stalemate was broken 
by .. great counteroffensive designed to 
hur: the American forces into the sea. 

Counteroffensive 

Undismayed by the failure of earlier 
abortive counterattacks, the Commanding 
General, Japanese Thirty-second Army, 
gathered his troops for a full-scale 
counteroffensive that he felt would destroy 
the Tenth Army. On the morning of 4 
May, he flung his fanatic forces at the 
XXIV Corps' lines. Supported by Kami-

TENTH ARMY SCHEME Of MANEUVER AS PLANNED 

AND EXECUTED TOGETHE~ WITH THE JAPANESE 


PLAN FOR TilE DEFENSE OF OKINAWA 


kaze attacks on American shipping, and 
by the greatest volume of fire yet un
leashed by Japanese artillery, the 32d 
and 89th Regiments of the Japanese 24th 
Division attacked under cover of darkness 
on 4 May. The 89th attempted to drive 
through the 7th Division's lines, east of 
Kuhazu, and the 32d tried to penetrate 
the positions of the 77th Division in the 
vicinity of the Maeda Escarpment. Si
multaneously, the Japanese 26th Shipping 
Engineer Regiment and the 23d Engineer 
Regiment launched amphibious envelop
ments on the west and east coasts re
spectively. Despite the sinking or dam
aging of 17 American ships, and making 
minor penetrations of the ground battle. 
lines, this major Japanese effort was a 
complete fiasco from a large-scale, tac
tical point of view. In its attacks on 4 
and 5 May, the Thirty-second Army lost 
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more than 5,000 first-line troops, all but 
a few of its tanks, much of its equipment 
and supplies, and many of its artillery 
pieces. The waterborne envelopments 
resulted in the annihilation of both 
engineer regiments, and the attacks on 
United States shipping cost 131 planes. 
Although the counteroffensive was not a 
Eanzai attack but a carefully planned, 
skillfully executed maneuver, the net re
sult was a fruitless expenditure of re
sources which ultimately hastened the 
fall of the Shuri defenses. 

Tenth Army Attacks 
At 070600 May, the Tenth Army as

sumed direct command of the operations 
in southern Okinawa and placed the III 
Amphibious Corps on the right of the line. 
The 1st Marine Division was relieved 
from attachment to the XXIV Corps and 
reverted to the III Corps. The Tenth 
Army plan of attack was to envelop Shuri 
on both the east and the west beginning 
on 11 May. Meanwhile, both corps, the 
XXIV Corps on the left (east) and the 
III Amphibious Corps on the right (west), 
were to continue their advances in prepar
ation for the major attack. By 10 May, 
all divisions had pushed forward another 
1,000 yards, and the 96th Division had 
relieved the 7th Division on the extreme 
left flank. The attack, which jumped off 
at 0700 on 11 May, after an intensive 
preparation, was, in effect, a continuation 
of the previous efforts to advance. No 
preponderance of support was given to 
anyone division, nor were boundaries as
signed that would permit the concentra
tion of combat power in any selected zone. 
So it was the same slow, grinding, frontal 
attack, with daily progress being measured 
in yards. Japanese positions along the 
inner Shuri defense' ring could not be 
~verrun individually, since each strong 
point was so intricately interlaced with 
the others that parts of several had to 
be reduced before any specific one would 
fall. As a consequence, gains were made 

but slowly, and it was not until 21 May, 
when the ridge extending south from 
Conical Hill was captUred, that any major 
advance could be made. 

When Conical Hill fell, and the 7th 
Division swung down the coastal plain to 
strike south of Shuri, the Japanese re
alized that they had to withdraw or die. 
They chose the former course, and, be
ginning the night of 22-23 May, evacu
ated the Shuri position. Unsuspected, 
initially, by the United States forces, the 
withdrawal was nearly complete before 
the Americans awoke to a lost opportunity 
and realized that the formerly powerful 
Shuri defenses were held by but a shell 
of some 5,000 troops. At that time, 30 
May, the Japanese, holding open an es
cape corridor extending south from Shuri 
to the Yaeju-Dake and Yuza-Dake hill 
masses, had succeeded in extracting the 
bulk of their forces from the untenable 
position. When the 96th Division and 1st 
Marine Division effected a juncture just 
south of Shuri, on 31 May, the encircle
ment was complete; but, like a piece ()f 
wet soap, the Thirty-second Army had 
slipped out of the Tenth Army's grasp. 

The remaining 21 days of the battle 
consisted, first, of a drive southward in 
heavy rain and mud, against the ineffec
tual resistance by the Japanese and, then, 
of a bitter attack against the Thirty
second Army's final defense line. This 
last assault culminated in the shattering 
of these defenses and the mopping up of 
the remnants of the once pow~rful Ja
panese forces. 

The Key 

The really crucial period of the battle 
for Okinawa occurred when the 7th Divi
sion attempted to drive west from 
Yonabaru to c~mplete the envelopment of 
Shuri. There were two reasons why this 
drive, initiated before dawn on 22 i\lay,\" 
was not successful until 31 May. One. 
was that 10 days of torrential rain had 
washed out the supply roads almost c"m
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pletely, had prevented the employment of 
tanks, and had reftricted observation to 
the extent that the use of naval gunfire, 
artillery, and air support was all hut 
impossible. The other, was that the Jap
anese had established a line of flanking 
positions to guard their escape route to 
the south, and manned them with -fanatics 
who had been' ordered to die in their 
positions, if necessary, to hold off the 
United States forces. Had the envelop
ment commenced 8 days earlier, favorable 
weather would have permitted the full 
use of the crushing weight of American 
combined arms, and the attack would 
have reached the rear of the Japanese 
defenses before blocking positions could 
have been prepared and manned. 

It appears that during the period 7-30 
liIay, much of what should have been ap
parent was not seen-particularly the 
initial rapid progress on the left flank. 
Part of it was not seen because of an 
improper perspective caused chiefly. by a 
focusing of attention on an original 
scheme of maneuver. In effect, the re
actions of the commanders to changes in 
the situation were similar to those of 
a spectator at a boxing match who de
votl'S his attention to only one of the 
fighters. He sees his man block and de
livl'!' punches, but fails to appreciate the 
eff~"tiveness of the opponent's blows.' In 
thi, case, the army plan to envelop Shuri 
had been developed by the XXIV Corps 
int" a scheme of maneuver which actually 
wa, a penetration of the right center of 
the Shuri line. Hence, the slow progress 
of t'le attempted penetration was foremost 
in 'he higher commanders' consideration, 
and the significance of the relatively ra:pid 
ad\lllCeS on the coastal flank was not 
apl"'eciated fully" or, in any event, was 
not r~j{ploited soon enough. 

Plans and. Orders 
I I is extremely difficult to reconstruct 

I the scheme of maneuver of the Tenth 
Arl'.I'. Apparently, it was Ii double en

velopment of the town of Shuri itself, 
rather than of the positions defending 
Shuri, and was considered as more likely 
to be successful on the right (west) 
flank than the left owing to better terrain 

CONCENTRIC LINES OF DEFENSE OF SHURI AND THE 
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and ~ weaker Japanese positions. Based 
on the text on page 312 of the official 
history, Okinawa, The Last Battle, and 
in a footnote to that page, it appears that 
the Commanding General, Tenth Army, 
conceived of the attack as a continuation 
of previous tactics, that is, uniform 
pressure across the front with a pinching 
out of strong points. However, the Tenth 
Army's orders for this attack did not 
indicate this concept. The footnote re
ferred to above is quoted because of its 
bearing on the matter. . . '. 

3. Tenth Army Operation Order 8-45. 7 May 
1945; interview with the ACOFS. G3. Tenth Army. 9 
July 1945. There is still some Question as to the pre
cise scheme of maneuver. The Tenth Army operation 
plan overlay, which, aecording to the text of the 
plan. was to show the scheme of maneuver more 
precisely than the order itself. indicated a very
dose envelopment of Shuri by the two divisions im~ 
mediately north of the Japanese headquarters city. 
The XXIV Corps field order indicated pressure 
across the line by both its divisions, rather than a 
major effort near the centet' of the anny line. De. 
spite the scheme of maneuver outlined on the Tenth 
Army overlay, it seems that the actual plan was for 
uniform pressure across the line which would crack 
the Japanese defenses at some point and be im... 
mediately exploited wherever the particular break 
might come. L 
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Considering the scheme of maneuver 
and the distribution of forces of .the Tenth 
Army and XXIV Corps, and comparing 
them with current doctrine, shows that 
something was amiss. The Tenth Army 
order is precise, but the XXIV Corps 
order for canying it out apparently is 
not a direct development of the army 
plan. 

Operation Order 8-45 of Tenth Army, 
dated 7 ;\iay 1945, states, in paragraph 
211 : 

Tenth Army will a.tt~"k south with corps abrea~t. 
III Phib Corps on the right, to destroy the enemy 
forces in southern Okin wa. Initially. it will envelop 
and reduce the Shuri p sition and divide the enemy 
forces by seizing the hill masses in the area Karara 
(7767)-Knmizato (8066), Thereafter, it will be 
prepared for further ad\'ances. 

This statement of the mission is further 
amplified in paragraph 3 of the operation 
order and in an operation oveTlay at
tached to it as Annex 1, both indicating 
that the prescribed envelopments would 
be made by mai~ efforts on the boundary 
between the corp~. 

Operation Order 50, Headquarters, 
XXIV Corps, dated 9 May 1945, sets forth 
the corps' mission in paragraph 2, and 
states specifically that the corps will: 

b. Seize initially the Shun hill mass !n its zone 
of action. assisting the III Phib Corps In the cap~ 
ture of that portion of this hill mass in the latter's 
zone of action. 

c. Capture the hill masses in the Kamizato-Yona· 
baru area (See Annex 1. Opn Overlay). and prepare 
to continue the attack farther to the south. 

The order further directs the right 
division, the 77th, to make its main effort 
on its left, and the left division, the 96th, 
to make its main effort on its right to 
capture the high ground east of Shuri, 
and then, moving southeast and east, 
capture Conical Hill. This scheme of 
maneuver is shown in Figure 3, which 
is' an adaptation of the corps operation 
overlay to a sketch of the area. Note the 
lack of precise objectives and, in partic
ular, the direction-of-attack arrow leading 
to Conical Hill. 

{ , 

Dispositions and Support 

From the foregoing, it is apparent that 
the planned envelopment of Shuri was, 
in effect, a mUltiple penetration and 
should have been executed as such. The 
disposition of forces and allocation of 
support should have been those required 
for a penetration. They were not. 

The Tenth Army was disposed for this 
attack as follows: On the right (west) 
was the III Amphibious Corps, consisting 
of the 1st and 6th Marine Divisions; on 
the left (east) was the XXIV Corps, 
composed of the 7th, 77th, and 96th In
fantry Divisions. The divisions in line, 
from right to left, were the 6th Marine 
Division, 1st Marine Division, 77th In
fantry Division, and 96th Infantry Divi
sion. The 7th Infantry Division-minus 
one regiment-was in XXIV Corps rest-I'Ve 
while the army reserve was to be a regi
ment of the 7th Infantry Division. The 
status of this regiment, the 32d Infantry, 
was somewhat anomalous; by army order 
it was to be available as the army regerve 
on 12 hours' notice. The XXIV Corps, 
however, while stating this in its order, 
attached the regiment to the 77th Divi
sion as the division reserve not to be com
mitted except on orders of the corps com
mander. 

Frontages gave little clue as to the 
locations of the two main efforts. The 
III Amphibious Corps had a 4,OOO-yard 
front, and the XXIV Corps, one of ap
proximately 6,000 yards. Within the re
spective corps zones, the 6th and 1st !lIa
rine Divisions each had a frontage of al,uut 
2,000 yards; the 77th Division was as
signed a 2,500-yard frontage; and the (Hith 
Division, one of some 3,500 yards. In view 
of the nature of the terrain, the strength 
of the Japanese positions, and the de
pleted strength of the divisions, th~se 

frontages hardly could be considered as 
narrow. 

In respect to the battalions of artillery 
assigned to the two corps, the support was 
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about equal. However, reinforcing mis
sions gave a preponderance to the III Am
phibious Corps. Of the total of 35 bat
talions available, none .. remained under 
army control. The III Amphibious Corps 
artillel'y consisted of five 155-mm howit
zer battalions, three 155-mm gun battal
ions, and two 105-mm howitzer battalions. 
The XXIV Corps artillery was corn posed 
of four I55-mm howitzer bAttalions, two 
i55-mm gun hattalions, three l05-mm 
howitzer battalions, and one 8-inch howit
zer battalion. The Tenth Army orde,:ed 
the XXIV Corps to give priority rein
forcement to the III Amphibious Corps 
throughout the latter's zone with two 155
rom howitzer battalions and two 8-inch 
howitzer batteries, receiving, in turn, from 
the III Amphibiou~ Corps the reinforcing 
fires of one 155-mm howitzer battcry amI 
one 155-mm gun battery. No reason for 
such switching of fircs was given, nor is 
one apparent at this date. 

The XXIV Corps' plan of artillery sup
port carried out the army ordcr which, 
ill l'!fect. left it with two less 155-mm 
howitzer battalions and two less 8-inch 
howitzer batteries. Thc remainder of thc 
COI'P" artillery. including the foul' bat
talIOns of the reserve 7th Division, was 
~o assigned that the 77th Division rc
ceiv.,d the reinforcing fires of one I55-mm 
howitzer battalion and two 105-mm howitz
er battalions, and the 96th Division the re
inf'lI·cing fires 'of one I55-mm howitzer bat
talin'l and one l05-mm howitzer battalion, 
In addition, during the 30-minute prepara
tion preceding the attack, one I55-mm 
howitzer battalion was to reinforce the 
fire" of the 96th Division, and thereafter 
reil" orce the fires of the 77th Diyision; 
an01iler 155-mm howitzer battalion Jvas to 
rei!, Qrce the fires of the,. 77th Division. 
thelafter reinforcing the fires of both 
the 77th and 96th Divisions. The two 
I55·:nm gun battalions were to provide 
coul'terbattery. long-range interdiction. 
and i1arassing fires. For the attack proper, 

the tabulation of reinforcing fires for the 
two divisions would be: 

77th Division-two plus 155-mm how
itzer battalions and two 105-mm howitzer 
battalions. 

.96th Division-one plus I55-mm how
itzer battalions and one 105-mm howitzer 
battalion. 

Thcre was, thus. on the part of the 
Tenth Army, no specific disposition of 

lHE XXIV CORPS SCHIMI OF MANIUVER 'OR THI AnACK 0' TH! 
SHURI DEflN5I!S.- 11 MAY 1945. 

tADAPTED FROM OPERATION OVERLAY, ANNEX t TO OPERATtON 0lDa SO, 
HQ, XXIV CORPS, 9 MAY 1945.} 
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forces or allocation of support to carry 
out its planned envelopment. Indeed, by 
prescribing the axes of the main cffort 
that it did, the army; in effect, limited 
each of. t~ corps to the conduct of a 
penetratIOn. We have, then, the strange 
situation of an army planning a double 
ellveTbpment but disposed for a frontal 
aftack, with its two corps ordered to di
rect :their enveloping efforts along axes 
that I'equired a peneh'ation of the Japan
ese main defenses. 

Current Doctrine 

Consider for the moment our present 
and past doctrine on envelopments and 
penet:rations. Field Manual 100-5, Field 
Service Regulations-Operations, defines 
an envelopment as an attack maneuver in 
which "the main attack is directed against 
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the flank or rear of the initial disposi
tion of the enemy's main forces and 
toward an objective in rear of his front 
lines." As opposed to this, a penetration 
is an attack maneuver in which "the main 
attack passes through some portion of the 
area occupied by the enemy's main forces 
and is directed against an objective in 
his rear." The difference between these 

two maneuvers is shown diagrammatically 
in Figure 4. 

There is no need to quote extensively 
from the paragraphs of Field Manual 
100-5 that deal with attack maneuvers. It 
is enough to say that in the attempted 
double envelopment of Shuri, the Tenth 
Army should have employed three major 
tactical groupings: a' secondary attack 
grouping along the center of the line, and 
a main attack grouping on each flank. 
These main attack groupings should have 
had the strongest possible support by the 
navy, artillery, and air. 

Since the whole pattern of maneuver ac
tually was that of a multiple penetration, 
we can best examine the results of this 
plan by considering what the XXIV Corps 
did in planning its role in reducing the 
Shuri fortress. 

Scheme of Maneuver 
Apparently the corps recognized the im

portance of Conical Hill, as well as the 
potential threat posed by the hilI masses 
south of Yonabaru. Thus, the directions 

of attack of the two divisions, of )leces
sity, had to be divergent. Inasmuch as 
the Shuri position had to be enveloped, 
and the direction of that main effort 
was through rather than around the main 
disposition of the Japane!!e forces, it was 
essential that the corps protect the left 
flank of the enveloping force, this being, 
of course, more an element of the pene

tration than the envelopment. As we 
know now, the threat of the hill masses 
south of Yonabaru was negligible, but, 
at the time, the inclusion of that area 
as an objective was tactically sound. 

It is impossible to say that the XXIV 
Corps would have been more successful if 
the corps' scheme of maneuver had been a 
penetration, rather than a combination 
of the envelopment and penetration. For 
one thing, it was essential that the 7th 
Division be rested and rehabilitated. 
After 40 days of some of the fiercest 
fighting in United States history, the 
division was badly battered and at less 
than 80 percent strength, despite the re
ceipt of many replacements. For another 
thing, the jumbled coral hill masses in 
this part of Okinawa provided ideal de
fensive terrain which had been highly 
organized by the Japanese. Thus, the re
sistance might have been just as tenacious, 
and the operation just as lengthy, what
ever the scheme of maneuver. Of all fac
tors in this particular situation, the 
terrain was pre-eminent. 
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On the east coa,st lay Conical Hill, 
sprawled like a giant starfish thrown up 
by a monstrous Pacific tide. From its peak, 
towering nearly 500 feet above the bare 
coastal plain, radiated five main ridges. 
Two of these ridges extended north and 
northeast about 1,000 yards; one reached 
northwestward, to join with the remainder 
of the hill mass guarding Shuri; a fourth 
ran eastward, down to the coastal plain 
and ended about 500 yards short of the 
water line; and the fifth was a spiny 
tentacle, reaching 1,000 yards south to
ward Yonabaru, studded with coral knob>: 
that marked the intersection of four finger 
ridges stretching toward the sea from the 
main ridge. 

West and northwest of Conical Hill was 
a nightmare complex of earth-topped coral 
hills. Each mound contained caves and 
field works, skillfully integrated by the 
Japanese into a defensive position as 
strong as could be found anywhere in the 
world. The broken' terrain, scarred by 
draws and dried up stream beds, with cuts 
for poor, narrow roads, and studded with 
coral outcroppings, was an attacker's in
ferno and a defender's paradise. Every 
hill was protected by at least two others 
and every coverless frontal approach had 
bl'l'Il' turned into a death trap. No one 
p(l,;ition could be overrun readily; the 
nurthern slope of each first had to be 
pounded to rubble, then seized and mopped 
up. Bit by bit, the rest of the hill had to 
bl' reduced to serve as a springboard for 
all<lther agonizingly slow advance to the 
nt ,t hill. (See Figure 5.) 

'Monday Morning Quarterbacking' 
,\ penetration of the Japanese positions 

in this difficult terrain should have been 
m ,de on a narrow front, in sufficient 
Sf t'(~rigth to breach the main defenses, hold 
op,n the gap thus created, and seize the 
dt')ninant elevations of the Shuri hill mass. 
This could have been done-as we know 

Terrain One way in which it might have been 
done is illustrated in Figure 6. This scheme 
of maneuve.r and distribution of forces 
would have provided for: 

1. ,The seizure of Zebra Hill (Objective 
2) by the 382d Infantry, 96th Division, 
and of Hill 138 (Objective 1) by the 306th 
Infantry, 77th Division, thus opening 
Kochi Valley as an avenue of approach to 
Flattop and Dick Hills (Objectives 3 and 
4), 'and, ultimately, to Tom and Oboe 
Hills (Objective 5). ' 

2. The widening and deepening of this 
gap by the seizure of Wart and Flattop 

CONCINTRIC DEFENSE PLAN or THI MAIN IAnLI POsm~NS 
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Hills by the 307th Infantry, and of Dick 
Hill by the 381st Infantry. 

3. The capture of Tom and Oboe Hills 
by the. 32d Infantry, 7th Division, thus 
securing the dominant elevations of the 
Shuri hill mass, and providing a base from 
which the remainder of the 7th Infantry 
Division could exploit the successful pene
tration. 

Estimating' a minimum time to execute 
this maneuver, the 7th Division would have' 
had little rest, since it had been relieved 
by, the 96th Division on 10 May. How
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ever, the 32d Infantry had been in divi
sion reserve since 1 May, and would have 
had II days for rest, rehabilitation, and 
the receipt of replacements prior to being 
committed to seize Oboe and Tom Hills 
011 13 May. 

Actually, the scheme of maneuver of the 

of that hill to permit the 7th Division, as 
it did Ultimately, to sweep south along the 
coastal plain and turn west in the Naha
Yonabaru Valley. 

In this plan, the initial secondary at
tack would be executed by the 77th Di
vision along a 3,500-yard front, while 

corps, as carried out, was quite similar 
to this except that there was no tyassing 
of effort and support, with the specific 
purpose of achieving a break-through of 
the Japanese positions in a selected spot. 
Moreover, there was ,no convergence of 
the efforts of the assault divisions, and 
no secondary objectives selected to con
tain and deceive the enemy. 

Figure 6 shows a scheme of maneuver 
for implementing the army order, as given, 
and for massing the main effort in the 
prescribed zone. Figure 7 shows the en
velopment of the Shuri position as it 
might better have been conceived by the 
army, and executed by the XXIV Corps. 
It envisages a delayed end run, since the 
restricted maneuver room between Conical 
Hill and the sea necessitated the seizur~ 

the 96th Division launched the initial 
main effort on a 1,500-yard front. The 
objectives of the 96th Division would be 
the seizure of Conical Hill (Objective 4)" 
and the ridge running south to Sugar Hill 
(Objective 5). Once these objectives had 
been seized, the secondary effort would 
consist of strong pressure along the 
periphery of the Shuri line by the 77th 
and 96th Divisions, while the main effort 
would be a drive to the south and then 
west by the 7th Division, to the high 
ground in the vicinity of Chan (3,500 
yards southwest of Yonawa). 

The seizure of the initial objective, 
Conical Hill, by the 96th Division, coul,j 
have been effected in this manner: strong
ly supported by artillery, naval gunfire, 
and air, the 383d Infantry could have 
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driven to the northern slopes of Conical 
Hill by the night of 11 May (as it prac
tically did). During the night, or, at 
the latest, during daylight on the 12th, 
the 381st Infantry could have been com
mitted to "peel off" down to the 'hogback 
running south, seizing, at least, the mili
tary crest, and permitting the 7th Division, 
lec! by the 32d Infantry, to swing down 
the coastal corridor to begin' the envelop
nwnt proper on the 13th. 

The action, suggested above, actually 
took place, but it required 10 days in
stead of 3. The corps commander was alert 
to the opportunity that presented itself 
when Conical Hill appeared to be suscept
ible of capture from the north, and planned 
to commit the 7th Division around the 
ea,tern flank wnen that critical terrain 
f~ature, and the hogback running south 
from it, were under our control. This was 
not possible until 21 May. On 22 May, a 

EYES TO SEE ••. 

I rounded and destroyed. General Ushijima, 
'ably abetted by "General Weather," was 
,able to withdraw the remnants of his 
: Japanese Thirty-second Army, some 
15,000 in all, to a final defensive line in 

: the Yuza Dake-Yaeju Dake area. 

Lessons and Conclusions 
In studying this campaign now, we have 

the tremendous advantage of hindsight. It 
is easy to say, as does Okinawa: The Last 
Battlc, that "the wide flanking maneuver 
around Shuri that later developed was not 
projected in the original plans," and "after 
the battle for Okinawa, the Commanding 
General, XXIV Corps, stated that he had 
planned to use the 7th Division in such a 
maneuver even before the division had 
been relieved, and before the attack of 11 
May." In the Okinawa Diary, XXIV 
Cm'ps, under the date of 13-20 May 1945, 
data are found which indicated that the 

corps, even at that date, was somewhat 
uncertain about the maneuver. 
: We have the further advantage of know

i)1g now something of the Japanese esti
mates, dispositions, and actual maneuvers. 
I 

1(I·.1ay period of rain began that averaged 
LIi inches a day. The envtllopment failed. 

I: failed, although the tactical ma
ne,ver was accomplished eventually, be
ea ,"e the enemy troops were not sur
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Specifically, we know (and the source is 
given) : 

1. The Japanese estimated that the main 
effort of the United States attack would 
consist of an attempted break-through 
along the Futema-Shuri highway-800 
yards west of the axis of the XXIV Corps' 
main effort. (XXIV Corps Translation 
Batch No 385: Night Attack Plans for 10 
May.) 

2. The bulk of the Japanese Thirty-sec
ond Army had been gathered into the Shuri 
position after the failure of the counter
offensive of 4-5 May. (Thirty-second Army 
Orders Nos 198,23, and 37: from a trans
lation in the Tenth Army Intelligence 
Monograph.) 

3. The Thirty-second Army did not in
I tend to defend to the last in the Shuri 

position. (Okinawa: The Last Battle., 
I pages 387-388.) I 

4. The Japanese expected our thrust tol 
ward Conical Hill to come as it did ori~ 
ginally along the ridge leading in from the 
northwest, and were prepared for it. 
(Various maps of enemy dispositions, 
prisoner of war interrogations, and Thirty
second Army Orders No 23, translated in 
the Tenth Army Intelligence Monograph.) 

5. The Japanese withdrew from Shuri 
during the period 22-29 May. (Okinawa: 
The Last Battle, pages 392-394, and the 
G2 Weekly Summary, Tenth Army, 262400 
May-022400 June 1945.) 

6. There was no real offensive threat 
from the high ground south of Yonabaru 
strong enough to necessitate the protection 
of the left flank of the enveloping force 
by an entire regiment. (G2 Report No 58, 
Tenth Army, 220001-222400 May 1945.) 

Knowledge such as this usually is not 
vouchsafed to commanders at the time 
when decisions must be made. Often, how
ever, it is there-vague, concealed, and un
integrated-but still there for those who 
can see and use it, as in this case. Our 
military history, outstandingly successful 

as it has been, is filled with instances in 
which a preconceived tactical plan was 
executed as initiated originally, regardless 
of those developments in a situation which 
indicated the value of a change in the 
plan. We preach flexibility and we decry 
rigidity, but often we are guilty of being 
flexible too late. 

Conjectures as to what might have or 
should have been done are valueless in 
themselves. The real worth of a historical 
study, such as this, lies in pointing out 
the existence of positive indications of 
more profitable courses of action that 
were there if one looked for them. The in
tent is not to criticize, but to analyze 
critically, so as to increase our knowledge. 
Therefore, let us consider the 'major fac
tors which pointed toward the early adop
tion of an envelopment. We must rule out 
the prior planning of the envelopment, be
cause of the Tenth Army's specific order 
that the main effort of the XXIV Corps 
be made along the boundary between divi
sions. 

First, was the tactical importance of 
Conical Hill appreciated? Yes, it was! 
Note the direction-of-attack arrow point
ing to the hill in the XXIV Corps' Opera
tion Overlay (Figure 3). Also, on the 
night of 12 May, upon noting the position 
of the units of the 96th Division (2d Bat
talion, 383d Infantry), on the northern 
approaches to Conical Hill, the XXIV 
Corps commander remarked to his chief of 
staff that the corps would have the key to 
the Shuri line if that infantry unit could 
capture the hill. Moreover, early in June 
1945, General Buckner, in a letter to Major 
General James L. Bradley, commanding 
the 96th Division, stated, in part: 

While aU divisions in the line have contl"ibuted 
to this end. I regard the capture of Conical Hill uy
the 96th Division as the most important sinde 
factor in the collapse of the Shun position, sinet' it 
opened the way for an envelopment of the host de 
right and forced the enemy's immediate withdra\\al. 

Second, was there any difference in the 
average daily length of advances betwe('ll 
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HE THAT HATH EYES '):0 SEE ... 

the left (east) elements of the XXIV Corps 
. and the right units (assaulting the center 

of the Shuri position), that should have 
pointed t<)ward the opportunity to exploit 
a success'· on the left? Yes, there was! 

, 

the pverlays showing front-line positions 
(Figure 8). Nevertheless, a quick glance 
at the table shows that during the period 
ll-lp May, the steady advance on the left 
excerded advances, on the right by some 

CFrom the,G3 Reports, XXIV Corps, for the 
period 7-1'9' May, a table of average gains 
call be made. It reveals a considerable 
difference, especially since, on the evening 
of 7 May, the units on the left flank were 
abnut 2,000 yards in advance of those on 
the' right. 

D,lrE LEFT RIGHT RELATIVE 
(Second- I?IFFERENCE 

(Main Effort) ary Effort) 
(In Yards) (In Yards) (In Yards) 

';' \lay 200 500 2,000 
~ \tay No Gain No Gain 2,000 
9 \lay No Gain No Gain 2,000 

III \lay No Gain 100 1,900 
II \lay 40Q 300 2,000 
12 \tuy 250 125 2,125 
11 llay 700 No Gain 2,825 
14 'lay 300 No Gain 3,125 
15 ",lay 250 250 3,125 
16 \tay No Gain 225 2,900
], 'tay 200 500 2,600 
IR qay 400 No Gain 3,000 
19 'lay 200 No Gain 3,200 

'he table does not give as graphic a 
pi. \ure as does a comparative study of 

1,300 Yllrds, a considerable difference, in 
an ,opel;ation in which daily progress is 
measurad in yards. 

Third! could Conical Hill and the hog
back running south therefrom have been 
secured ~rior to 21 May? Yes! When the 
383d Infantry seized the northern slopes 
of Conic!tl Hill on 13 May, the time was 
'ripe for 'the 96th Division "to shoot the 
works." Weather generally was good dur
ing the enlSuing week, except for the morn
ing of the 15th and all dhy on the 19th. 
Naval gu~fire and air support were more 
than ampl~; the XXIV Corps was sup

- ported by ai daily average of one battleship, 
two heavy 'cruisers, one light cruiser, and 
three destrbyers. Seventy tons of aircraft 
bombs, rock,ets, and nap~lm were dropped 
craily, and strafing took place each day dur
ing the peri~d 11-17 May. Gunfire support 
ships were operating in Buckner Bay, and 
rocket ships rere available for use. Mov
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ing under th~ cover of darkness to posi
tions just ea~t of Cpnical Hill, the division 
reserve, the 1381st Infantry, could have 
attacked on the morning of 14 May sup
ported by tanks, naval gunfire, and air 
and seized the eastern slopes of Conical 
Hill and the hogback. True, there would 
have been casualties. Without doubt, there 
would have been tanks lost in the mine 
fields in the coastal fiats, and to antitank 
fire. However, on 15 May, a corridor 
would have been secured for the launching 
of the 7th Division in the envelopment of 
Shuri; eight good, clear, dry days prior to 
the time it actually occurred, and was 
stalemated by 10 days of rain and mud. 

'iVhat was there to be seen was not seen. 

The hustle and tension of combat, the 
strain of making decisions upon which de
pended the lives of thousands, the numb
ing fear of daring too much and losing 
all, the amorphous picture of the enemy, 
all are too easy to forget when battles 
are viewed in retrospect. But if we study 
the campaigns of the last war with an eye 
to finding events and incidents on which 
the course of the battIe turned-or might 
have turned-we will train ourselves most 
effectively to spot them when they actually 
occur in the turmoil of combat, and take 
ad\'antage of the opportunities they pre
sent. He that hath eyes to see-LET 
HIM SEE! 

Arms'-race security alone would be a fragile security at best-at worst 

it could presage economic disaster. 

We must not permit ourselves to be stampeded into abandoning all of 

our long-range plans to prevent war. Instead we must maintain a balance, 

employing our resources wisely, and directing our efforts in such manner 

that neither by weakness do we invite military disaster, nor by inordinate 

military preparedness invite economic disaster. 

General J. Lawton Collins 
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UNITED 

Point Four Technicians 
The United States now has 359 tech· 

nicians at work in 28 countries under the 
Point Four program of technical assist
ance to underdeveloped areas. 

In addition, 255 persons from 35 coun
tries are receiving specialized training 
in the United States, training which they 
are expected to use upon their return 
home. United States technicians are giv
ing- assistance on such projects as agri
cultural collaboration, health and sanita
tion, transportation, development of min
eral resources, geologic investigation, 
fi~heri~s, and statistical reporting.-News 
rell'ase. 

Record Load 

The Air Force's C-124 Globelllastel' II 
Ita, flown with a maximum weight of 210,
000 pounds, including a pay load of more 
th,1ll 70,000 pounds-the heaviest load ever 
lif'ed by a production transport airplane. 

The test, in which design take-oft" gross 
w, ight was exceeded by 35,000 pounds, 
w,,, made under standard aircraft char
al' eristic conditions to determine maxi
m"1ll load carrying capabilities of the Air 
F. ,'ce's largest operational cargo and 
tl" ')P carrier.-Army Navy Air Force 
J( mal. 

STATES 

Jet Transport 
A jet powered vel'si~n of the Air Force's 

XC-U3-the XC-12&A-recently com
pleted its first test flight. 

Both the XC-1:J3 and the XC-123A were 
developed from the CGI-120 all-metal cargo 

The Air Force's new XC-123A )et transport. 
glider. The new XC-12$A is powered by 
four J-47 turbojet engines rated at 5,200 
pounds of thrust each;-Department of 
Defense release and phot~.

I 

\ 

New Penicillin Available . 
A new penicillin has ·become available 

for the public. It has· about the same 
range of activity against! germs as the old 
drug, but it causes no allergic or side re
actions that have mad~ some penicilli~ 
cures almost as bad as I the diseases for ( 
which they were taken.-tNews release. '-., 
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New Tandem Gear 

A tandem-type gear installation has 
been developed to provide C-119 Packets 
with a wider landing "footprint." 

The new gear will increase the utiliza
tion of Packets for landing on unprepared 
fields with rough sod or soft surfaces. The 

C-119 equipped with experimental gear. 

experimental gear resembles the one cur
rently used on production models of the 
C-119 in that it consists of the same es
sential strut arrangement. However, in 
place of the axle carrying two side-by-side 
wheels, a truck has been mounted on a 
pivotal fitting on the main oleo strut which 
carries four wheels, slightly smaller than 
those used on the present production ver
sion of the Packet. 

Nacelle doors have been modified to ac
commodate the bulk of the extra wheels. 
A larger nose wheel has been installed on 
the experimental ships. 

An added feature of the gear is a cable 
and air cylinder which combine to keep the 
two front wheels slightly higher with 
respect to the runway or other landing 
surface than the rear wheels, when the 
gear is fully extended. On landing, the 
rear wheels strike first, and as the oleo 
strut is compressed by the weight of the 
plane settling to the runway, slack in the 
cable permits the front wheels to rock 
forward on their pivotal hinge and settle 
down on the runway. This feature pro
vides a softer landing, since weight is dis
persed gradually on all landing surfaces.
News release. 

Engine Containers 

The Air Force is using large steel con
tainers in which huge jet engines can be 
shock-mounted and sealed against hu
midity. The special containers protect jet 
engines both from damaging vibrations in 
transit and from the harmful effects of 
moisture during storage over indefinite 
periods. 

During an amphibious operation, en
gines in these containers could be lowered 
overboard and floated ashore without 
damage.-Army Navy Air Fort:e Register. 

Hot Flame 
A torch as hot as the sun's surface was 

demonstrated recently by the Temple Uni
versity Research Institute. 

A tiny blue flame with a temperature of 
between 9,000 and 9,500 degrees Fahren
heit-believed to be among the highest 
sustained laboratory temperatures ob
tained by man-quickly burned a hole 
through the most fire-resistant material 
known. 

The demonstration included burning 
through a 3-inch eoncrete wall in 2 min
utes with a torch which burned powdered 
aluminum in oxygen. 

Researchers said the torch would be in
valuable in rescue work to remove trapped 
persons quickly, especially in enemy air 
attacks.-News release. 

Medical Research 
Ten universities and medical schools 

have received funds from the Navy to 
carry out a new program of research on 
"flash" burns-injuries which might re
sult from exposure to an atom blast. 

The new program will encompass the 
chemical, physiological, and biophysical 
aspects of burns. From the research, it IS 

hoped, will emerge new means of protect
ing military and civilian personnel frOlll 
injuries and new methods of treating fla~h 
burn casualties.-Army Navy Air Fol'C(' 
Register. 
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Ammunition Boosters 
The Army has ordered a quantity of 

ammunition boosters to be used in cali
ber :50 machine guns mounted on vehicles. 
This device, whi<;h has been used hereto
fore only on aircraft, is designed to feed 
the ammunition to the machine guns at a 
fast, even rate, eliminating "drag" of the 
ammunition belt. It is powered by a small 
high-speed electrical motor.-Combat 
FO/'ces Jou/'Ywl. 

TV Recordings 
;\1ilitary personnel at 57 overseas points 

soon will be able to see kinescope film re
cOI'dings of television programs from the 
United States, according to a plan form· 
tdated by the four video networks and the 
Department of Defense. Initiation of the 
plan awaits the reaction of the sponsors, 
who have been asked to share the cost of 
the operation with the networks. 

Each week, 41,1" hours of programs 
would be recorded on 16-mm film for ship
ment to foreign bases, where the films 
would be projected on movie screens for 
military personnel. The programs are to 
be selected from among the combined fea
tlln's of all the networks by a special board 
of military authorities.-The New York 
TilI/C8. 

Automatic Air Brake 
An automatic air brake has been de

vel"ped for use in high-speed aircraft. 
Thl-; device, similar to a governor on an 
aUlomobile, restricts the speed of the 
pJ..ne to the limits for which the frame
work and wings are designed. 

J"atest jet engines and rocket engine 
de,>e1opments make it possible to drive 
planes so fast that there is danger that 
th,' engine platforms, airframe, and wings 
mi. ht fail. 

'! he new brake works automatically 
fro>11 a speed-measuring device.-Science 
N, "S Letter. 

Stretcher Lift 
i 

Loading and unloading patients in mili
tary transports will be facilitated greatly 
through the use of an electrically operated 
~tretcher lift developed by the Douglas 
Aircraft Company. I 

Weighing less than 140 pbunds, the lift 
is stowed easily in the airplane and may

I 

be put into operation within a minute. It 
has a capacity of two patients, or a total 

Nurses adjust straps on patients while 
crew chief stands by at the lift controls. 
of 500 pounds when used to load or unload 
general cargo. 

Use of the lift. which has been ordered 
by the Military Air Transport Service 
(MATS) for its air evacuation opera
tions, ensures a fast, safe, and comforta
ble means of transferring stretcher pa
tients between the ground and the plane. 

Patients remain in a level, prone post 
tion while the single arm of the lift swing~ 
through an arc which ends 30 inches fro~ 
the ground and 30 inches from the cabin 
floor. Time required to complete the arc 
is less than 15 seconds.-News release. 
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Water Tunnel. 

The Navy has announced that its civil 
engineers are completing the largest 
water tunnel in the Hawaiian Islands to 
assure an adequate water supply for Pearl 
Harbor and nearby Honolulu. 

j 

The job of digging: the tunnel started 
almost 2 year:;; ago. When completed, it 
will be capable of supplying 45 million 
gallons of fresh water a day.-Anny Xo!'y 
A il' Force JOlll"l1al. 

Artificial l.imbs 

A new electronic arm, powered by a 
small motor, and a prosthetic leg-, 
equipped with an efficient hydraulic mech
anism, are two of the latest developments 
in artificial limbs. 

The arm, still in its develJpment stage, 
operates when the body hlUscles trip 
switches of the small 4-ounce motor, which 
is equipped with small batteries. One 
switch opens and closes the hand, another 
twists the wriHt, and the third flexes it. 

The new artificial leg has great prom
i~e for crippled veterans. Unlike the con
ventional limb, it does not collapse sud
denly when a patient trips. It allows a 
resistance to falls, which often permits 
recovery of balance.-The !\'elV ,YoI'k 
Time... 

Communist Tactics 
A compulsory course aimed at acquaint

ing students "\vith the operation, strategy, 
llnd tactics of Soviet power in the United 
States" is to be included this fall in the 
curriculum of the University of San Fran
cisco. 

Students not only will be required to 
attend lectures and consult the institu
tion's library on communism, but they will 
have to make personal investigations of 
Communist activity in San Francisco and 
submit reports and term papers based on 
these inquiries.-The New YO/ok Times. 

Operation 'Coldfoot' 

A coast and geodetic field survey team 
has gone to work at Point Barrow, Alaska. 

Known as Operation Coldfoot, the sur
vey calls for a detailed study of the coastal 
and inshore water areas of the entire 
Arctic coast line of Alaska. The survey 
field party's job includes photogrammetric 
compilations of the land areas, hydro
graphic surveys, and triangulation-a 
highly accurate and rapid method of as
certaining positions on the earth's sur
face by measuring angles on previously 
determined positions. 

Logistic support for the party's head
quarters at Point Barrow and hase camps 
at Pitt Point and Milne Point will be 
provided hy the Air Force.-All Hallds. 

Industrial Use of Atoms 

More industrial uses for fission products 
from atomic piles are being searched out 
on a nation-wide scale b~' the Stanford 
Research Institute in a study for the 
Atomic Energy Commission. 

The plan is to let industries kllow how 
fission products can help them and to get 
some· idea of all possible uses for thf-se 
products. 

Among the uses suggested for fission 
products are the sterilization of foods and 
drugs in containers without heat, produc
tion of flourescent lights and of new types 
of luminescent paints and tiles, and the 
tracing of pipe-line flow. 

Fission products are highly radioactIve 
elements produced by the splitting of 
uranium in nuclear reactors. They are of 
no use for power, but their energetic ra
diations can kill certain organisms, cause 
chemical reactions, and penetrate solIds. 

Althoug'h these fission products ;. re 
being used to a certain extent now hy 
many industrial concerns, there are many 
unexplored possibilities.-Sciellce Neles 
Letter 
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National Guard Organization 
The 5,OOOth Army National Guard unit 

recently received Federal recognition, 
thereby reaching a major goal of the Na
tional Guard Bureau. I 

This goal was set in 1946 when the De
partment of the Army allotted the Army 
National Guard a total unit strength 
ba<ed on the round figure of 5,O~0 units. 

Of the 5,000 units, approximately 25 
percent already have been called to ac
tive duty, and some have been committed 
to combat in Korea.-News release. 

'Exposure Suit' 
The Air Force, having developed a new 

electrically heated flying suit, has designed 
a garment to pro!oct airmen forced down 
at ~ea. 

A double-duty "exposurc suit," the new 
coV<'rall is intended for continuous weal' 
during flight, fitting over conventional 
wool clothing. It is made from rip-stop 
nyloll, coated with a double layer of chIoro
prOllC that makes it impervious to water 
lI1HI protects the nylon from abrasion. 

\' alves on the 7 !2-pound suit permit'
plu~-ill for electrically heating clothing. 
Pr<lduction models will be dyed a bright 
,ell.,\\, to aid search and rescue opera· 
tiol',,-AI'H!cd FOI·c,'. 

Standardization Progress 
Canada, Grcat Britain, and the Unitcd 

St~l~es havc agreed to standardize more 
th;,;l 400 army items, including the new 
Alll,'l'ican p'ullccr Bulldog light tank. 

(It her weapons accepted as standard 
im '"Ie 8-inch, 75-mm, and 240-mm 
ho\' ltZet'S. Equipment items include fucls, 
luI. lcunts, and electric system voltages, 

f "'llurtmcnt of Defense officials say that 
th, ,tandardization progress so far fore
sh:, lows the eventual acceptance of most 
of he weapons by the other North At
lall Ie Treaty nations.-Thc New York 
Ti,l's. 

'Flying Printing Press' 
A new mobile "flying printing press" 

that provides printing facilities for on
the-spot reproduction of! aerial charts, 
maps, 'and reconnaissance photographs 
has been developed for th~ armed forces. 

The unit is an 8,OOO-~ound package 
containing a Harris offset ,printing press 
and all the tools, auxiliary ~quipment, and 

Above, a packaged printing press being 
unloaded from a C-l2!. Below, pressmen 
disassembling the container which doubles 
as a completely equipped presS room. 

printing supplies ordinarily found '.in a 
well-equipped press room. The shipping 
container is made of cabinets and panels 
which break down to form all the press 
room facilities needed for iminediate op
eration. 

It has a maximum capacity of 6,500 
22 ' " x 30 inch sheets an hour, and can 
be powered to operate on either AC or 
DC ,current. '1 

The press is designed for use at ad7 
vance airstrips and bases. It can deliver,,_ 
printed material within 2 hours after it 
is unloaded fr0111 an airplane.-News 
release. 
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All-Temperature Grease 

A new grease which performs equally 
as well in tropic heat or Arctic cold has 
been adopted for use on all Army ve
hicles and artillery pieces. 

The all-temperature lubricant, devel
oped by the Ordnance Corps, is expected 
to simplify the Army's supply problem 
by replacing at least six different greases. 
-Army Navy Air Force Journal. 

Plastic Locker 
Army Quartermaster Corps technolo

gists are experimenting with a glass re
inforced, plastic molded trunk locker and 
a similarly constructed typewriter case. 
If the experimental locker and type
writer case prove successful, they will 
provide advantages in lighter weight, 
greater durability, and be considerably 
more waterproof. The material used in 
the locker and case is a glass mat rein
forced with a polyester type plastic. 

Especially important in air transport, 
or drops by parachute, is the greatly 
increased impact strength, coupled with 
a reduction from 40 pounds to 25 pounds 
for the locker and from 28 to 14 pounds 
for the typewriter case. Since the olive 
drab color is mixed with the plastic, no 
paint or coating is required.-Army Navy 
Air Fo/·ce Register. 

Jet Trainers 

The Air Force and the Navy have 
ordered an undisclosed number of T-33 
and TO-52 trainers, the 600 mph plane 
in which military pilots graduate from 
propeller to jet propulsion. 

Added to the quantities already in 
production, the orders just received will 
extend manufacture of jet trainers into 
the summer of 1953. 

The trainer, a two-seat version of the 
F-80, is used for pilot checkout, naviga
tion instruction, instrument training, and 
night flying indoctrination.-News release. 

New Flexible Plastic 
Battle suits now being made for the 

Navy contain a vest and watertight face 
seal constructed of a new flexible plastic. 

This material, honeycombed with air 
cells to give it buoyancy, has excellent 
shock-absorbing qualities. For that rea
son, it also may be utilized as a protective 
wrapping for air-dropped instruments, 
as eyepiece padding for gunners, and 
headrests for aerial photographers. 

It is available in densities ranging from 
4 to 15 pounds a cubic foot, and is made 
in flat sheets or molded into contoured 
shapes.-Armed Force. 

Liquefied Gas 

The automotive industry is interested 
in liquefied petroleum gas (LPG), which 
it used to burn as waste. 

Economy is LPG's outstanding ad
vantage. It can be produced in quantity 
and sold at half the price of premium 
gasolines. 

It has an octane rating of 108, which 
is 25 percent greater than other motor 
fuels, making for quicker starting, faster 
pick-up, and smoother, noiseless per
formance.-The New York Times. 

Medical Camera 

The Air Force School of Medicine has 
constructed a compact camera for use 
in photographing interior parts of such 
body cavities as the eye, ear, nose, mouth, 
and throat. 

Believed to be the only one of its kind, 
the camera will operate at any speed from 
12 seconds to one-thousandth of a second, 
and, by use of an adapter lens, can record 
both plus and minus magnification. Its 
shutter and film transport mechanism 
were extracted from a standard 35-mm 
camera in order to eliminate extensive 
research and added expense in producing 
precision camera parts.-Armed Force. 
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FRANCE 
Military Assistance 

France has announced that deliveries 
of military materiel from the United 
States have enabled the French forces 
in Indo-China to repel 'attacks of the 
rebel Vietminh army and to win im
pOl'tant offensive actions,-The New 
Yo/'k Times, 

WESTERN EUROPE 
Raw Materials Agency 

The European Consultative Assembly 
has proposed the establishment of an 
agency to allocate scarce raw materials 
among the nations of the free world. The 
agency would handle the purchasing of 
the raw materials, as well as their al
lotment.-News re,lease. 

Easier Travel Regulations 
Ministers of the 15 nations in the 

Council of Europe are attempting to work 
out a plan abolishing all visas and 
standardizing' Western Europe's pass
ports. 

Such a plan would allow more than 
200 million Western Europeans to travel 
freely on most of the Continent simply 
by buying a railway tieket.-The Kansas 
City Stal'. 

DENMARK 
Study Service Increase 

The Danish Government is studying 
thp possibility of increasing compulsory 
military service from 10 to 18 months. 
Lendhening of the term of service would 
add 7,500 to the present figure of 16,000 
call ..d to the service each year.-The New 
Yo, k Times. 

ITALY 
New Commander 

The Italian -Government has announced 
the appointment of General Maurizie 
La,.l.aro de Castiglioni as commander
desll(nate of ground troops of the, inte
gra,cd European Army for Southern 
Eur.)pe.-The New York Times. 

INDIA 
Penicillin Factory 
• The Indian Government will start con

struction soon on a penicillin factory 
near Bombay at a cost of $4,200,000. The 
Government has accepted a joint offer 
of the World Health Organization to 
provide technical aid and training facil
ities worth about $3,360,000, and of the 
United Nations International Children's 
Emergency Fund to supply machinery 
worth $840,000.-News release. 

YUGOSLAVIA 
Power Projects . 

Yugoslavia is engaged in a program to 
construct a network of dams and hydro
electric plants designed ultimately to 
produce 50 million kilowatt hours of 
electrical energy each year. 

Plans call for the construction of hydro
electric plants at the Danube's iron gates 
and along the Drina, Sava, Krka, Vardar, 
Treska, Una, Certina, and Ibar Rivers. 

It j,s estimated that the planned power 
stations along the Drina alone will pro
duce as much electricity as all of Czecho
slovakia before the war and three times 
as much as in neighboring Rumania.
News release. 

MALAYA 
Road Construction 

About 2,000 miles of new or improved 
roads for Malaya are planned under a 
42 million dollar construction project-. 
Work already has been started on the 
project.-The Christian Science Monitol'. 

New Airport 
The British Government has approved 

plans for a new airport for SingapOl~ 
which is to cost 6 million dollars. f 

The airport will have a 7,500-foot run-\~ 
way, lopg enough to take the De Havilland 
Comet, the world's first jet airliner.
News release. 

"'"'-. 
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BRAZil JAPAN 
Naval Bases 

Brazil's Navy Minister has announced 
that that country is hastening the con
struction of naval bases in the northeast, 
and is purchasing destroyers and aircraft 
to provide sufficient sea power to defend 
the country and the continent in case of 
war.-Thc New York Times. 

GREAT BRITAIN 
Commonwealth Force 

Forces of the British Commonwealth 
nations fighting in ,Korea will be welded 
into a single unit to be known as the 1st 
Commonwealth Division. 

The strength of the division probably 
will run to 21,000 men, with Canada sup
plying 7,000, and the others coming from 
the United Kingdom, Australia, and New 
Zealand.-News release. 

Aircraft Engines 
Great Britain is sending Canada 100 

aircraft pngines urgently needed for the 
Dominion's training scheme. 

The engines were delivered to Britain 
by the United States under the wartime 
lend-lease arrangements. However, the~' 

are of little use to the Royal Air Force 
now because the training planes for 
which they were intended are no longer 
being used in Britain.-The Clo'istiall 
Sciel/ce .110nitor. 

CANADA 
Controlled Materials Plan 

Canada and the United States are par
ticipating in a controlled materials plan, 
whereby the defense projects of both 
countries will bp assured their share of 
critical defense products. 

Items such as steel, copper, and alum
inum will be allotted according to the 
defense needs of both countries, with the 
remainder going toward meeting the need 
for consumer goods.-News release. 

Police Reorganized 
Japan's 75,000-man national police reo 

serve has been reorganized into a four. 
division army. Each division has four 
3,000·man regiments.-News release. 

SOUTH KOREA 
Military Equipment 

South Korea has asked the United States 
to equip 10 new South Korean divisions 
for action against the Communists. 

South Korea has a pool of 500,000 
draftees who have completed basic train· 
ing, and another 2,200,000 could be called 
for military service under present laws.
News release. 

Allied Air Observers 
Observers from nine Allied air forces 

in Europe will go to Korea for a month's 
study of large-scale use of jet air power. 

Two expert observers will be sent from 
the air forces of Belgium, Denmark, 
France, Italy, The Netherlands, Norway, 
Portugal, Greece, and Turkey.-News 
release. 

AUSTRALIA 
Rear-Facing Seats 

The Royal Australian Air Force has 
adopted rear-facing seats for use in its 
transport aircraft. 

This type of seating arrangement pro
vides greater safety in case of an accident 
or forced landing, because the passenger is 
forced deeper into his seat instead of 
being thrown forward.-The An'op/alle, 
Great Britain. 

Geological Party 
A party of Australian geologists 

selected to work in Pakistan under the 
British Commonwealth Aid Program has 
left for Karachi. The party will be in 
Pakistan for 6 months, and will spl·nd 
most of the time working in the Himalayan 
l'egioll.-A /181m/ian Weekly Review. 
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WESTERN .GERMANY 
Troop Shift 

Moroccan and French troopers of the 5th 
Moroccan Infantry Regiment recently ar
rived in Wetzlal', Germany, from stations 
in the French zone. . 

This is the first regular French unit to 
arrive in the US zone under an Allied 
agreement calling for the intercha"nge of 
troops in Germany.-Arn!y Times. 

Atomic Research 
The Allied High Commission haR an

nounced that German research into some 
phases of atomic energy will be facili
tated by a new definition of restrictions. 
However, applied nuclear physics remains 
prohibited. 

The relaxation illeasure concerns cer
tain specific phases of electronics, chemi
ca]" and metals related to atomic energy. 
Th,· separation of uranium isotopes will be 
permitted under license, but only on a scale 
too ,mall to permit commercial-or mili
tary-use. In effect, small prototype 
plants suitable for research purposes will 
be authorized.-The New Y01'k Times. 

Rolling Mill Project 
l:nited States funds have launc~ed con

stl'llction of a new German rolling mill 
that will help the Ruhr produce more steel 
for Western defense. 

The mill is the biggest project to date 
in the new Economic Co-operation Admin
istration program to rehabilitate the Ger
mall steel industry.-News release. 

Gliding 
Tne West Germans are going to be per

milled to revive the forbidden sport of 
gli,lmg. However, resumption of the sport, 
bal,ned since the surrender of Germany 
nell 'ly.& years ago, still must await the 
for· lal revision of Allied legislation and 
tile ;ntroduction of a new code of regula
tiol, governing the use of sailplanes.
Tilt .Yew York Times. 

GREECE 
Oi' Project 

The Greek Government is locating an<l 
charting oil-bearing deposits in that coun
try with the help of ECA assistance. 

After this work has been completed, 
foreign firms will be invited to conclude 
agreements with the Government for ~x
ploitation.-The New York Times. 

Naval Maneuvers 
United States, British, and Greek naval 

units have been holding combined maneu- ' 
vel'S in Greek waters this summer. This is 
the first time the Greek Navy has par
ticipated with the United States and 
British naval forces; and it has raised 
hopes for Greece's inclusion in a Mediter
ranean defense arrangement.-Thc Xew 
}'O/.!C Times. 

SWEDEN 
Information Ministry 

Sweden has taken preliminary steps to 
establish a Ministry of War Information 
in the event of World War III or the im
mediate danger of a war.-The ,Yew F01'!c 
Times. 

Air Raid She'ters 
Eight bombproof air raid shelters. which 

are under construction in Stockholm, are 
being blasted out of solid granite rock. 
They will accommodate 50,000 persons. .In 
peacetime, they will be used for garages, 
~chools, restaurants, and theaters.-News 
release. 

NORTH ATLANTIC TREATY 

NATIONS 


Shipping Pact 
Representatives of the North Atlantic 

Treaty nations have agreed on the ma
chinery to control shipping in time of war 
or emergency. In addition, they have 
agreed on the details about vessel records 
that would be required by the defense ship
ping authority.-News release. 
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NORTH KOREA FOREIGN MILITARY BRIEFS 

Enemy Jet 'Identified' 
Descriptions of the new twin jet fighter 

that has been intercepting United Nations 
night bombers over North Korea tally with 
those of the Soviet La 8. 

The plane is of conventional design with 
twin underslung jet engine housings, four 
cannon in its nose, and a published speed of 
600 miles an hour. 

Although used by the Communists in 
Korea for night operations only, the La 8 
was designed by the Soviets for day fight
ing.-News release. 

EASTERN GERMANY 
East Zone Police 

The Soviet Control Commission has com
pletely reorganized the military units of 
the East German People's Police into 23 
formations, each intended to be a cadre 
for a Soviet-type infantry division of about 
11,000 men. 

All trace of German Army organization 
and tactical and staff techniques has been 
eliminated from these units, which numbel' 
about 2,000 men each. Soviet military doc
trines prevail completely. 

However, it will be many months before 
these units can be considered prepared to 
form cadres for divisions of an East Ger
man "people's army."-The New York 
Times. 

USSR 
Trade Agreement 

The Soviet Union and Sweden have com
pleted a new trade agreement calling for a 
$7,700,000 exchange of goods this year. 

Soviet exports will include manganese 
and chrome ores, asbestos, hard coal, corn, 
barley, and oil cakes. In exchange, Sweden 
will export iron, steel, machinery, medical 
equipment, and equipment for the Soviet 
Union's paper and wood industries.-The 
New York Times. 

The Swiss Government has approved the 
purchase of 150 De Havilland Venom jet 
fighters for the Swiss Air Force. 

The Royal Canadian Air Force has an
nounced that women again will be eligible 
to join that service. 

The defense budgets of the 12 North 
Atlantic nations now total more than 57 
billion dollars. 

Japan and The Netherlands have con
cluded a trade agreement providing for 
an exchange of $7,300,000 worth of goods 
and services. 

The Netherlands and Sweden have 
signed a new 12-month trade agreement. 

The Brazilian Government plans to im
port· 120,000 tires for autos, buses, and 
airplanes during the present year. 

Egypt and the United States have signed 
a general agreement for technical as
sistance under the Point Four program. 

Pakistan recently completed full na
tionalization of her army. 

Syria's population increased by 2.4 per
cent during 1950, according to official 
statistics. 

The Royal Australian Air Force has 
taken over from the Royal Air Force the 
main supply dropping effort to security 
forces in the Malayan jungles. 

The Moscow radio has announced that a 
30 billion ruble government loan has been 
oversubscribed by more than a billion 
rubles. 

According to a recent report, the 
Chinese Communist Government has been 
circulating new maps showing Northern 
Burma, Tibet, and part of Assam in India 
as Chinese territory. 

The President of Uruguay has authDr
ized the purchase of two escort destroyrrs 
from the United States. 
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)Airborne Warfare 

Translated and digested by the MILITARY REVIEW from an article by 
Captain E. Lorenzen in UMilitaert Tidsskrift" (Denmark) November 1950. 

This is the fi1'st of a sel'ics of two 
II/·ticles on this subject. The second 
(lI·ticle in this series will appeal' in the 
September issllc.-The Editor. 

TilE idea of airborne warfare, or, if 
you prefer, vertical attack, was not a 
product of World War II. As in so many 
fil'lds of modern warfare, original and 
far.sighted men already had occupied 
themselves with this idca when war was 
still being waged in the conventional man
11<'1'. 

However, I shall refrain from present· 
il1~ any historical exposition of the de· 
v~lopment of the airplane, the parachute, 
Ol the glider, or from going into detail 
cOllcerning the innumerable experiments 
Which, in the various countries, have led 
1\. modern, airborne combat units. Rather, 
I will attempt to orient the reader on 
tl ...' most important events in the more 
l1l"dern history of this method of war
f, reo 

Some of the events in the early history 
OJ airborne warfare include the sketching 
OJ a parachute by Leonardo da Vinci in 
tl fifteenth century, the construction of 
tI .' first practical balloon by Joseph 
1\J ichel Montgolfier in the eighteenth 

century, the first parachute jump made 
by Francois Blanchard in the eighteenth 
century, and Benjamin Franklin's pro
posal, which is gradually becoming woven 
with tradition, to transport ground forces 
by balloon. 

Airborne Potential 
World War I produced no airborne 

operations. However, what could have 
happened, if the war had lasted longer, 
is another matter. According to Ameri
can sources, an airborne attack on a large 
scale could have been witnessed in 1919. 
Some 1,200 bombers, with 12,000 airborne 
soldiers equipped with parachutes and 
armed inainly with machine guns, 'Were 
to unde'rtake this tactical maneuver, with 
the troops being dropped in rear of the 
German lines. Supply and resupply was 
to be handled by the air forces. 

During the period between World War 
I and World War II, it was principally 
Germany and the Soviet Union who con
tinued to work on the vertical attack. 
The Soviet Union made use of parachute 
troops in her 1929 maneuvers, and, in 
1936, more than 5,000 paratroopers were 
dropped during the maneuvers at Kiev. 
Soviet para,troopll were used during the 
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Russo-Finnish War in 1939. However, 
their use was limited by a lack of trans
port facilities, with the troops being used 
primarily as ground forces. 

In 1933, the Hermann Goring Para
chute Battalion was organized in Ger
many, composed of carefully selected 
soldiers. In 1938, the Germans can:ied 
out large-scale airborne exercises, some 
of them with gliders. 

Major Attacks of World War II 

The events of World War II are well 
known, but it may, nevertheless, be well 
to recall some of the more impol·tant 
airborne operations of the war. 

At the time of the outbreak of World 
War II, both the Soviet Union and Ger
many had trained many thousands of 
parachute troops, and the Germans had 
carried out extensive experiments with 
gliders. It was also the Germans who 
surprised the world with their strategic, 
blitz air attacks. Of particular attention, 
were the attacks against Holland and 
Belgium in 1940. 

The German plan of strategic opera
tions in 1940 aimed at pushing the French 
and British Armies northward, by means 
of a rapid invasion of Holland and 
Belgium. If this ,plan were successful, 
the Germans intended to attack from the 
Ardennes into the flanks of the French 
and British forcE'S. 

Before the attack, in the case of Hol
land, a quick seizure of strategically im
portant bridges was necessary for the 
purpose of facilitating the advance of 
the armored units. Simultaneously with 
the airborne attacks on the bridges over 
the Rhine and the Meuse, German ground 
forces attacked the Greebbe-Peel line to 
facilitate the advance of the armored 
units. On 13 May, these forces estab
lished contact with thc airborne troops, 
and, during the course of the day, all 
bridges of importance fell into the hands 
of the Germans. 

In Belgium, the Germans demonstrated 
the value of the vertical attack, with the 
use of glider forces. Under the covel' 
of the semidm'kness of early dawn, a 
number of gliders landed on top of the 
superstrueture of t\:le Eben-Emael for
tress, and hastily destroyed its guns and 
ammunition. The adjacent fortresses of 
Pontisse and Barcho, which began to lay 
down fire on the silent fortress, were put 
out of action by Stuka bombers. Within 
24 hours, the entire garrison of Eben
Emael was under German control. 

Even though the Germans made use 
of airborne troops in other operations on 
the Western front, they were never used 
again in an area which had greater 
strategic and tactical value. 

Japanese Airborne Forces 

In Japan, parachute forces were 01'

g'anized, to a limited extent, mainly with 
German co-operation. At the outbreak 
of the war, the Japanese had two trained 
parachute battalions, but their operations 
were not very successful. In February 
1942, a Japanese parachute battalion was 
given the mission of seizing and occupy
ing an airfield and two refineries ill 
Southern Sumatra. Transported in 70 
planes bearing Royal Air Force markings, 
the battalion was dropped in two waws 
of 350 men each. However, powerful 
concentrations of antiaircraft artillerv 
fire necessitated their jumping from ~ 
high altitude, and, in addition, caused 
the loss of 16 planes. The parachute 
force landed in a dispersed manner and 
did not succeed in reorganizing and COll

centrating' against the attack objectiw,. 

On 6 December 1944, the Japanese CO!I

ducted their last airborne attack. ,\ 
parachute battalion was dropped for tl;~ 

purpose of neutralizing several landil'e; 
strips in the Philippines. Its mission w.. ' 
to destroy as many American planes as 
possible, in order to ensure a Japanese 
landing the following day. Only 200 to 
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300 parachute troops reached the ground 
alive, and efforts to bring reinforcements 
to them before they were destroyed were. 
unsuccessful. 

Allied Airborne Efforts 

On the Allied side, the development of 
airborne forces proceeded slowly. In 
1936, parachute troops were used in 
maneuvers in England. In the United 
States, plans were prepared, in 1939, for 
the organization of parachute forces. 
However, it was not until 1940, after the 
German invasion of Holland and Belgium, 
that an experimental platoon of 2 officers 
and 48 enlisted men was organized at Fort 
Benning, Georgia. On 29 August 1940, 
this platoon carried out the first mass 
parachute jump· in the United States, 
and, 3 months later, the first infantry 
parachute battalion was organized with 
the personnel of .the experimental platoon 
a, a cadre. At the end of World War II, 
the American Army had five airborne 
divisions and four parachute regiments 
at its disposal. 

Before sketching some of the Allies' 
1l1Ol'e important airborne operations, it 
will be fitting to cover the first really 
l:ll'ge airborne operation of World War 
II, namely, the German operation against 
Crpte, in which airborne forces, for the 
fil ~t time, were engaged en masse in a 
combined air, land, and sea operation. 
That it occurred as a surprise to the Al
Ii,·" there is scarcely any doubt, for such 
all operation was regarded as impossible. 

On 20 May 1941, the island was at
tacked by an airborne force of about 800 
bt'll1bers and fighters, 500 to 600 transport 
planes, and 'about 75 gliders (carrying 
h, a vy vehicles and weapons). The Allied 
ai·' forces were able to offer only little 
]"";istance, and, surprised by 30,000 
G"rman airborne troops supported by 
nllmerically superior air forces, the 
B· itish and Greek defense forces were 
Sf "n overrun. Even if the German losses 

were high (about 50 percent), the inva
sion was successful, and showed that even 
a strongly defended base .could be taken 
in a vertical attack. 

!fhe first major airborne operation in 
which British forces participated took 
place in November 1942 during the fight
ing in North Africa. The lessons learned 
from this operation, together with new 
methods of training, increased the ef
fectiveness of the vertical attack. British 
airborne troops were trained, from that 
time on, with the plane crews, and sup
ply from the air was made more effective 
by the use of supply containers and the 
use of special planes. 

In July 1943, American airborne forces 
invaded Sicily. The lessons learned from 
that operation provided the foundation 
for subsequent American airborne efforts. 

Later, the D-day invasion was spear
headed by airborne troops, and, in Sep
te~nber 1944, the newly organized First 
Allied Airborne Army attempted to seize 
and hold the important bridges at Grave, 
Nieme~en, and Arnhem, This operation 
began on 17 September, and ,tIl of the 
airborne forces reached their first attack 
objectives as planned. However, the op
erational result was not achieved, pri
marily, because the British forces which 
were dropped at Arnhem were surrounded 
by the Germans. Although they fought 
bravely, superior German forces nearly 
had annihilated them· all by 25 Septem
ber. 

In December 1944, the Germans at
tempted, for the last time, to turn the 
tide of battle, by dropping about a thou
sand parachute troops,' at night, in the 
Bastogne area. Only about 300 reached 
their objective, and eventually they were 
either killed or captured. 

The year 1945 brought with it the Jast 
great airborne operations of the war, in
cluding the operation on Corregidor in 
January 1945 and the crossing of the 
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Rhine (Operation Varsity) in March 
1945. 

At the time of the German surrender 
in 1945, plans were under consideration 
for the employment of an airborne at'I1W 
for a landing deep inside of Germany. • 

Factors ,Limiting Airborne Operations 

The circumstances which limited World 
War II airborne operations may be sum
marized as follqws: 

1. The light organization of the air
borne units. 

2. The limited capacity of the trans
port aircraft. 

3. The numerical limitations of the .air
borne troops. 

The most characteristic and outstand
ing trait of the airborne force is its 
strategic mobility, which allows it to 
carry out operations at great distances 
and in a minimum of time. 

Airborne forces are able to attack day 
or night. Night operations are less vul
nerable to enemy air action, and are more 
likely to achieve surprise. However, day 
operations provide a greater degree of 
orientation in the air and on the ground, 
and can be carried out with greater pre
cision. In general, the advantages of 
daytime operations outweigh those of 
night operations, and, therefore, airborne 
operations, with present means and 
methods, normally will be carried out 
during daylight. 

Advantages versus Disadvantages 

If we characterize airborne operations 
by their advantages and disadvantages, 
we may express ourselves as follows: 

1. Advantages: 

a. Speed. 

b. Surprise. 

c. A wide choice of attack objectives. 

d. The mere presence of airborne 
forces in a theater is a potential threat 

to the enemy, and his plans must consider 
the possible use of such forces. 

e. Training and preparations can be 
cal'l'ied on far back of the front. 

2. Disadvantages: 

a. Air superiority is required, not 
only for the initial landings, but for sup
ply and resupply missions. 

b. Operations are dependent on the' 
weather. 

c. Transport aircraft limit the equip
ment that may be employed in an opera
tion, as well as set the range of opera
tions. 

d. Supply and resupply is a difficult 
problem to solve. 

e. Airborne troops are vulnerable, 
both in the air and during the landing. 

f. Forces are dispersed during the 
landing operations. 

g. Airborne troops on the ground are 
vulnerable to the enemy's armored means. 

h. Ground reconnaissance is almost 
impossible before launching a vertical 
attack. 

Meticulous Planning Required 

An airborne operation always will re
quire considerable preparation. It places 
great demands on co-ordination and 
training. Painstaking planning, to include 
air protection, transportation, and co-op
eration with ground forces, is a prerequi
site for successful airborne operations. 
FOr example, it has been said that it re
quires at least 7 days to prepare an air
borne operation at the division level. i 

Missions /' 
What mbsions can be assigned to an' 

airborne unit from the point of view pf 
its special characteristics and possibili- 1 
ties? 

During World War II, it was "the ail-I 
borne forces' principal mission, in COll

junction with other forces, t~ seize po-
I 
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session of, and hold, important areas and 
terrain features. Usually, the airborne 
force was landed in close connection with 
land or sea operations, so that a junction 
of the forces could be made within a 
short time. 

Future Operations 
If one cares to look into the" future, 

the aim appears to be to make the air
hOJ'lle operation as independent and long 
range as possible, and to liberate it from 
the necessity for a prompt junction with, 
and support by, other troops. A junction 

FOREIGN MILITARY DIGESTS 

of forces may be planned, but the air
borne units must be able, independently, 
to fight and maintain themselves for long 
periods of time. The more the airborne 
units are able to depend on themselves, 
the greater will be their strategic im
portance and the more deeply into the 
enemy's territory can they be carried. 
Airborne corps and armies will, in the 
future, 'constitute the real attack force, 
and, when the bridgehead has been es
tablished, air-transported units will give 
the attack additional force and strength. 

The Underground Army Must Become the Army of the Future 
Translated and digested by the MILITARY REVIEW from all article 
by Yves Igot in uRevue Militairc Suisse" <Switzerland) January 1951. 

SOME military experts advocate a revo
lutionary change in the matter of na
tional defense favoring a new strategy 
based on a secret, well-trained army. 

This indicates that it is not just the 
pessimist who is interested in the aspects 
of the "War of Tomorrow." While war 
is not inevitable, the statesmen of all 
eountries are conducting themselves as 
if it were. 

The East and the West already are 
measuring their strength against one 
another at various points of the globe. 
Korea is a testing ground-just as Spain 
was in 1937. 

Among the .first measures taken by the 
Western countries has been the length
ening of the period of military service. 
This was done to show the United States 
that the Western nations intended to im
prov~ their defenses and thereby provide 
a basis for the receipt of additional 
materiel assistance from that country. 
However, all this constitutes only an ex
pedient, with time the determining factor. 

In Case of Immediate War 
Whether we wish it or not, war may 

come next year, or in the months or 
days just ahead of us. And what can 
we expect if this happens? 

One hundred' and seventy-five Soviet 
divisions, flanked by a hundred divisions 
from the satellite countries, will swarm 
across Western Europe with the outbreak 
of hostilities. Within a few weeks, the 
Soviet Union and her satellites would 
be able to add another 500 divisions to 
support the first shock elements. 

Facing the Communist elements, we 
would find some 40 incompletely equipped 
divisions. 

In case the Soviet Union unleashed a 
blitz offensive, Europe would be overrun 
in a matter of days, and the organized 
defenses on the Elbe, the Rhine, and at 
the Pyrenees would be swept away like 
straw. ' 

The Soviet Union knows this-and so 
does the United States and the Western 
nations. It is also known in France that 
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it would require at least 6 weeks to ef
fect total mobilization. However, the 
Soviets would not need 6 weeks to oc
cupy Germany, Italy, and France. Ex
perience has proved this before. The 
French, British, Belgian, and Dutch 
Armies did not succeed in stopping the 
tidal wave unleased by the Germans in 
1940. 

The Soviet Threat 

\\'hat could we do at the present time 
to oppose a Soviet airborne invasion of 
the Atlantic ports? What could we do 
to halt the tide of Rumanian, Hungarian, 
Czech, and Bulgarian armored units 
supporting the birth of communistic gov
ernments wherever the Red Army planted 
its flag? As a matter of fact, the total 
means of the anticommunistic countries 
would not weigh very heavily in the face 
of the Red Army. 

That is why there are other measures 
'which the Allied governments are con
templating or preparing, and which would 
be more effective than the lengthening 
of military service or the establishing 
of a few poor divisions. And it is from 
the recent past that these governments 
are drawing their lessons. 

A Soviet occupation, facilitated by sur
prise, would not be able to crush the 
moral resistance of the countries under 
its heel. We can no longer think of beat
ing the Soviet Army with our divisions, 
or of avoiding a brutal invasion. Rather, 
we should plan for an underground Euro
pean war, and be ready to put it into 
effect at any time. 

The War of the Future 

The Western m~tions must realize that 
they will be called upon to fight effec
tively with regular forces after their oc
cupation by the enemy, for they would 
not be able to halt him. Therefore, a plan 
for waging underground warfare must 
be anticipated and be prepared effectively. 

We are not speaking of guerrilla war
fare. Guerrilla warfare is the instinc
tive fighting of a people against an in
vader. Rather, underground warfare 
takes preparation and effective leader
ship; its forces require special training 
and adequate materiel assistance for 
their use. 

France provided an illustration of this 
type of action during the last war, and 
it is on the basis of this experience that 
we should plan for the future. 

This revolutionary concept of warfare 
has not been accepted by all general 
staffs. However, the daily course of 
events is winning them over. 

Generally, it is admitted that the 
presence of 40 Allied divisions in the line 
against the Soviet forces would only pro
voke disaster. However, an underground 
army, scattered throughout the various 
countries, would be more effective in 
fip:hting an invader. 

Victory no longer belongs to the na
tion which has the most powerful army. 
As General de Gaulle has stated, the loss 
of a battle does not bring about the loss 
of a war. And a country is not truly 
conquered until it loses faith in its d£'s
tiny, and national sentiment and indi
vidual patriotism have disappeared. 

The next war will be a total war, for 
every individual who is engaged in ideo
logical combat will become an enemy, and 
his dispersion throughout the various 
countries will make even the most severe 
occupation ineffective. 

Objectives 

Well-trained underground forces, led 
by efficient officers, will have many types 
of missions to perform if war should 
come. They will attack lines of communi
cations, transportation facilities, supply 
centers, and communications centers, as 
well as supply intelligence information 
and conduct sabotage operations. 

Such operations will provide excellent 
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results for small, mobile underground 
units. Military observers are in agree
ment on the efficiency of such units, for 
they exist, at the present time, inside the 
United Nations' lines in Korea. 

The location of secret areas also fnust 
bL' determined for paratroop or amphib
ious lanrlings, or for possible commando 
raids from Great Britain, Africa, or even 
Amt'rica. 

If these conditions are fulfilled, the 

I. counterattack of the free nations may 
be successful.'\ 

i 

Armament and Training 

What will be the mission of the French 
Army in a European underground war? 
In admitting that France should maintain 
lllodern ground, air, and naval forces, one 
abo should be convinced that she should 
furnish new weapons to underground com
batants. Machine pistols, hand grenades, 
ant! radios will be the weapons of the 
Jurce" of the future, and it is necessary 
for these forces to learn how to use them. 

Training must be varied and complete, 
and ~hould include a thorough knowledge 
of the use of radio equipment, explosives, 

and intelligence information, and train
ing 'in sab,otage operations and the mark
ing of landing and drop zones for air
borne units. 

In addition, large-scale maneuvers 
bringing into contact a "red" force, rep
resenting an occupation force, and a 
"blue" force, l:epresenting the under
ground fighters, would, without a doubt, 
be of great value. 

)Summarizing, we may say that more 
and more military theoreticians are ad
Vocating the use of underground forces 
in warfare rather than opposing 1,000 
enemy tanks in combat with 10 of our own. 

As one military historian wrote last 
year, "Modern war has become a mon
strous and complex phenomenon in which 
victory is won by the most varied of 
weapons, from the jet plane to the dag
ger." 

His view seems to be shared by many 
ranking officers who would like to see 
the American Army used in a directing 
and strategic role, and the European 
armies specializing in underground war
fare. 

'We are confident that anY war of the future-as never before-will be total 

and will touch the whole population to a degree hard for us in the US even 

to imagine. Certainly, we know from the last two world wars that they were 

not fought solely by people in uniform. And even the greatest proportion of 

the people who fought it in uniform were civilians a few short months or 

years before the pay-off. It cannot then be considered as just a responsi

bility of the regular forces. It is the responsibility of all of us. 

General J. Lawton Collins 

1 
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Air Superiority 
Digested by the MILITARY REVIEW from an article by Major 

D. J. Hunden in the "Canadian Army Journar~ (Canada) February 1951. 

WITH the increasing attention given to 
air power by senior military authorities, 
it behooves each officer to examine care
fully his army-air force thinking. This 
applies particularly to such a confusing 
term as air superiority. 

Air superiority has been defined as 
that degree of superiority which prevents 
the enemy from interfering effectively 
with our own ground and air operations. 
In relation to the land battle, the ob
jective, frequently called local superior
ity, is to produce an air situation which 
gives freedom of movement on the ground 
to our own forces and denies that free
dom to the enemy. 

Field Marshal Sir Bernard L. Mont
gomery has stated that the achievement 
of a favorable air situation is the primary 
task of the air forces, and that it is the 
greatest contribution they can make to 
the land battle. No responsible authority 
has yet questioned this statement, al
though the uninitiated still may request 
close ail' support too soon. The degree 
of support which air forces can provide 
for armies depends on the degree of ail' 
superiority which has been obtained. It 
is worth remembering that air superior
ity is a prebattle requirement, and that 
many of the planes providing air superior
ity later will provide the desired close 
support. 

Co-ordinated Plan Required 

The battle for ail' superiority is fought 
according to a co-ordinated plan. It is 
a popular fallacy that interceptor fight
el's carry out the task alone. Air superi
ority is best ensured by offensive opera
tions. Bombers on strategic miSSIOns 
assume the lion's share of the burden by 

power. Reconnaissance aircraft supply 
the intelligence information for an ade
quate plan. Bombers on intruder missions 
harass training areas and communica
tions. Fighter aircraft tend to be de
fensive, and only gradually extend their 
domination beyond the home base. 

The gaining and maintaining of air 
superiority is entirely an air force prob
lem, but such is the importance of this 
task that the other services may be called 
upon to playa part. Armies occupy air
fields to provide bases for friendly, short
range aircraft, or to deny such facilities 
to the enemy. In addition, the army sup
plies antiaircraft artillery protection. 
The navy may deny certain airfields to 
the enemy, and land shore parties to dis
rupt the enemy air warning system. 
Finally, the underground forces can sup
plement intelligence reports and confound 
enemy communications. 

Prerequisite 

FiE'ld Marshal Montgomery has stated 
that air superiority is a prerequisite to 
military success. Obviously, his state
ment merits careful study. 

Many people doubt if we will ever again 
enjoy the overwhelming degree of air 
superiority that we enjoyed in 1944-45. 
In fact, one writer recently warned that 
there is no assurance that a future an' 
war eventually would not reach a stale
mate, with air superiority long in doubt. 
Certainly, ail' superiority is becoming 
increasingly expensive to achieve. 

Without Air Superiority 

While it may be obvious that futm e 
ground operations in flagrant defianl e 
of enemy air power are improbable, it ;s 

attacking the source of the enemy's air not obvious that ground operations with-
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(lut air superiority must cease. One of 
the outstanding features of Rommel's 
victories is that they were achieved with 
an inferiority of force, and without any 
command of the air. 1]1 addition, with 
the collapse of Italian resistance in Sic
ily, two German divisions, though lacking 
air support, succeeded in delaYing from 
7 to 12 Allied divisions for more than a 
month. Moreover, the German Army, 
from August HJ44 to April 1945, with an 
inferiority in equipment and manpower 
on the ground as well as in the air, staged 
a withdrawal which merits detailed study. 
Even in 1950, after losing all control of 
the air within a few hours l!-fter the 
a1'l'ival of the United States Air Force, 
till' North Koreans maintained the of
fen,ive for l110r~ than 2 months. 

Lessons 

What then of the future? 
First, we should resist the insidious 

tendl'llcy to judge the shape of operations 
early in a future world war by typical 
operational conditions in the last war. 
\rith the air forces' busy preventing the 
elll'Ill~' from using the air as a channel 
to eOllvey weapOllS to destroy our bases 
and forces, there will be little air effort 
left for the direct support of field forces. 

Sl'cond, even without air superiority, 
th" army should seek, by every means 
within its power, to maintain the offen
5i\'" sllil'it. This can be pursued by de
vel"ping all those arts which tend to 
neutralize the effects of enemy air power. 
Battlefield targets are not particularly 
frUitful. In all our training, studies, and 
ex," cises, we should pay meticulous at 
tention- to methods of evading the worst 
con-equences of air attack. To resist 
h~'" eria, we should consider that there 
is ,ievel' a desperate situation--<mly 
des!,l'rate men. The heart of the army, 
the infantryman, always will be depen
dent on fire power, and, regardless of 
ho\\ necessary and how vital efficient air 

support might be, it is not considered 
likely that air power will ever replace 
entirely the infantry's normal heavy 
support weapons. 

Third, to prevent despair at the lack 
of air support, every effort should be 
made to indoctrinate all troops with the 

o principles behind the correct employment 
of air power. We must teach that the 
services work as a team pursuing the 
national aim, even when that integration 
is not readily apparent. 

Finally, our study of land-air warfare, 
in peacetime, should be realistic, Every 
use should be made of highly qualified 
schools like the Canadian Joint Air Train
ing Centre. At the same time, we should 
remember that the air support organiza
tion, now considered the ideal, was the 
result of 5 years of air experience and 
2 years of air superiority. The circum
stances which are likely to pertain early 
in a future world war always should be 
considered by future commanders and 
staff officers. 

Conclusions 

The disadvantages of an adverse air 
situation are formidable. However, we 
must not deduce that the army need not 
expect to fight until the air battle has 
reached a satisfactory stage. All services 
should be prepared to fight against any 
odds. 

The side inferior in the air, by stress
ing other factors such as leadership, 
can win temporary victories on the 
ground and can make aggression expen
sive. Good troops, properly deployed, 
cannot be destroyed by air power alone. 
World War II showed, and Kore~ is con
firming it, that battles can be won with
out the direct aid of air power. 

Air superiority, however overwhelm
ing, ~ill never compensate for bad 'gen
eralship. Officers must be prepared for 
operations when there is no favorable 
air superiority. 
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The Transport of Casualties by Air 

Digested by the MILITARY REVIEW from an article by Lieutenant Colonel 
A. N. T. Meneces in the "Journal of the Royal Medieal Corps~' (Great Britain) January 1951. 

THE efficient and speedy transport of 
wounded, sick, and injured is a major 
factor affecting the mobility and morale 
of an army in the field. 

The history of warfare witnesses a 
continuous evolution in the technique of 
transporting casualties by human portage, 
animal or animal-drawn vehicles, motor 
vehicles, boats, trains, and hospital ships. 

Prior to 1792, humanitarian, rather 
than therapeutic, motives regulated the 
speed of collection and evacuation of 
casualties. 

Napoleon's great surgeon, Baron Lar
rey, initiated research into the surgical 
aspects of transportation. His introduc
tion of light, fast-moving, two-wheeled 
ambulances effected a more rapid evacua
tion of the wounded and sick. This, com
bined with his surgical skill, saved many 
lives. particularly after the sanguinal'Y 
battles of Aboukir and Borodino. 

With the conquest of the air, all na
tions began building aircraft with one 
eye on transport and the other on their 
potential military value. 

The recognition of the value of air' 
transportation of casualties has evolved 
slowly. During the siege of Paris. in 
1870, more than .160 patients were evac
uated over the Prussian lines by balloon. 
Until 1912. all military aviation in 
the British Army was carried out by the 
Royal Engineers. However, in that year 
the Royal Flying Club was formed, and, 
at the Aldershot Army Exercises, medical 
officers of the Royal Army Medical Corps 
drew attention to the possibility of mili
tary patients being transported by air
craft. 

World War I 

paratively little use was made of air
craft for transporting casualties during 
World War 1. The Frehch Air Force 
claims that, in 1915, one of its pilots suc
cessfully flew a wounded Serbian airman 
during the retreat through Albania. In 
1916, the Royal Flying Club carried out 
the first recorded air evacuation of a 
military patient from Palestine. In 1918 
(the year in which the Royal Air Force 
was formed), the French Air Force made 
progressive use of aircraft for transport
ing wounded and sick over lengthy desert 
communications during operations in 
Morocco. 

HH8-38 

The period between the two world wars 
saw the progressive development of civil 
aviation all over the world. particularly 
in the United States, Canada, and Aus
tralia. 

In Great Britain. air ambulances were 
developed and used. From 1919 to 1n:17, 
the Royal Air Force, using both land 
based aircraft and flying boats. evacuated 
a total of approximately 3.000 casualties 
from operations in Somaliland. Iraq, 
Palestine, and Waziristan; as well as 
from the Quetta earthquake in 1935. 

1939-41 

In spite of mOl'e than 20 years of 
military and civilian experience in trans
porting casualties by air, World War II 
began without any organized system of 
ail' transport of casualtie~ available for 
use by the British Army. Nor was ,he 
provision of air ambulances hastened; on 
the contrary, in nearly all theaten' of 
operations, medical staff officers n
countered resistance (if not blank 'e
fusal) to their repeated requests 'for air 

Except for a few minor incidents, com- ambulances. 
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By contrast, in 1939, the German Army, 
during its invasion of Poland, was 
equipped with medium-size aircraft which 
flew casualties directly to base hospitals 
in Germany. 

The Western Desert Campaign 
In the Western Desert campaign, the 

earliest record of air evacuation of casu
aitie8 was the flying of malaria cases from 
Siwa to Cairo in 1941. Subsequently, 
shuttle flights were evolved for collecting 
ca8ualties from forward air strips in the 
desert. 

During the successive advances of Field 
Marshals Wavell, Auchinleck, and Mont
gomery, a total of 50,000 patients was 
evacuated or tJ>ansported by air. The 
Allied advances in Italy also were served 
by evacuation aircraft. 

Operation!? in Europe 
From the time of the Normandy in

va~ion until VE-day, a total of 118,000 
casualties were transported by air: ~O,OOO 
within the theater itself and 78,000 from 
th,· theater to the United Kingdom. 

[luring the initial assault, air evacua
tion began on D plus 6 from an airfield 
neal' Bayeux. The journey to the 
Unitl'd Kingdom required 2 hours by air, 
as opposed to the 16 hours required for 
the land and sea journey. Subsequently, 
dUllng the phase of the build-up, return
ing ail'craft evacuated as many as 800 
ca,uulties a day. 

1 he break-through and pursuit resulted 
in 'he capture of airfields at Amiens and 
St. Omer and, from there, flights evacu
ah',l casualties back to the hospitals in 
the Bayeux area. 

I 'uring this phase, two important les
SOil- were learned, namely: 

1 The necessity for providing suitable 
me. ,cal units (say a 200-bed hospital or 
a c .sualty <;learing station) in the vicin
ity )f the airfields where casualties are 
enp ,lUed and deplaned. Such units should 

be capable of providing full preflight 
treatment and nursing. 

2. The advisability of having casual
ties readily available to take advantage 

. of empty transport planes returning to 
their bases. ' 

The capture of Brussels with its air
field greatly facilitated the transporta
tion of casualties. Thereafter, 700 to 900 
patients were flown daily from that city 
to the United Kingdom. 

The subsequent seizure of airfields at 
Luneburg and Celie permitted the trans
porting of some 900 patients daily back 
to the Brussels area. During this cam
paig'n, the Royal Air Force developed its 

PillS'" f(IMr1(QlOGY ~ 
...." UGrMU.'AL A.O ,OST ....nAUOH AID STAllON 
eel" CASUAUY (OUleTlNG f'OST CASUA.Lty COUWINO nAtiON 
ADS AD\lANCI OnnlNG STA'ION nl.UlNGSTATlON 
FtlS finD DUSSING SU.TION tFOll MIN!» PCKI NOEQUtvALfNI 
CCS CASUAlTY ett .... lltO STATlOtt EVACUATION HOSPitAL 

RtfU IEINfOItCEMENI HO\.DING UNII l=~I!~~~~I~J:t~T:O, 
AD"''''''Cf SUIGICAl "C(NTlIII' MQ&II.I5URGiCALtiQsPIlAl 

Casualty Air Evacuation Squadrons
medical units capable of receiving, hold
ing, and enplaning patients from air
fields. 

Southeast Asia Operations 
Most theaters of war produced diffi

culties in moving and transporting casu
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alties, but none more so than in Southeast 
Asia. The mountainous jungles, with their 
precarious paths and roads, provided lim
itations to supply as well as casualty 
evacuation. 

The reduction in pain, discomfort, 
time, and loss of life can he appreciated 
by comparing the plight of a casualty, 
in 1942, whose journey from the front 
to a hospital involved up to 16 changes 
in tran~port and required 7 days of 
travel. In 1944-45, the same journey by 
ail' involved only 3 changes and required 
only :"l hours of travel time. 

During the Burma campaign, the gross 
total weight of supplies and equipment 
(including medical) flown by ail' was 
more than 1,180,000 tons. During the 
same period, approximately 180,000 casu
alties were evacuated by ail'. 

Limitations of Air Transportation 

Apart from the medical factors, the 
principal factors which may limit the 
transport of casualties by ail' include: 

1. A !'ailability of suitable airemft and 
cl·l'1!·s.-Now that it has been agreed that 
the Army will operate light aircraft in 
the forward areas for casualty evacua
tion, light aircraft and helicopters should 
be readily available for the ail' evacua
tion of ca~ualties. Securing medium and 
heavy aircraft from the RAF for casualty 
evacuation always will be difficult, owing 
to prior claims of fighter and bomber 
commands, and other operational re
quirements. 

2. A vailability of sllitable airstrips and 
ail·fidds.-Under satisfactory weather 
conditions, forward medical unit~ can 
easily improvise airstrips for use by 
helicopters or light aircraft. Because 
the use of medium and heavy aircraft 
will depend on the availability of large 
airfields, medical units may have to be 
sited near the airfields, although such 
sites may not be ideal locations for hos
p.itals. 

3. Ail' superiority.-Pending interna
tional recognition of ambulance aircraft 
under the Geneva Convention, an essential 
prerequisite of the systematic flying of 
casualties will be the attainment of air 
parity or air superiority. Transport air
craft, being unarmed and relatively slow, 
are vulnerable to enemy air attack. 

4. Treathel·.-In spite of radar aids 
to navigation, bad weather may restrict 
seriously the flying of casualties. Fog, 
mist, low cloud base, rain, or snow may 
interfere with flying. This emphasizes 
the necessity of maintaining, at all times, 
a dual organization capable of trans
porting casualties by either land or air. 
The latter means always should be re
garded as a bonus. 

5. 1I1fe/'commWlications.-To prevent· 
patients making unnecessary journeys to 
the airstrip, or to prevent delays in 
getting patients to the airstrip, efficient 
means of intercommunication between 
medical units and the Casualty Ail' 
Evacuation Squadrons, or other enplaning 
units, are essential. In addition, ground
to-air communications between the air
field and the transport aircraft are re
quired. Poor intercommunications may 
cause serious delays in evacuating urgent 
cases. 

Developments Since 1945 

The experience gained by the Allies 
between 1939 and 1945, when more than 
500,000 casualties were transported by 
air,_ have been the subject of critical re
flection and planning for future polic~·. 

Technical developments of jet propul
sion, refueling while in flight, as well as 
new designs of aircraft enlarge the scope 
of possible air transport of casualties. 

!At the present time, the Royal .\ir 
FJrce is continuing to transport limlled 
numbers of patients by helicopter and 
light aircraft in Malaya and Korea, and 
by medium and long-range aircraft from 
overseas theaters to the United Kingdom. 

The United States Ail' Force :las 
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evolved a scheme by which hospital ships 
have been eliminated and all casualties 
from Europe, Alaska, the Caribbean, and 
Far Eastern Theaters are flown direct 
to hospitals in the United States. Within 
that country, the Military Air Transport 
Service (MATS) provides a twice
weekly service by which patients can be 
flown to any service hospital from Boston 
to San Francisco. 

The Allied experiences from '1939 to 
1945, as well as during the Berlin Air
lift. and the operations in Malaya and 
Korea, have shown that the use of air 
forces solely for offensive fighting, 

bombing, and tactical support is not suf-, 
ficient. 

The Burma campaign (in which one 
plane, was able to replace six trucks) 
showed that, as soon as air superiority 
is gained, a large number of aircraft car. 
be used for logistical purposes. This 
gives the ground forces greater flexibil
ity, reduces the lines of communications 
commitments, and enables them to out
maneuver their opponents. 

The medical services must be prepared, 
at short notice, to make the fullest use 
of aircraft returning to their bases after 
delivering supplies. 

Progress in Antiaircraft Defense 
Digested by the MILITARY REVIEW from an article by Captain 

P. )Jartel in the "Canadian Army Journal" (Canada) November 1950. 

HAD we at our disposal projectiles of 
infinite velocity, like the death rays and 
thl' cosmic disintegrators of the comic 
strips, then the antiaircraft problem 
would be reduced to the location of the 
ent'IllY and the aiming of our weapon at 
him. 'Ve would be like the searchlight 
opt'rator sweeping the skies with his 
nurrow beam and illuminating the enemy 
ail craft for a fraction of a second. 

,\1 the root of the difficulties facing 
th~ antiaircraft defenses today is the 
lclatively long time of flight of the shell, 
which, by introducing delays of many 
selonds between the instant the gun is 
fir('d and that at which the shell explodes, 
makes the odds more than 10 to 1 in favor 
of the airplane. The importance of a 
sh(,rt time of flight can be emphasized 
by stating that the chances of a kill are 
apl'l'oximately inversely proportional to 
ito square. For instance, if a weapon has, 
fO! a given range, a time of flight half 
til:. t of another, its chances of a hit are 
fat,,· times greater. 

On account of the time of flight, we 
are, literally speaking, glorified duck 
shooters, aiming ahead of the target after 
assessing its velocity and direction. We 
must point the gun at some point in the 
sky where we hope that both the shell 
and the aircraft will meet. 

The antiaircraft problem is three 
dimensional. It consists of the detection 
of a target in the skies under all con
ditions of visibility, of its identification, 
and, naturally, of its' destruction. To 
solve it, we must be able to pick, at any 
instant, from all aircraft overhead, 
those of interest, locate them with great 
accuracy, compute continuously where 
they will be a few seconds later, aim a 
gun at that point, and finally detonate 
a shell where it will do maximum dam
age. We must take into account such im
ponderables as the wind velocity, the 
temperature of the air and of the pro
pellant, variations in the weight of the 
shell, and, last but not least, the tre
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mendous capacity of human beings for 
errol's. 

The best brains of the world have been 
engaged for many years in the task of 
searching for solutions to the problem. 
They have produced numerous answers 
which, as time goes on, will involve 
largpr and more complicated instruments, 
the size and weight of their products 
growing with some power of the increase 
in accuracy achieved rather than pro
portionally to it. The present solution 
to the antiaircraft problem rests on five 
basic steps, and it is my intention, in the 
present article, to review the trends in 
the development of the instruments 
which enable us to direct our antiaircraft 
fire. 

Fire Control Principles 
The basic principles underlying anti

aircraft fire control can be listed as fol
lows, and the development of the instru
ments can be traced chronologically in 
the same order: 

1. Early warning. 
2. Local warning. 
3. Accurate location. 
4. Computation. 
5. Control of the weapon. 
Without the amazing scientific dis

coveries made during the study of the 
basic steps of warning and location, no 
new weapon would be possible today. 
Since the science of ballistics is much 
older than the airplane, the hostilities 
ended in 1919 with the various armies 
in possession of fairly powerful guns. 
However, they lacked adequate means to 
control them accurately when firing at 
an aerial target. ' 

At such an early stage, light and sound 
were the only features which made the 
detection of airplanes possible~ These 
physical phenomena were utilized to the 
utmost, but the instruments designed 
produced too poor a quality of data to 
permit prediction of a future position 

tions. Computers also were in their in
fancy, and no one today would dare to 
compare the Brocque Predictor with a 
modern electronic instrument. 

Radar was, literally, the break in the 
clouds which, within its limits of accu
racy, solved the problems of early and 
local warnings and of accurate location. 
Subsequently, the two first principles of 
antiaircraft defense attained such a peak 
of technical development that they have 
passed from the research into the en
gineering stage. It is certain that the 
new weapons which will result from the 
investigations of the fifth principle will 
require an extensive net of early and 
local warnings. It also is certain that 
radar will be the basic instrument of 
that net. 

Early and Local Warnings 

Early warning is that phase of the 
defense which involves the knowledge of 
all aircraft flying over friendly terri
tory, and their identification. It is ably 
performed by the air force, as they have 
at their disposal the sources of informa
tion from their control of friendly air 
traffic and from their long-range radar 
sets. It is mostly a problem of assess
ment and rapid communications, and 
does not require the split-second accura'cy 
of gun control. 

Of greater interest to the antiaircraft 
gunners is the local warning, as it is 
their first contact with the enemy. Based 
on the local warning information is th~ 
decision as to which target will be en
gaged first, and which gun will enga<:e 
the target. It also is the source of Ill
formation which will enable the correct 
pointing of the position finder instr:,
ments in the minimum of time. 

The doctrines of early and local war:I
ings have seen many changes and, eVdl 
today, the importance attached to thlnl 
varies with the countries. When, befo: e 
the advent of radar, early and local 

of the target excfPt under ideal condi- warnings were usually the same, ar.d. ' 
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taken care of by visual look-outs, very 
crude information was passed down to 
the batteries as to the rough position and 
nature of incoming raids. With long
range radar, the situation has chapged 
considerably. It is now possible for ~ach 
battery to search its own area, and to 
l'Ombine this information with that avail
able from adjoining sites and frol11 the 
air force warning net. 

The long-range radar sets have in
troduced new factors in the problems of 
centralization versus decentralization of 
the control of the defenses. The tendency 
toward more centralization can be fol
lowed throughout the last war, during 
which every time a new instrument was 
introduced a period of greater central
ization was attempted, followed usually 
b~' a reversion to some form of local con
trol as the limitations of the new instru
ment became known. This tendency to 
control the antiaircraft defenses from a 
cl'ntralized control center always has ex
i,ted, a.nd any return to local control has 
n('ver been conceded willingly, but rather 
tolerated pending the development of 
more accurate and more complex instru
n1l'nts. This, in the years to come, may 
make possible a control center entirely 
automatic, where all inTormation will be 
collected and assessed in a matter of 
sh"onds. 

Accurate Location 
,\Ithough essential to early and local 

wamings, it is in the third phase of the 
al1tiaircraft defenses that radar permit
h'd the major advance. For warning, 
the primary requirement is not so much 
atl'uracy as range, so that the maximum 
length of engagement time can be ob
ta.tled. For accurate location, the great 
ae "Ul'acy in range measurement per
m.·sible by radar was ideal. 

The means at our disposal to track an 
en"my target can be described as passive 
an.: active. The first instruments devised 
fo) antiaircraft position finding used the 

passive approach: they utilized some fea
ture of the aircraft to detect it and fol
low its course. However, passive meahs 
suffer from the disadvantage that the 
source of the information is in the hands 
of the enemy, or at least out of our con
trol, and that continuous and accurate 
range measurement is almost impossible. 
On the other hand, they are less suscep
tible to jamming and result in much 
simpler instruments. Active means con
sist of any method in which the source 
of the target illumination is in our hands, 
where it can best be controlled. These 
types of instruments necessarily are more 
elaborate and more susceptible of being 
jammed by the enemy, but they usually 
make up in accuracy what they lose ot~er
wise. 

Sound locators were the first of the 
passive instruments and gave a fair in
dication of the direction of an airplane, 
but they suffered from the basic defect 
of passive devices: range could not be 
measured except by triangulation, using 
two or more locators. Even with such 
an elaborate setup, the quality of data 
was not sufficient to warrant the pre
diction of the future position of the tar
get. On account of the relatively slow 
speed of sound, the data always was stale 
by 10 to 20 seconds, which meant, in the 
days of the sound locator, an error of 
some 500 yards. The most that could be 
achieved was a rough prediction at which 
a barrage of shells was fired. 

Visual means were by far superior to 
sound. Radar, even today, cannot com
pete with a good operator tracking a 
target through a telescope for accuracy 
in bearing and angle of sight. However, 
visual means fell down also when they 
were used to measure range. The data 
produced were irregular and the accu
racy low. Fortunately, it was in this re
spect that radar showed much superior-I 
ity. Radar's chief contribution resides in 
the improvements achieved in continuous 
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range measurements from which accurate 
rates can be determined. Radar is the 
first active integrated instrument to be 
designed, and it is also the best position 
finder so far. Searchlights can be ex
cepted, as they are not, properly speak
ing, an instrument, but merely a help for 
visual tracking. 

'Vill we ever see a reversion to pas
sive means of observation? Ii is an 
open question which will be solved only 
by deeper studies. It is possible, for in
stance, in the new realm of guided mis
siles, that some other feature of the 
target than sound and light may prove 
suitable, like the heat of the jets, the 
magnetic and electrostatic fields sur
rounding the airplane, 01', maybe, the 
radiation of some atomic particle. Men
tioning all these possibilities may be only 
daydreaming, but there is still a large 
field of science yet to be explored. 

Computation 
It is well known that an important 

part of the over-all error of present 
antiaircraft systems' results from the 
necessity of predicting the future Jlosi
tion of the target. We meet here the 
major obstacle to accuracy: time, both 
as time of flight and as "smoothing"· time 
in computation. The longer the time of 
flight, the greater the total error intro
duced by velocity measurements, and the 
greater the time available to the target to 
maneuver out of range. 

The simplest way of computing the 
future position of the target is a piece 
of paper on which its course can be 
plotted. Obviously, this process is slow. 
Time is wasted in plotting, and finding 
out from the range table the time of 
flight of the shell. The process can be 
speeded up considerably by using an auto
matic computer. !\Tany types of computers 
have been designed, some with the origil! 
of the co-ordinate system at the target" 
others with the origin at the gun. Some 

use polar co-ordinates, others cartesian. 
In the.American, British, and Canadian 

services, the latter types now seem to be 
favored, although they involve the trans
formation of the range, bearing, and 
angle of sight to the target, as measured 
by the radar, into east-west and north
south directions and altitude, and, after 
prediction, a reconversion to quadrant 
elevation, bearing, and fuze. The ad
vantages of such a system are constant 
and smoother rates, and ease of correction 
for wind and displacement. The adoption 
of this type of computer followed, by 
many years, the design of the first instru
ment which was of the polar co-ordinate 
type. In light antiaircraft predictors and 
computing sights, where the time of flight 
is short and simplicity is paramount, 
polar co-ordinates still are used. 

Computation today, like radar, does not 
offer any major problem of design. The 
basic scientific principles are well known 
and It is now possible to build compu
ters capable of solving, instantaneousl~.. 
the most difficult equations. There is 
still, however, great opportunity for im
provement in the field of hetter and more 
nigged componenb. 

The main difficulty in the developnwllt 
of computers is the measurement of tar
get velocity, or, to speak technically, ()f 
rates, in the minimum of time. For greater 
accuracy, the rates must be smooth, alld 
smoothness means averages and weigh
ing functions. These operations take time. 
The longer the time, the smoother the 
rates, but, also, the more stale the data 
and the shorter the time of engagement. 

All types of computers make one ma,iol' 
assumption, namely, that the target will 
continue to fly, during the time of flig'ht 
of the shell, the same course as it did dur
ing the measurement of the rates, whether 
it be on a straight line or on a curve. Pre
diction of future position can be done as 
well in either case. All that is invohed 
for curve course prediction is the nd
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dition of second and third derivative 
terms to the basic equation of the target 
linear trajectory. The value of any pre
diction other than that based on a straight 
line course has not been proved fully yet, 
and there is no value to any prediction 
when the pilot flies a random course. Any 
hits, then, are due merely to chan~e. 

Control of the Weapon 
This final step of the defenses involves 

not only the correct pointing of the 
weapon, but also the explosion of the war
head at the optimum distance from the 
target. 

Emphasis, at the present time, is on 
complete automatic control. It has been 
found that, through no fault of his, the 
human operator ill slow, and that a human 
link is an important source of error when 
dealing with targets flying at speeds of 
400 to 600 miles an hour. 

The operator, therefore, has been re
placed in all modern instruments by auto
matic controls with the instantaneous elec-., 
trical transmission of data. At the gun,~ 
it is called remote control. Remote control, 
j" just a glorified name for an ordinary 
servo-motor. At the end of a transmission 
caule we receive electrically from the com
puter the required position of the gun, and 
With it we compare its actual position. If 
these positions are different, an error sig
nnl is passed through an amplifier and op
erates a motor which turns the gun in such 
a direction as to minimize the difference. 
This operation is done almost instantan
eOlIsly and repeated continuously so that 
th~ gun follows exactly the output of the 
c(,mputer. The motor merely does what 
the operator did before, but much faster. 
The mere fact thatifitting a gun with re
mllte power control certainly doubles and, 
in m~ny instances, triples its chances of 
hilting. 

We could go one step further and con
t\-"I the shell instead of the gun. 'We 
Wr,uld, in effect, reduce the time of flight 
to almost zero as we would continue to 

control the projectile until it practically 
hits the target. The possibilities of this 
system are such that most countries today 
are spending millions of dollars for re
search and development in the field of 
guided missiles. 

As soon as a guided missile becomes op
erational, or, even more, concurrently with 
its development, we complete the cycle' of 

'antiaircraft development. However, the 
solution is far from being final. The onus 
will be switched back to warning and com
putation, which will become the major' 
sources of trouble and require major re
design to be able to compete with the ad-. 
vances made in the projectile efficacy. 

The last problem in the control of the 
weapon is the detonation of the warhead 
at the optimum distance. Until the intro
duction of reliable fuzes, there were few 
advantages in increasing the muzzle ve
locity of antiaircraft guns. The old me
chanical and powder time fuzes were the 
sources of errors as great as 200 feet at 
the target when the shell was fired with a 
velocity of some 2,500 feet a second. As 
the error of time fuze is measured in terms 
of fractions of a second, it is obvious that 
for a given fuze and a given error the 
higher the velocity of the shell, the greater 
will be the miss distance. The situation 
was changed completely with the intro
duction of pToximity fuzes, which are 
rightly considered as the second major dis
covery of the last war, the first one being 
the atom bomb. By bursting consistently 
at the right distance from the target, the 
proximity fuze quadruples the effective
ness of antiaircraft fire. 

Conclusion 
One of the most significant developments 

in the technique of warfare today has been 
the employment of a larger number of 
aircraft, both of the piloted and the pilot
less types. Consequently, any protective 
system of the future must be flexible 
enough, to cope with a large variety of tar
gets at the same time. Increased speed of 
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targets requires rapid and accurate de
cision at a central control point, and a re
duction of the time of preparation before 
opening fire. All essential data, therefore, 
-should be assembled in convenient form 
for observation. Search coverage should be 
complete and rapid so that no target can 
come over the defense area without de
tection in time to be engaged. A corollary 
of this statement is that search should be 
independent of the tracking phase, thereby 
requiring at least two radar sets. 

Due to the increased speed of the tar
gets, data smoothing circuits should per
mit the computer to furnish to the guns 
accurate firing data in the shortest possi
ble time. The computer also should be 

capable of providing curvi-linear predic
tion. However, in the light of massive 
formations and of the high speeds foresee
able in the future, the maneuverability of 
the airplanes will be r!pduced considerably 
and provision for liir~e radii of cUl;vature 
only shOUld be sufficient. 

Finally, to reduce the numbh of weap
ons deployed, their range should be in
creased considerably, together with their 
accuracy. We have been told of the wide 
possibilities offered to us by guided mis
siles in increased accuracy. Fortunately, 
they also are susceptible of very long 
ranges compared with guns. Let us hope 
that they will be the answer to the super
sonic, high-altitude bomber. 

Does Mountainous Terrain Favor 

Offensive or Defensive Operations? 


Translated and digested by the MILITARY REVIEW from an article by 
Lieutenant Colonel E. M. Joaquin Calvo Es("anero in HEjercito" (Spain) November 1950. 

ALL of us know that mountainous ter
rain exercises a great influence upon the 
conduct of military operations. However, 
it is important to determine which it fa
vors more-the defense or the offense; or 
whether it makes the task of the defense 
greater than that of the offense. 

Clausewitz, in his book On War, devotes 
three long chapters to "Defense of Moun
tains," and, while upholding the defensive 
throughout the entire book, justifies the 
treatment that he gives this portion 
of the subject.by stating: 

The influence of mountain range:" on the con~ 
duct of war is very great; the SUbJect, therefore. 
is very important for theory. As this influence 
introduees into action n retarding principle. it 
be1ong~ first of all to the defensive. We shall, 
therefore. treat it here without continfjng our
selves to the narrower conception a" d(>.fe-n,se of 
mountain::;. As we shall discover in our consideration 
of the subject results which run counter to general 
opinion in many points. we shall be obliged to en
ter into a rather elaborate analysis of it. 

Further on, in his second chapter on 
the subject, he states: 

'\\-'e ha\e shown in the preceding chapter how 
little favorable mountainolls ground is to the de
fensive in a decisit'c bartle, and. con:;equently. 
how much it favors the as:.aiIent. This runs exactly 
counter to common opinion: but then. how many 
thing., there are which common opinion confu~e". 
how little does it draw distinctions between thing\) 
which are of the mo~t opposite nature! From the 
extraordinary resistance which small subordinate 
bodies of troops may offer in a mountainous 
country, t'ommon opinion gets the impre~sion that 
all defen~e is extremely strong, and is astonishe,l 
when anyone denies this great strength in thp 
case of the greatest act of all defens€'. the defen
~ive battle.... 

For a more up-to-date OpinIOn, we call 
quote from the Instructions of thp SaviN 
ArlllY, based on World War II experience" 
which state: "Mountainous terrain givl" 
the attacker the definite superiority over 
the defender." 

Even during our War of Liberation have 
we not said, or at least heard our com

http:subject.by
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panions say, that it was preferable to ad military operations conducted therein, in

vance over mountainous terrain instead <>f dividual characteristics. 

doing so through valleys or open terrain1 


As differentiated by Clausewitz, the Offensive Action in Mountains 
problem h~s two aspects: the local-fight- In discussing the supposed difficulties 

Infantrymen of the 24th Division moving forward up a mountain trail prior to taking up 
a new position overlooking the Han mver in Korea.-Department of Defense photo. 

Il1g in mountains-and the over-all 
d,·fensive battle. However, we will deal 
only with the first (or local) aspect-fight
h,g in mountains. 

Although clarification may not be nec
r·,ary, we must admit that the mountains 
\I hich we are discussing are the type 
n:·)untains with which we are familial', 
namely, the Pyrenees. As one writer 
51 ates, "One must not confuse a mountain 
\lth a mountain." While it is true that all 
m,)untainous regions have the same gen
e1 al characteristics, such characteristics 
v.. ry, thereby giving each region, and the 

presented by offensive operations in moun
tains, Clausewitz states: 

When a column. windill~ like a serpent, toils its 
way throug-h narrow ravines up to the top of a 
mountain. and passes over it at a snail's pace, 
when artillery- and transport·drivers. with oaths 
and shout~. flog their overdriven horses through 
the rugged narrow roads, when each brokE'n wagon 
has to be gotten out of the way with indescribable 
trouble. while all those behind are detained, cursing 
and blaspheming. everyone then thinks to himself: 
"Now, if the enemy came up with but a few 
hundred men he might scatter the whole lot." 
From this has originated the expression used by 
historical writers when they describe a narrow 
pa~s as a place where u a handful of men could 
keep a whole army in check." At the same time, 
everyone who has had any experience in war knows, 
or ought to know, that such a march through 
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mountains has little or nothing in common with 
the atta~k ~n them, and thjRt. therefore, to infer 
from litis difficulty that the difficulty of attacking 
them must be much greatel; still is a false con.. 
clusion. 

Difficulties to Overcome 
An attack in the mountains must over

come many difficulties: 
1. The problem of ammunition supply, 

which requires good handling of the ex
isting supply. 

2. The decrease in the tempo of the op
erations, which requires an increase in 
the volume and time qf supporting fires. 

3. The problem of }lhysical endurance, 
which is presented by the steep slopes 
which the attacking forces must climb. 

4. The necessity of bringing heavy 
weapons along with the attacking forces 
in order to repulse counterattacks. ' 

5. The problem of disorder among the 
forces, in the event that the attack is un
successful and the troops are forced to 
flee down the sides of the mountains. 

Advantages to Attacking Forces 
Nevertheless, the attack also enjoys 

many advantages. Aside from the over-all 
and very important one that includes hav
ing the initiative and superior morale 
_which acc,.9mpanies an attack, we can list 
some of the more outstanding ones, 
namely: 

1. The large sheltering masses permit 
the concentration of strength with the 
necessary secrecy for achieving tactical 
surprise. 

2. The irregular distribution of the 
forces in the defensive deployment in the 
mountains permits the attacking force to 
choose an unprotected point for the attack 
and the subsequent maneuver on the en
emy's supply lines. 

3. The great ¥,}'egularities permit the 
flat trajectory su'pporting weapons to fire 
above the advancing troops. 

4. The general numerical inferiority of 
defense forces, and the great number of 
obstacles which limit the field of fire for 

flat trajectory weapons, prevent an or
ganized continuous barrage. 

It is true that the sheltering masses 
limit the observation and permit troop 
movements during daylight without detec
tion, with the possible exception of aerial 
observation. However, because of the vege
tation and the shadows cast by the 
obstacles, aerial observation will have a 
difficult task detecting troops if they are 
moving off the roads. 

The second advantage is a definite as
set in exploiting the battle. By cutting 
the enemy's supply lines, the other objec
tives fall like ripened fruit. The Instruc
tions of the Soviet Army, referred to be
fore, state that the fundamental form for 
mountain attacks is to "outline and 
surround deeply the defensive positions 
taking advantage of the least defended 
points for advancing and progressing 
rapidly toward the communications and 
the enemy -rearguard." Normally, when an 
offensive operation in the mountain suc
ceeds, it brings about far greater results 
than in any other terrain. The action upon 
the lines of communications is so decisive 
that it brings about surrenders difficult to 
accomplish in ordinary terrain where there 
are numerous roads along which to 
withdraw. 

As to the advantages listed above, the 
last is the one which has influenced many 
in the advantages offered attacking forces 
in mountainous terrain. In the mountains. 
rarely will we find the same density of 
defense forces as in flat terrain. In all 
armies, when dealing with operations ill 
mountains, the regulations assign to t1: 
units defensive fronts many times wider 
than in flat terrain. If, to this scarce 
density of forces, we add the large num
ber of obstacles which limit the fields of 
fire, we will understand the difficulty of 
the defense in organizing its firing plam. 

Defensive Action in Mountains 
In listing some of the disadvantages of 

attacking in mountains, we have citet1 
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some of the advantages of the defense. 
The problem of ammunition supply will 
not be as difficult for the defense forces 
to overcome provided they have sufficient 
time to organize ammunition dumps in the 
positions. In addition, the possibility of 
launching a successful counterattack on 
the exhausted troops climbing up to the 
defense positions is a valuable advantage. 
However, this is not all. It is true that 
the enemy can pour forces, under cover, 
into a sector on the front and launch an 
attack at a time unexpected by the defense. 
However, what results can this surprise 
have? While a surprise of this type can 
achieve a break-through so as to exploit 
with armored forces on fiat terrain, in the 
mountains it can achieve very little. If the 
defense is organized in depth, such surprise 
can have no more effect than a successful 
enemy raid. 

In discussing the factor of surprise, it 
might be well to mention that exploitation 

'never was reserved solely for the attacker. 
Defense forces also can employ the factor 
of surprise in exploiting a battle, because, 
generally, they know the terrain better 
than the attacking forces. 

The attacking forces can surprise the 
defense forces as to the time and place of 
an attack, but, once the attack has been set 
in motion, the factor of surprise favors 
the defense forces. The defense forces can 
surprise the attacking forces through the 
po~itioning of their weapons, with false 
al'tivities to confuse the situation, with 
alllbushes and counterattacks, and other 
tricks which belong to the force which 
hows the terrain over which it is fighting. 
\y .. see, therefore, how the advantage of 
sUI'prise, which was credited to the attack
in; force, is transferred to the defending 
fo, ee. We can state that the surprise 
fa. tor. in all of its importance, frankly 
fa···ors the defense force in the mountains. 

·.Vith all that we have said in favor of 
d~:Qnsive action in the mountains, we have 
no' mentioned yet the two advantages 

which, in our opmllln, appear most im
portant, namely: 

1. The influence exerted by the moun
tains on the equipment to be employed. 

2. The influence of mountainous terrain 
on the number of troops employed. 

Mountainous terrain tends to break for
mations and determine the equipment to be 

United Nations' troops in Korea advancing 
up a mountain during a recent operation. 

employed. Actually, mountainous terrain 
is like a screen of fine mesh, which per
mits only certain equipment to be used. 
Truck formations and mechanized equip
ment, in general, play only a minor role. 
Because of the lack of roads in this type 
of terrain, the use of artillery and other 
supporting weapons, especially III any 
large numbers, is limited. For this same 
reason. supply lines are extended, and. 
supply and resupply become a serious 
problem. 

Conclusion 
After discussing th~ advantages and 

disadvantages of both offensive and 'de
fensive operations in mountainous terrain, 
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I believe that we ean state definitely that 
mountainous terrain favors the defense 
from the local aspect. Clausewitz recog
nized the value of mountainous terrain in 
defensive operations. And, today, the par
tial elimination of the tank from opera
tions in mountainous terrain would have 
strengthened his opinion. By comparing 
the advantages offered to defensive and 
offensive forces in mountainous terrain, 
the defense is able to maintain the ad
vantage because: 

1. The initial tactical surprise available 

to the attacking force is transferred 
quickly to the defending force. 

2. The defending force is able to exploit 
the situation, using the factor of surprise, 
because it has a better knowledge of the 
tel'l'ain. 

3. The defending force is more than 
able to compensate j:or its difficulties in 
organizing fire plans by having the ad
vantage of movement. 

4. The defense is better able to achieve 
its principal objective: the destruction of 
the attacking force. 

The Raid on Bruneval 

Digel'.ted by the MILITARY REVIEW from an article by 

Rear Admiral H. E. Horan in "The ~avy" (Great Britain) March 1951. 


WHDI war broke out in September 
1939, the Germans were by no means as 
far advanced as we were in the arts of 
radio location and direction. However, 
they goon learned the value of these and, 
with their usual thoroughness, began in
venting and perfecting them. In Volume II 
of The 8('('011(/ lI'ol'ld lI'u/', :\11'. Winston 
Churchill has .levoted a chapter to what 
he calls "The 'Vizard 'Val'," which traces 
the deVl'lopments in the location and direc
tion of aircraft. It makes most interest
ing and, in plaees, amusing reading. 

As the result of most daring and care
ful reconnaissance toward the end of 
IH41, it was established that one of the 
most modern of the German installations 
was situated on a eliff close to the vil
lage of Bruneval, about 12 miles north 
of Le Havre. 

It was decided not only to put this sta
tion out of action, but also to bring away 
the gear contained therein so that it 
could be studied by our experts engaged 
in the design and production of the ap
paratus on our side of the Channel. 

This entailed a neat and intricate op
eration in which all three services would 
have to take part. In consequence, the 
matter was turned over to Combined Op
erations Headquarters. Here, under Com
modore Lord Louis Mountbatten, was a 
small staff composed of members of all 
three services. Their business was not only 
to develop the technique and material re
quired for this hitherto neglected form of 
warfare, but also to plan small operatiom 
or raids on the enemy coast involving all 
the services. 

Intelligence 
The situation as it appeared to tl1<' 

planners was as follows: 
The installation was sited in a small 

hut at the top of a steep cliff about flO 
yards west of an isolated house. In th,' 
latter, the guard for the hut was quartered. 

About 300 yards to the east of the hou,l' 
was a large building known as La Prcsh~'
tere which housed the troops which 
manned the defenses. 

The latter consis~ed of about 15 ma
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chine-gun posts and pillboxes, some of 
which faced to seaward, which commanded 
a small beach some 500 yards to the south
west of the radio station. 

In addition, a regiment of infantry.was 
located in the vicinity of the installation 
and, a few miles farther inland, there was 
a battalion equipped with armore\i. cars. 

The entire district also was under the 
protection of the day and night fighters 
of the Luftwaffe. 

To use the words of one of the staff, 
"It appeared to be a veritable hornet's 
ne-st/' 

Objective 
The objective of the operation was to 

get the entire installation to England in
tact as quickly as possible. This was, of 
course, much more difficult than merely to 
destroy it. 

The Plan 
The plan eventually decided on was to 

take the position from the landward side 
using parachute troops, and then to em
bark the entire force from the small bit 
of beach already referred to in this article. 

The reason for this is obvious. In an 
assault from the sea, surprise would have 
been lost, anti, even if the attackers over
came the defenses, the enemy would have 
had time to destroy the installation. Also, 
the German reinforcements might arrive 
ill time to put the entire landing party 
"in the bag." 

To assist in the element of surprise, 
u bombing raid was arrang.ed farther up 
tl'e coast which it was hoped would draw 
011' the Luftwaffe and allow our troop
''',rrying planes a clean run in .. 

To make the "get away," a number of 
knding cmft were to be tl'anspo!'!!'!' 
n. l'OSS the Channel in an infantry assault 
g:.ip·which then was to return to England 
I, .lYing the landing craft to make their 
O\'n way back. 

As most of the return journey would, 
0 1 necessity, have to be in daylight, the 

Royal Air Force provided fighters for 
their protection. 

Faetors To Consider 
As described above, the plan seems the 

essence ,of simplicity, but there were other 
important factors which take a hand in 
any form of combined operation. 

First, there is the weather. To make 
sure of the correct dropping of the para
troops and, at the same time, enable them 
to be embarked, the weather had to be fine 
and calm. 

Next, there came the question of light. 
The job obviously had to be done at night, 
so the moon had to be used for illuminat
ing the dropping area. This, of course, 
was not what those who operated the as
sault ship or the landing craft wanted. AS 
in all these combined affairs, a compromise 
had to be accepted. This, of course, tied 
down the date of the operation within a 
very limited time. To limit this tim'e fur
ther, the embarkation had to take place 
on a rising tide. This concentration of 
circumstances was expected to occur dur
ing the last week in February. 

Preparation 
Toward the end of January, the opera

tion was approved and scheduled. First 
and foremost, from most careful air re
connaissance, models and large-scale maps 
were made which were used to acquaint 
the participating personnel with the lay
outlof the operation area. 

Then followed detailed training of the . 
troops with ·"mock-ups." This was to en
sure that those taking part would be able 
to fecI their way in the dark. 

Finally, as it was most important that 
the installation be brought away intact, 
or, if this were impossible, everything 
about it be known, some of the scientific 
"back-room boys" had to be in the raiding 
party. These latter were duly trained in 
parachute jumping and joined the force. 

All through February, rehearsals took 

http:arrang.ed
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place and everything was ready by the 
last week of the month. 

Execution 
After a delay of a few days on account 

of the weather, the forecast for the night 
of 27-28 February seemed to fulfill all 
requirements. 

At dusk that evening, the Prince Albe)-t, 
the infantry assault'ship, sailed with her 
landing craft embarked. Escorting her 
was the 14th Flotilla of motor gunboats 
with a small detachment of soldiers to 
cover the embarkation of the paratroops. 

After an uneventful passage, the land
ing craft were dropped at their appointed 
place and made their way in to shore. The 
weather conditions were perfect. 

.The paratroops started much later, and 
found no opposition from the Luff1mffe 
on their passage due to the diversion 
which had been quite successful. Thus, 
at midnight, right on time, the paratroops 
"jumped" and found themselves in ex
actly the right place. 

They assembled and moved off, on the 
double, to their objectives. 

The isolated house was disposed of 
quickly. Only one man was found inside. 
On the way to the hut with the installa
tion in it, the raiders had to dispose of 
the guard. This was done with grenades 

and was a noisy business. The commotion 
awakened the garrison in La Presbytere 
who opened fire. 

The raiders assembled to defend the 
.demolition party which was working in 
the hut. It ,:,,' not take them long to 
complete thei. work. But now the alarm 
had been given and our party found itself 
under fire from machine guns. 

Now the withdrawal to the beach had to 
be undertaken. The party detailed to cap
ture the beach was a little late. but soon 
it reported that it was safe for the troops 
with their precious burden to embark. 
This was done without further incident, 
and the landing craft, with the gunboats 
in support, set off for England. 

The return voyage was uneventful, al
though at daylight the flotilla was only 
15 miles from the French coast. During 
the forenoon, the entire installation was 
delivered safely to the Air Ministry. 

The objeetive had been achieved. 
An interesting side-light on the whole 

performance was that while the landing 
craft were waiting off the beach to em
bark the returning troops, two German 
destroyers with a couple of lOR" boats 
passed within a mile and were seen by 
many anxious eyes. Luckily, they took 
no action. Had they done so, the entire 
"show" would have been spoiled. 
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The Artillery Attack and the German Defeat 
on the Eastern Front 

Translated and digested by the MILITARY REVIEW from an article by 
Colonel Pietro Mellano in "Rivista Militareu (Italy) January 1951. 

We are bringing this article to the 
attention of ollr readers, not only be
cause of its intel'1'8t, b1lt also becau8e 
()f its 1'eiation8hip to a pI'eviou8 di
ge8t, "The Artillery Attack," which 
appeal'ed on page 80 oj' the il1ay 1951 
issue of the MILITARY REVIEw,-The 
Edito)" 

THE author of "The Artillery Attack," 
after emphasizing the importance given 
by the Soviets to the employment of pow
crful masses of at'tillery (an employment 
d~signated as the "artillery attack"), con
cludes: "The Soviets attribute the Gel'
man defeat, which began with the Battle 
of :Woscow and the retaking of Stalingrad, 
to the indisputable superiority of the 
SIlviet artillery." 

The author tries to show that in the 
eurly phases of the last war, the pre
dominant roles were played by armor and 
ail' forces, and that in the succeeding 
phase, the traditional predominance of 
the infantry and artillery was restored, 
wah an opportune adaptation of the 
llwthods and means of the two arms. 

Such statements no doubt caused the 
'I·ader to wonder about the accuracy of 
th .. author's observations and conclusions. 

Many Factors Contributed 
[t will not be difficult, I believe, tD 

sh"w that the German defeat on the 
E,jstern front was due to a combination 
of factors much more complex than the 
su leriority of the Soviet artillery. To 
st,.te that the Soviet artillery was re
sp'lI1sible for the German defeat would 
be analogous with the assertion that the 
Jalanese defeat and surrender were due 
so' .'Iy to the atom bombs dropped on 
H'''oshima and Nagasaki, a statement 

which would be equally unfounded. Such 
statements tend to underestimate the form 
of modern warfare based on masses Df 
armored vehicles with the support of 
aviation, which we witnessed not only in 
the first phase of the last war, but also 
to its very end. 

The Soviets are unanimous in attribu
ting the brilliant victory of their Army 
to the definite superiority of its artillery. 
However, such an assertion is too simple. 

There were many factors which COI1

tributed to the defeat of the German 
Army, and the part played by the Soviet 
artillery, though great, cannot, I insist. 
be evaluated more highly than that played 
by the mass employment of the powerful 
T-.14 ta~ks, the modem fighter planes, 
or, perhaps even mOl'e important, the 
part played by the traditional "General 
Winter," that valuable ally of the So
viet soldier in the defense of his na,tive 
soil. 

Barbarossa Plan Faulty 
For the sake of brevity, I shall pass 

over the errors of strategic conception 
of the German attack on the Eastern 
front, confining myself to illustrating 
that the Bal'baro8sa plan of war against 
the Soviet Union contained, in itself, the 
germs of defeat for the following reasons: 

1. An underestimation of the efficiency 
and capacity of the Soviet Army, as 
well as the- solidity and stability of the 
Soviet Government. 

2. The unfounded optimism regarding 
the possibility of renewing the victorious 
blitzktieg of Poland, Belgium, and France 
in the vast Russian expanses. The Ger
mans apparently did not take into con
sideration the immense Russian steppe 
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with its scarcity of communications, as 
wen as the reaction of the enemy, which 
woul~ operate as a brake on the tempo 
of the advance of the armored divisions 
until winter came as an insurmountable 
antitank obstacle. 

3. The initial delay of the operation 
due to the erroneous general ideas rela
tive to the strength of the Soviets and 
the time necessary to bring about their 
defeat. Operation Ba)'ba)'ossa was started 
at least a month late; the date of the 
attack being made, ,to correspond to the 
anniversary of thei entrance of the Na
poleonic Army into i Russia in 1812. 

. C I.E rrors III oncephon and Execution 

However, if the errors of conception 
were great, those of execution had, in 
their turn, a decisive part in creating 
the seeds of defeat. The' conduct of this 
operation teemed with errors and un
certainties. Hitler's meddling, opposition, 
and fanaticism exerted their influence and 
negated the initiative and faculty for 
decision on the part of the responsible 
commanders and their staffs. 

The great offensive of the summer of 
1941, which had the capture of Moscow 
as its objective, allowed itself to be di
verted, by successes in the Ukraine. This 
shifted its center of gravity and caused 
a fatal delay in taking' the Soviet capital, 
a delay which provided the Soviets with 
ample time to organize the defenses of the 
city and tb bring large forces from the 
Far East. 

The battle of Moscow, in November and 
December 1941, marked the first important 
set-back for the powerful German war 
machinE', and resulted in the failure to 
take the most important strategic ob
jective of the campaign. In the pre
ceding disastrous defeats at Bialystok, 
Smolensk, Uman, Gomel, Kiev, and Wi
asma, the Soviet losses had been great, and 
included the loss of at least 15,000 ar
tillery pieces. 

The battle of Moscow, which had its 
conclusion in the great Soviet counter
offensive of December, was decided es
sentially: 

1. By the arrival of the severe Rus
sian winter, which exhausted the offen
sive impetus of the pincer movement to 
encircle the Soviet capital. 

2. By the flood of reinforcements added 
to General Zhukov's forces defending 
:Moscow. Most of these reinforcements 
came from Siberia and were particularly 
fitted and equipped for fighting on the 
winter steppe. On the other hand, the 
tanks of General Guderian's armored 
army remained immobilized in the ice 
and snow, and the German troops were 
not equipped for winter warfare. 

3. By the tenacity and the resistance 
of the defenders of Moscow. 

A year later, Stalingrad saw the de
cisive turn in the development of the 
war on the Eastern front. However, it 
is not possible, in my opinion, to attribute 
this success to the part played by the 
Soviet artillery. The victory at Stalin
grad may be defined as the result of an 
erroneous strategic maneuver and of an 
equally erroneous tactical conduct on the 
part of the Germans. On the other hand, 
it is a classical example of a brilliant 
Soviet countermaneuver based primarily 
on the mass action of armored and motor
ized units. 

The German strategic error resultpd 
through divergent action toward the Cau
casus, where their forces encountered the 
Soviets concentrating at the Don, the 
Volga, and Stalingrad, awaiting the ur
rival of their ally "General Winter" to 
unleash their counteroffensive. 

The tactical error is represented ill 

the launching of a frontal attack to 

capture Stalingrad, particularl~' when the 
primary role was assigned to armo1'.'d 
and motorized formations. Thus, th·y 
encountered an uninterrupted succession 
of houses and buildings which constitut<-d 
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a formidable antitank obstacle, with 
al10ther powerful obstacle-the Volga
directly behind the city. 

Hitler, in his incompetence and pre
sumption, refused to admit the erroneous 
conduct of the battle. Thus, the Gel"
mans continued the operation until their 
troops were exhausted and the ~oviets 

were able to encircle and destroy them. 
This example of the "Cannae" type of 

maneuver, conducted by the Soviets with 
blitzk!'ieg means and at blitzk!'icg speed, 
eliminated the myth of German invinci
bility. After Stalingrad, the initiative of 
operations on the Eastern front passed 
into the hands of the Soviets. 

In the two great battles of Kursk and 
Orel, the employn~nt of Soviet artillery 
was imposing, but the principal factors 
of success were the Soviet tanks and 
close-support aviation. 

At the beginning of 1944, the Soviet 
forces were strung out from Leningrad 
to the lower Dnieper. By the end of the 
same year, they had invaded Rumania, 
Hungary, and Poland, and their advance 
guard was treading the soil of East 
Plussia. This advance, during 1944, 
reached a depth of more than 680 miles. 

How is this collapse of the German 
Allny to be explained? 

rertainly, it was not the superiority 
of the Soviet artillery alone that brought 
aLnut the defeat of the German Army. 
It was an important faetor, but its em
pl"yment was designed primarily to open 
th, way for armored and motorized for· 
mtltions. 

fhis procedure was true in the battle 
of Leningrad; in the drive into the 
Cl'mea and in the attack of Sevastopol; 
in the offensive against the Finns on 
th, Karelian Isthmus; in the break
th'ough of the Jassi-Kichenev salient 
(g .. teway to Rumania); and in the offen
sh . against the tundra launched in the 
db ·ction of Petsamo. 

Soviets Used Blitzkrieg Tadics 

However, the one idea that needs to 
be emphasized is that the general Soviet 
offensive of 1944 had all the character
istics of the German blitzkl-ieg of 1941, 
and was facilitated by the following con
ditions: 

1. The grave error of the German High 
Command (or, better, of Hitler) in not 
falling back, from the Crimea and the 
entire southern sector in order to ob
tain a shorter front and achieve economy 
of force. 

2. The rapid decline of the Luftwaffe 
on the Eastern front, due to the necessity 
for meeting the requirements of the 
second front in the West and of the de
fense of Germany which was being sub
jected to powerful Anglo-American at
tacks. 

3. The enormous increase of manpower 
and materiel in the Soviet Army, as 
well as in the close-support air forces. 

All these conditions provided the So
viets with the maximum possibilities for 
success. 

The, Soviets had learned the art of 
blitz warfare from the Germans, and had 
put it into effect with continuity and 
preCISIOn from the summer of 1943 
(Kursk and Orel) until the final victory 
in the heart of Germany. ' 

The tactical procedures were still the 
same: artillery -and close-support aviation 
preparations, followed by infantry-tank 
attacks, and exploited by armored and 
motorized forces. 

Only with speed and this type of war
fare was it possible for the Soviet Army 
to effect the spectacular advances of 1944 
and the annihilation of the major German 
forces on the Eastern front. 

Artillery Employed Effectively 
A principal merit of the Soviets, in 

my opinion, was the employment of artil
lery in such a way as to ensure, together 
with the effective and simultaneous sup
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port of their air forces, the continuity 
of the action of the infantry and ar
mored forces during the advance into the 
depths of the enemy positions. 

This was effected by means of: 
1. Infantry control over the artillery 

during the attack phase. 
2. The employment of special "support 

groupings" within the framework of the 
divisions to reinforce the actions of the 
artillery weapons operating with the in
fantry. 

3. The employment of other groupings 
within the framework of the army corps 
to provide mobile barrages on the second
ary objectives of the attacking forces. 

4. The employment of other groupings 
within the framework of the field army 

. to provide counterbattery and long-range 
interdiction fires. 

Procedures of this type naturally re
quired an abundance of materiel, which 
could only be assured after 1943 when 

the enormous flow of Allied supplies was 
added to ever increasing Soviet war pro
duction. 

At the beginning of 1945, the German 
war machine was broken and the Soviet 
tide was uncontainable. 

It is unnecessary, therefore, in my 
opinion, to speak of the "Battle of Ber
lin" with its formidable "artillery attack" 
finale, based on the action of 22,000 So
viet guns. It was merely the fire, indicative 
of final joy, which sealed the triumph of 
the Soviet Army over the already defeated 
German Army. 

I believe, therefore, that I have suc
ceeded in proving that the credit be
stowed on the Soviet artillery in the de
feat of Germany is not supported by 
history. There is no doubt, however, that 
the skillful and massed employment of 
the Soviet artillery was one of the im
portant factors contributing to the success 
of the Red Army. 

\ ' \ 

Tactics in Malaya ,1,1 

Digested by the MILITARY REVIEW from an article by Major 
J. L. Hillard in UThe Army Quarterly" (Great Britain) April 1951. 

THE emergency in Malaya now has 
lasted for more than 2 16 years, and, ac
cording to various authorities, it is not 
li~el~' to end in the near future. In 
view of this situation, it seems appro
priate to re-examine some of the basic 
strategy and tactics of the campaign in 
relation to the general principles of war. 
Such a re-examination is difficult for 
authorities on the spot. They become 
immersed in detail, which tends to con
fuse the essentials of the problem. Ow
ing to the nature of human psychology, 
they tend to think within a certain frame
work of assumptions-assumptions which 

may have a bearing on the lack of succe,s 
in the campaign. 

New Analysis Required 

A distinguished linguist once said that 
the best way to learn a new language is 
to forget all the previous ones that ha \'e 
been learned. It is equally true that the 
re-examination of a problem calls for the 
most searching qualities of mind if it IS 

not to be merely a reiteration of a pn'h
lem. In practice, such a re-examinatioll 
often is best achieved by ensuring that 
it is done by a fresh mind, new to the 
problem. The purpose of this article, 
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therefore. is to attempt such a fresh and 
unprejudiced review of the problem in 
its simplest and most essential terms. 

The first action in any military proh
lem is to tabulate the factors affecting 
the attainment of the objective. In guer
rilla operations, such as those taking 
place in Malaya. two of the most important 
factors always are the nature· of the 
country and the attitude of the local 
population. 

Nature of the Country 
Malaya is approximately the size of 

England and Wales. For the most part. 
it is covered with dense jungle and has 
considerable areas of swamp. It has 
very limited communications-road. rail, 
and signal-so that many parts of the 
country normally are never visited ex
cept possibly by aborigines. Much of the 
country is uninhabited and unadmin
istered. 

Attitude of the Population 

The attitude of the local population 
must be considered under two cate
iwries-Chinese and non-Chinese. That of 
thl' non-Chinese is generally and basically 
pro-Government. Willingness to give sup
port to the Government alone. however, 
i~ not sufficient. The flesh also must be 
strong. and, in Malaya, the ability of 
the> pro-Government section of the popu-' 
lation to give support is limited largely 
by the inability of the Government to 
give adequate support and protection to 
it, well-wishers. 

The attitude of the Chinese section of 
the population is harder to explain. 
;o..r,·arly all, whatever their real wishes. 
naturally want to be on the winning side, 
and. in the present situation, are, there
fOJ e, reluctant to show their hand. Force 
of circumstances compels many to com
prpmise their idealism, whatever its type, 
wit h practical realism. The net re
sult of this attitude may be summed up 
as follows: The attitude of the Chinese 

section of the population varies between 
support to the guerrillas (forced or vol
untary), apathy, and support to the 
Government. As regards the proportions 
of these three attitudes, there is little doubt 
that the guerrillas receive much more 
support from the population than the 
Government. Moreover, that received by 
the guerrillas is more than adequate for 
the conduct of their operations. 

Summing' up the combined effect of the 
conditions of the country and population, 
Malaya might be regarded as almost a 
guerrillas' paradise. In contrast to the 
Government forces, the guerrillas receive j 
more support from the local population, 
have better information, know the terrain 
better, and are better able to live off, and 
move in, the country. 

Strength of the Forces 
Relative strength always is an inte

gral part of any military appreciation, 
and the relative disparity of strength be
tween the Government and guerrilla forces 
might appear, at first sight, to be the 
next outstanding fact in the present sit
uation in Malaya. 

The guerrillas have to use few, if any. 
of their forces on protective duties, and 
so can employ almost their entire strength 
in an offensive role. On the other hand, 
the Government forces have to protect 
the entire population of Malaya-less the 
guerrillas and their supporters-a popu
lation of approximately 5 million people, 
whose distribution is not concentrated in 
a few large towns, but spread out in 
numerous small towns, villages, squatter 
areas, and estates. This is a task which 
is essential if the Government is to secure 
the help and support of the masses of the 
population, without which no power can 
remain in an alien country. The conse
quences of this are twofold. First, the 
Government forces available for a fully 
offensive role probably are only two or 
three times greater than the forces 
available to the guerrillas. Second, it is 
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impossible to be strong everywhere, so 
that the Government forces are, of neces
sity, split up into numerous small parties 
against which the guerrillas, having', as 
the aggressors, the local initiative, can 
concentrate superior strength. 

Organization, Equipment, and Resources 
There now remains to consider the 

fourth outgtanding factor in any ap
preciation of the present situation in 
Malaya, namely, the great superiority 
in organization, equipment, and resources 
of the Government forces. The problem, 
therefore, resolves into a consideration 
of how these advantages may be utilized 
to overcome the advantages of tbe guer
rillas, which have been noted above. The 
advantages of the Government forces are 
of no benefit unless they can be put to 
practical use, and the primary contention 
of this article is that these advantages 
are not being exploited. The Government 
forces are using tactics which bring them 
down to the level of the guerrillas, which 
results in their fighting guerrilla-type 
operations. For instance, a typical opera
tion in ;\lalaya is something along these 
lines. A report is received at the local 
headquarters that there is a base of ban
dits in the jungle near Y, approximately 
50 miles from the nearest road. Immed
iately, a' party is sent to contact the 
guerrillas and destroy them. The normal 
sequel is a long and exhausting march 
through the jungle lasting possibly a 
week, and, on arrival at Y, the occupation 
of a small deserted clearing in the jun
gle. In more fortunate and unusual cir
cumstances, contact with the guerrillas 
may be achieved, in which case probably 
a short small-arms engagement takes 
place between a few personnel of each 
side, resulting in one or two casualties 
before the guerrillas retire. The superi
ority of organization, equipment, and re
sources which the Government forces are 
able to bring against the guerrillas is al
most negligible, and, due to the necessity 

of dispersion of the Government forces 
for protective purposes to sustain civilian' 
morale, it is more than likely that the 
numerical superiority in such engage
ments is with the guerrillas rather than 
the Government forces-although the over
all numerical superiority of the latter is 
possibly twentyfold. 

Lack of Tactical Mobility 

In the preceding paragraph, it has 
been suggested that the basic problem 
in Malaya at the present time is that 
of finding a means whereby the Govern
ment superiority of organization, equip
ment, and resources may be exercised. 
What, up to the present time, has pre
vented the employment of this superiority? 
The answer is the lack of tactical mobility 
of the Government forces. Mobility is a 
very abstract concept and can, therefore, 
be achieved in numerous ways, but, here, 
mobility is considered solely in terms of 
the physical means of movement and their 
application to the problem of bringing 
the Government's superiority into play 
in Malaya against the guerrillas. 

The physical means of movement which 
now will be considered are the human 
being, air transportation, and mechanical 
transport. In considering the first means
the human being or, to be more specific, 
the mobility of the individual-it has been 
stated before that this will put the Govern
ment forces on the same level with the 
guerrillas, and it has been agreed, that 
this is the wrong approach. Air tran;
port is being used, and has been use,], 
in ;\'[alaya with great success in d'ropping 
supplies. This enhances the administratiw 
mobility, hence the tactical mobility, of 
the Government forces. However, thl' 
characteristics of air transport are such 
that it cannot be used to enhance short· 
range, tactical mobility-especially in the 
case of Malaya where airfields are fel'
and far between, and the employment vi 
parachutists is difficult. 

There remains the alternative of m('
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chanical transport. However, mechanical 
transport, like air transport, also requires 
a correlative condition for its effective 
utilization, namely, a well-developed road 
system, and Malaya does not have such 
a system. 

Summary 

The development of this article now 
has reached its climax, namely, the as
sertion that the primary solution to the 
~roblem in Malaya is the construction of 
]"oads. It is not maintained that the con
struction of roads alone will solve all 
the difficulties in Malaya, any more than 
anyone would maintain that the ignition 
of a spark is the only factor necessary 
to cause an explosion. The battle must be 
fought on the social, political, and eco
llomic fronts, as well as on the military 
f!"Ont. However, it is maintained that a 
policy of road construction is an essential 
eomponent of any solution of the present 
l\1alayan problem. Only in this way will 
the Government forces be enabled to en
hance their present numerical superiority 
O\'e1' the guerrillas sufficiently to allow 
them to carry out their protective respon
SIbilities, and, at the same time, have 
a large numerical superiority over them 
for offensive operations Similarly, only 
in this way will the Government forces be 
enabled to employ their superior technical 

resources against the guerrillas, to pene
trate their bases and hiding places, to 
concentrate quickly and with surprise and 
in superior numbers from all directions, 
and, finally, to bring the guerrillas to 
battle-the primary tactical problem in 
any antiguerrilla campaign. In short, this 
author recommends a policy of opening up 
ihe country to free access, rather than 
attempting to collect the popUlation into 
certain selected areas already opened up. 

A Lesson From History 
This solution is not novel. It was a 

cornerstone of the method employed by 
the Romans for the security of their 
empire. It had to be adopted on the north
west and northeast frontiers of India, 
and it is the writer's contention that it 
is not only an essential component of the 
short-term solution to the present problem 
in Malaya, but also the most important 
factor in any long-term solution of the 
internal security problem in that country. 

It is agreed that it is a very expensive 
answer, but recent reports from Malaya 
have stressed the need of opening up 
Illore of the country for political and 
economic reasons. It may, therefore, be 
possible to dovetail military requirements 
with these pvlitical and economic require
ments, and so render this solution easier 
of acceptance. 

If history has taught us anything, it is that aggression anywhere in the 

world is a threat to peace everywhere in the world. 

President Harry S. Truman 
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Combat Forces of the East Bloc 

Translated and digested by the MILITARY REVIEW from an article in 
UAllgemeine Schweizerische Militarzeitschriftu (Switzerland) January 19~1. 

Soviet Union possesses a peace~IE 
time army of 2,500,000 men, an air force 
of 550,000, and a navy of 250,000 men. 
To this combat fOTce can be added the 
troops of the MWD (Ministry of the In
terior), the MGB (Ministry of National 
Security), and the extensive militia or
ganizations. 

The 3-year period of military training 
begins at 19 years of age, with about 
750,000 men J'eceiving training each year, 

The ground forces are organized into 
army groups\ armies, and divisions. Ap
proximately 208 divisions have been iden
tified to date; 160 within the Soviet Union, 
and 48 outside of that country. (The geo
graphic locations of these divisions are 
shown on the accompanying chart.) 

Manpower Potential 

The Soviet Union's mobilization pro
gram is prepared to provide 300 combat 
divisions within 60 days after mobiliza
tion is started. With full mobilization, 
she can have 500 divisions (100 of which 
would be armored) in service. Altogether, 
25 million men can be armed and equipped 
with the materiel which the Soviet Union 
possesses at the present time. 

Division Strengths 
Combat strengths differ in the various 

types of Soviet divisions. The motorized' 
infantry division comprises 12,000 men; 
the armored division 13,000; the artillery 
division 9,000; the antiaircraft artillery 
division 6,000; and the airborne division 
5,000 to 7,000 men. 

Motorization is being increased steadily, 
but the Army is, in the main, still 
equipped with World War II type weapons. 
However, great strides have been made in 
improving signal communications and 
radar equipment. 

The Air Force, which is subordinate to 
the Army and the Navy, is divided into 
air armies, divisions, regiments, battalions. 
and squadrons. At the present time, 12 
air armies are known to be in operation. 
A change over to jet equipment CUl'

rently is being made, with the re-equip
ping almost completed in Eastern Ger
many, but not yet started in many other 
areas. 

SateJlite Forces 
In addition to her own forces, the 

Soviet Union controls the armed forces of 
hel' satellite states, which could be com
mitted in the event of a war. A glance at 
the accompanying chart will illustrate the 
vast manpower potential available to the 
Soviet Union. 

At the present time, there are, west of 
the Soviet frontier, some 112 division,; 
(48 occupation divisions and 64 satellite 
divisions), equipped primarily with Soviet 
arms and equipment. In the event of wal'. 
the satellite armies, doubtless, can h<' 
doubled. Thus, added to the wartime po
tential of the Soviet Union, Communist 
forces would total some 628 divisions (1',
clusive of the forces of Communist China. 
North Korea, and other Communist-in
spired Asiatic countries). 

Forces Massing in Asia 

At the present time, there is anothl'!' 
great massing of forces taking place III 

Eastern Asia. Its backbone is the Siberian 
aTmy consisting of 40 divisions, induding 
10 airborne divisions and 4,500 planes. 
These troops, trained especially for winter 
warfare, are the best in the Soviet Union. 
Red China, another powerful force in 
Asia, has an army estimated at 200 diVi
sions. In addition, the numerous partisan 
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armies in Malaya, Indonesia, and Indo
China (as well as the reorganized North 
Korean Army) should not be forgotten. 

As the mere recounting of these facts 
indicates, another great communistic field 
of influence is in the making in Eastern 
Asia. Even though the great distances 
involved make it unlikely that, for ex

ample, Chinese forces will be employed 
in a war in Europe, their inexhaustible 
human reservoir is an element of great 
military strength. 

The massing together of such great 
bodies of troops in Europe and Eastern 
Asia will result in many crises in the 
times that lie ahead. 

The Soviet Union and Maritime Expansion 

Oigested by the MILITARY REVIEW from an article by 
J. \V. M. Pullen in "The Navy" (Great Britain) April 1951. 

"WHATEVER the charges leveled against 
the Soviet Union, never can it be said that 
the Russian rulers have been inconstant 
in their effort to expand by 'a. This 
policy, introduced by Peter the Great, has 
continued through the generations, until, 
finally, with Stalin, the Soviet Union 
seems likely to become a maritime menace. 

Stalin Has Drawn From History 

Stalin has said, "No wide-scale war 
could be waged without a navy." He is 
fortunate in being able to study the 
failures of other recent dictators and 
profit accordingly, for they forgot the 
old adage, "He that commands the sea 
controls the situation." Hence the build
up of the' Soviet Navy, for without com
mand of the sea world domination is im
possible. 

Bases an Essential Element 
Among the principal elements of sea 

power are bases from which to operate, 
and it is of interes.t to note that all the 
focal points of unrest are connected with 
the sea and warm water ports. The latter, 
the Soviet Union does not possess. There
fore, control of the Korean coast line is 
of major importance to her. All the more 
so when contemplating the river communi
cations of Siberia and the pattern of the 

Trans-Siberian Railway system. Vladi
vostock is but 750 miles from Tokyo. 
Prefabrication of submarines and recon
struction in Chinese ports should present 
no difficulty. Paralysis of Pacific shipping 
would result. 

Fren~h Indo-China, Burma, l\1alaya, 
Hong Kong, and Formosa are all part of 
the pattern of Soviet sea strategy in the 
Pacific. 

Oil and Warm Water Ports 
Recent Soviet overtures to Iran give 

cause for grave concern, for it is no secret 
that the Soviet mind visualizes the Per
sian Gulf as a fine venture. Not only 
would our shipping be menaced in that 
quarter, but also the supply of oil vital to 
both ourselves and the United States. 

Control of one shore of the Gulf by the 
Soviet Union would be a major disaster 
for the democracies. It would prove a 
tlireat to India, cut our communications 
in the Indian Ocean, and control the Gulf 
of Aden. Its effect would be to paralyze 
the Suez route. It must not be forgotten 
that Molotov, in 1940, requested from 
Hitler the Soviet right to expansion in 
the Persian area. Again, in 1945, at a 
conference with Western statesmen, the 
Soviet Union asked for the cession of 
Eritrea. The Soviet aim is clear. 

\ 
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An Eye on the Mediterranean 
In the Mediterran,ean sphere, both 

Greece and Turkey are in an unenviable 
position. Turkey is subjected to a nerve 
war, for she controls the outlet from the 
Black Sea to the Mediterranean. Trouble 
in Greece continues to be fostered' and, 
although it has been temporarily.checked, 
it flares up at intervals. Always the prize 
is Mediterranean bases. 

The latest Soviet move is to the north, 
for the islands of Dago and Oesel are 
being fortified. ContI'ol of the Baltic is 
essential to any laI'ge-scale operations 
against Britain, and this is no formidable 
task. Strategic mining can effectively 
stop any large movement of shipping there, 
and the Soviet Union' is an expert mine 
strategist. 

Naval Estimates 

By all accounts, there are 350 Soviet 
submarines, plus another 100 under con
struction. This, however, is not the target 
number, nor is it all of the Soviet naval 
craft, for she also is building surface 
slaps. These vessels will need cl'ews
news of good seamen. The average Soviet 
citizen hates the sea and, voluntarily, will 
have none of it. Yet, this should prove 
a "mall point to the Soviet rulers, for have 

they not the seamen of the Baltic coun
tries, plus the entire coast line of China 
to call upon? Few Western nations realize 
the immense Seaman potential that China 
can provide for there are thousands of 
Chinese who, from childhood, spend their 
lives handling craft on China's coast line 
and waterways. It is here that the Kremlin 
might be expected to look. A country 
whose national economy is bound up with 
forced labor would not hesitate to use the 
nationals of any Soviet-controlled state 
for service on Soviet ships. 

From the political color of t'he map, the 
Soviet Union has a clear passage through 
Europe, from the Baltic to the Aegean, 
and eastward to the Pacific. Witli a little 
effort, Soviet pressure might stabilize 
the shifting and uncertain politics of some 
European countries and result in the ad· 
dition of another Communist state. It 
"":ould be then no far cry to the full 
achievement of the Soviet sea expansion 
policy, for only those countries with a 
seaboard are still free. 

With warm water ports, together with 
the requisite seamen and shipbuilders, the 
greatest navy the world has ever known 
could come about. That is the pattern of 
Soviet maritime strategy. 

Just as the venders of inferior products must eventually withdraw to 
markets where they have a monopoly, the history of fanatical expansionist 
movements shows that they have eventually diminished in vigor and have 
had to retreat. In much the same way, I feel that communism will lose its 
aggressiveness. This· is our great hope; 'But until we can be assured that 
this has occurred, we cannot be assured of peace. 

General J. Lawtoll Collins 
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Reflections on Combat in Wooded Areas 

Translated and digested by the MILITARY REVIEW from an article by General 
'Valdemar Erfurth in UAllgemeine Sehweizerische Militarzeitschrift" (Switzerland) February 1951. 

THE influence of terrain and climate 
on the conduct of war is great, especially 
in the vast wooded zones of Eastern 
Europe. In the past, attempts by invading 
armies to push far to the East often have 
resulted in failure, leaving the attacker 
in a precarious situation. It is not only 
the vastness of the area that gives 
strength to the defenses of the Soviet 
Union, but, above all, the wooded areas, 
which make movements in these areas 
almost impossible. For this reason, the 
military doctrine of the past has advo
cated avoiding such areas. 

Clausewitz. in his book On W U)', stated: 

.•. When. as in RU':'>bia and Poland, a very 
large tlact of ('ountry is nearly E;>verywhere covered 
with forest. and the assailant has not the power 
of /Je-ttmg bE'yond it, his situation will be a very 
difficult one. We have only to think of the many 
diffi('ulties of supply with which he has to con
tpnd and how little he can do in the obscurity of 
the forl'l'>t to make hi~ ubiquitous adversary feel 
hjs superiority in numberf>. Certainly this is one 
(If the won,t <;itl!atinn~ in which the offensive can be 
pJaced. 

Breaking the Barriers 

Up to the time of World War r. Clause
witz's statement was recognized uni
versally as being correct. However, at 
that time, the situation began to change, 
lind now armies no longer attempt to avoid 
trackless and impassable terrain. 

They regan] neither terrain nor climate 
as barriers to military operations. 

~o general st!11ff of the eighteenth cen
tury would have envisaged operations 
north of the Arctic Circle in the wild€r
ness of Lapland and Karelia, or of under
taking a winter offensive in the interior of 
Russia, especially on the large scale re
quired by modern warfare. These areas, 
which formerly were avoided and into 
which only expeditions with special equip
ment dared to penetrate, are included, 
,yithout hesitation, in strategic planning 

today. Thus, European armies are fight
ing in the jungles of Malaya and Indo
China, and even the areas of Eastern 
Europe are regarded as eventual theaters 
of war in which invasion armies might 
have to operate. 

Effects of Climate and Terrain 

It is the purpose of this article to dis
cuss some of the problems presented by 
terrain and climate, and the demands that 
they make on military forces. An army 
command, which is unacquainted with or 
which underestimates the difficulties pre
sented by terrain and climate, will be in' 
danger of having its operations bog down 
or of incurring excessive casualties. This 
is what happened to the German Army of 
the East in the winter of 1941-42, when, 
without suitable winter clothing, with ex
cessive and too heavy vehicles. and ,,"ith 
weapons which were sensitive to' ('old 
weather, it was exposed to a severe Rus
sian winter without any provisions ha,"ing 
heen made for such conditions. 

Special Tactics Required 

The tactical rules which have developed 
as a result of combat in open terrain. ant! 
which are designed to fit the conditi"l1s 
found in those areas, are applicable, only 
in a limited way, in wooded areas. Tartlcs 
which are adapted to combat in wo..ds 
must take into account the lack of roa,ls 
and the limited visibility. The forests .lf 
Eastern Europe, for example, are often 
without roads or boundaries. The \V,,-t
ern or Central European, who has gr,,".' 11 

up in an urban community, is overcome ',y 
the psychological effects of the fon' , ts 
of the East. They are strange and lIn
earthly to him, and he seeks to esc;,ne 
from their semidarkness. 
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Combat Problems 
Combat in wooded areas presents luany 

problems peculiar to such types of terrain: 
1. In some of the vast 'forest areas 

of Eastern Europe, major military opera
tiollS al'e barely possible, or have only a 
small chance of succeeding. Such areas 
art' difficult to traverse, and poorly suited 
for the movements of large military forma
tions equipped with heavy vehicles. They 
slow down the tempo of offensive opera
tions, consume manpower, and cost a 
grcat deal of time. 

::. Wooded areas provide a disadvantage 
for forces engaged in offensive action. 
However, in the same areas and under the 
same conditions, forces engaged in de
fcnsive action will have an advantage. 
TIll' correct evaluation, and the skillful 
~xploitation, of the natural terrain fea
tures explain, for example, the stubborn 
resistance which the Finnish Army was 
able to offer the numerically superior 
Soviet forces during the winter of 1939-40. 

:;. The infiltration of hostile partisan 
forces in forested zones can never be pre
vented completely. In this respect, the 
con,luct of ground reconnaissance presents 
many difficult problems. 

~. The division, which has proved its 
valuE' as a tactical unit in all the al'luies 
of the world, does not have the mobility 
1101' the flexibility required for operations 
in wooded areas. Perhaps the mixed 
bri"ade is better suited for offensive action 
0\'"" such terrain. For example, during 
th" last war, the Finns reorganized sev
~ml divisions into brigades and obtained 
go,,,} results with them. It must he 1'1'

me:nbered that it is important, when fight
ill~ in forest areas, to reduce the number 
of ('hides in the division ann unit trains. 

The most suitable time for offensive 

. operations in wooded terrain is during 
the winter, when, due to the freezing of 
swamps and lakes, the terrain is tra
versable off the roads. In addition, only 
during winter weather is it possible to 
count on the use of roads. During the 
~pring thaws, the few roads found in 
such areas became unusable. 

6. Forest areas pl:esent particular diffi
culties in tRe employment of air forces. 
For example, adequate close support and 
aerial reconnaissance are almost impos
sible. 

7. Warfare in wooded regions, like fight
ing in tropical jungle terrain, will, of 
necessity, sooner or later, assume the 
characteristics of guerrilla warfare, grad
ually sinking to the level of individual 
combat, carried on at close range. Such 
combat can be supported only i.n a limited 
manner by artillery and heavy weapons. 
It is fought, in the main, with the machine 
pistol, the hand grenade, and the knife. 

Training and Maneuvers Essential 
The Western European armies neither 

favor nor engage in maneuvers in exten
sive wooded areas during severe winter 
weather. However, if it is desired to 
prepare troops for all possibilities ann 
to attain the same degree of efficiency 
that the East holds in this field, train
mg in combat in woods and in Will tel' 
warfare cannot be neglected. 

Conclusion 

Modern techniques have created the 
means for overcoming natural difficulties 
of terrain and climate. By evaluating the 
natural, terrain features correctly, and 
exploiting every advantage, combat under 
conditions formerly regarded as unfavor
able is possible, and can be successful. 
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TITO A:,\D GOLIATH. By Hamilton Fish 
Armstrong. 312 Pages. The Macmillan 
Company, ~ew York. $3.50. 

By COL GEORGE C. REI!'lHARDT, CE 

Tito l'crSIIS Stalin; patriotism ('erslIs 
unquestioning obeuience to l\1oscow; indus
tdal proletariat l'C"SUS agrarian peasants; 
all these as well as many less sharply de
lineated conflicts explain the defection of 
Yugoslavia from the Cominform, This 
fortunate event for the West is fascin
atingly described by the editor of FOR
EIG:\" AFFAIRS, Hamilton Fish A1'm
;.trong, in his recent book jTilo 0)1(1 Goliath, 
A close student of Yugoslav affairs since 
he was military attache, in Belgrade, at 
the close of Worlu War I, :,\11'. Armstrong's 
optimism regarding Tito's success in es
caping the vengeance of "Goliath" cannot 
be written off as a mere hope, 

The career, from boyhood, of Josip Broz 
(Tito) is interestingly presenteu. In the 
dl'velopment of that career are traced the 
causes of the present tense situation; an 
acceptable hypothesis for this case history 
because of Tito's absolute mastery over his 
countr~·men. Yet a larger lesson may well 
be inferreu: dictators cannot afford the 
luxury of friends anu partners; they I1mst 
insist upon sycophants. The Kremlin's 
break with Tito was less an "error" than 
its failure to liquidate him. That break was 
no less in'~vitable than the dissolving of its 
pal'tnen<hip, in 1941, with Hitler. 

Precise readers might deem contradic
tory the statement that Tito objected to 
the Soviet policy of withholding technical 

&id and equipment in order to keep Yug'o
slavia purely agrarian, and the author's 
insistence that the Marxist "line," glori
fying the factory worker over the farmer, 
offended Tito as head of a predominantly 
peasant nation. No one, however, can deny 
the contrast between Tito's "No matter 
how much each of us loves the land of 
Socialism, the USSR, he can in no case love 
his country less," and the Cominform' 
blast: "The attitude toward the Soviet 
Lnion is now the test of devotion to the 
cause of proletarian internationalism." It 
accents the fact that today no country, 
save China, professes devotion to :.\losrow 
except those where the bayonets of the 
Soviet Army gleam brightly. 

With 1\11'. Armstrong's recommendation 
that we befriend Tito in his present strug'
gle, there can be no sound argument. Any 
defection in the hostile ('amp should be 
abetted with the same impartiality that the 
Kremlin receives dissidents among the 
West. But the author's contention, in 
cautious terms, that "different social s:;,,
tems can live side by side," runs into the 
rocks of communism's basic dogma: "C..n
quer the world or lose everything." That 
dogma is implicit from Marx to Stalin. 

1;'1; Dl'STRIAL REVOLLTIO~ 1:,\ MEX
ICO. By Sanford A. Mosk. 331 Pages. l"ni
versity of California Press, Berkeley. $3.;;'. 

THIS IS GERMANY. Edited by Arthur 
Sette!. 429 Pages. William Sloane Assod
ates, New York. $4.00. 
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:.uR. LINCOLN'S ARMY. By Bruce Cat
ton. 372 Pages. Doubleday and Co.. Inc.• 
~ew York. $3.75. 

By' IVAN. J. BIRRER, Ph.D. 

This volume puts together in one read
aLle package three related but, at the ~ame 
time, rather discrete themes. First, it is a 
story of the Army of the Potomac, from 
the start of the Civil War to the end of the 
Battle of Antietam. As such, it gives a 
good picture of that army, the kind of men 
that made up its units, and what kind of 
officers commanded it. 

Second, the book is a psychological
biographical sketch of McClellan. The 
author tries to answer the questions: What 
kind of man was this general? What were 
his motivations, inhibitions, and goals? 
The answers are suggested through the 
source material quoted-especially the ex
cerpts of McClellan's letters, most of which 
were written to his wife. 

Third, there is a brilliantl~' told, de
tailed account of the Battle of Antietam. 
Th" whole story of the battle is here. All 
echelons from the general commanding 
down to the individual foot soldier are 
meluded. Timewise, the reader is carried 
from the opening roar of Jackson's artil
lery until darkness engulfed the bloody 
field. The entire area of the battle is 
pit tured-Sharpsburg to Westwood to Pry 
House to the line of departure from which 
A.I'. Hill's counterattack broke up the 
Connecticut regiment. Despite the detail, 
th.· reader sees the whole battle. 

This book again brings out the tre
nwndous influence of personality upon 
military actions; in this case, primarily 
JfcClellan's personality. It is challenging 
reucling for the modern soldier and citizen. 
In fair.ness, its weaknesses should be noted. 
Th·, author has an "axe to grind." The 
aXf is-beware of the regular military for 
despite its demonstrated inaptness, it 
sehemes to take over the country. 

MILITARY REAOER 

WAR IN KOREA. The Report of a Woman 
Combat Correspondent. By Marguerite 
Higgins. 223 Pages. Doubleday and Co., 
Inc., Xew York. $3.75. 

By COL Roy W. MUTH, ClillC 

The vivid portrayal of incidents in this 
book is sure to provoke the military reader 
into some deep thinking. 

Laci!: of military intelligence is described 
early and 'continuously throughout the 
account of thc early American actions in 
Korea. This lack, combined with the ac
ceptance of faulty information as fact, 
precipitated hasty and impulsive actions 
on the part of individuals. Decisions were 
made on hunches founded on rumor. Strict 
local security was tempered by ignorance 
of the forces immediately opposed. Under 
the pressure of time, limited capabilities, 
and danger, what must be done to ensure 
that the action taken is based on a sound 
knowledge of thi/ situation? 

Miss Higgins' description of the con
duct of green troops in their early actions 
makes one wonder what can be done to get 
the soldier through the transition from 
peacetime training to war experience with
out the toll of unnecessary casualties. Does 
the fault lie, as she claims, in the stressing 
of Troop Information and Education in
stead of training in weapons and tactics? 
Or, is there a failure in the control which 
the organization of combat units is sup
posed to provide? 

Many other problems are implied in the 
observation of this correspondent. Sup
ply, transportation, and supporting troops 
are subjects of the author's comments. 
The situations have a down-to-earth real
ism which stimulates the reader's thinking 
on basic military subjects. 

INDIA, PAI{lSTAN, CEYLON. Edited by 
W. Norman Brown.' 234 Pages. Cornell 
University Press, Ithaca, New York. $3.00. 
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THE U.S. MARINES AND AMPHIBIOUS 
WAR: Its Theory and Its Practice in the 
Pacific. By Jeter A. Isely and Philip A. 
Crowl. 636 Pages. Princeton University 
Press, Princeton, New Jersey. 57.50. 

By LT COL DAVID W. SILVEY, USJIC 

To a great extent, the winning of World 
War II depended upon securing heavily 
defended beachheads, and it is because the 
US Marines foresaw such an eventu'ality 
that the Allied forces ,were prepared for 
this type of combat. 

The U.S. JIUl'ines and Amphibious TVaI' 
is an impartial and accurate analysis and 
evaluation of the role of the :Marines in 
the development and establishment of am
phibious doctrine and techniques, 

The authors point out that it was not 
until the end of the Spanish-American \\'ar 
that naval planners realized the great need 
for a permanent force to seize and defend 
advance naval bases. From 1902 until the 
1920s, the emphasis was placed upon de
fense. The ;\iarines were the obvious 
choice for the job, being trained ground 
troops but familiar with naval procedures 
and under naval authority. 

The tragic failure of the British at 
Gallipoli seemed to preclude the assault 
and capture of an energetically defended 
beachhead. But, when others abandoned 
interest in amphibious warfare, p. group 
of Marines took hold of a neglected and' 
maligned theory, reduced it to a practical 
science in the face of a lack of funds and 
doubting military orthodoxy, and perfected 
it so that the basic doctrine established be
tween 1922 and 1935 underwent no major 
change throughout the acid test of World 
War II. Technological developments and 
refinements in techniques did change the 
face of amphibious operations. Important 
examples of better techniques included the 
improved co-ordination of supporting arms, 
the evolution of close air support, the in
creased effectiveness of naval gunfire sup

port, the improved method and means of 
controlling the ship-to-shore movement, 
and improved methods in planning for and 
controlling logistics. 

With few historical examples upon 
which to draw, the Marines were forced 
to use the trial and error method. The 
year 1933 marked a crucial turning point 
in Marine Corps history with the establish
ment of the Fleet Marine Force. The 
Marine Corps Schools at Quantico had 
turned to a study of landing procedures 
which culminated in the first landing 
manual published in 1934, covering the 
peculiar features of this type of combat: 
(a) command relations, (b) naval gun
fire, (c) aerial support, (d) the ship-to
shore movement, (e) securing the beach
head, and (f) logistics. The Fleet Marine 
Force was the logical agency to make the 
service tests of the Schools' theories. By 
1940, most of the major problems had been 
solved in theory, but in actual practice 
many "bugs" remained. It was not until 
1942 that the techniques were smooth 
enough to warrant their employment at 
Guadalcanal. 

The Guadalcanal campaign presented 
many difficulties, particularly in command 
relations and logistics, but these were over
come in subsequent operations. The am
phibious assault of Okinawa, the final 
amphibious operation of World War II 
resulting in the seizure of a relatively 
large piece of real estate, found amphib· 
ious techniques, in general, approaching 
near perfection. 

The authors present, with exhaustIVe 
treatment, an analysis of each of the am
phibious battles of World War II which 
involved Marines. They constructively 
point out defects in execution and scien
tifically evaluate and interpret the vast 
amount of material written about the Ma
rines in the amphibious field, to the end 
that past errors will not be repeated, and 
that future developments in tactics and 
techniques, will be stimulated. 
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